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SUMMARY
Let f.c.d.(G) denote the set of the degrees of the faithful 
irreducible complex characters of a finite group G. (Of course f.c.d.(G) 
may be empty). Chapter 1 is concerned mainly with the structure of 
those groups G satisfying the condition that |f.c.d.(G)| = 1, groups 
which are labelled "high-fidelity1' groups, By means of the regular 
wreath product construction it is shown that the class of high-fidelity 
groups is "large" in the sense that every group is isomorphic to both 
a subgroup and a factor group of some high-fidelity group.
Use is made of some of D.S. Passman's results classifying soluble 
half-transitive groups of automorphisms in describing the structure 
of a special class of high-fidelity groups, namely those which are 
soluble with a complemented unique minimal normal subgroup. The 
same situation minus the condition that the unique minimal normal 
subgroup is complemented is studied in Chapter 2. There arises 
naturally a generalisation of half-transitive group action in which, 
instead of being identical, the orbit sizes are the same up to 
multiplication by powers of some prime. Such an action is called 
"q'-halftransitive", where q is the prime concerned.
The results of Chapters 3 and 4 produce a classification, similar 
to Passman's classification mentioned above, of the possibilities 
for a finite soluble group G which acts q'-halftransitively on the 
non-trivial elements of a faithful irreducible G-module over the 
field of q ele-.er.-s. Many of Passman's techniques are used and, apart 
from one infinite family of groups and a small number of exceptions 
in the case q = 3, the possibilities for G turn out to be just those 
on Passman's list.
Finally, in Chapter 5, an upper bound of 6 is obtained on the 
nilpotent length of a soluble high-fidelity group with a unique 
minimal normal subgroup.
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INTRODUCTION
The greater part of this thesis (Chapters 3 and 4) is concerned 
with the orbit sizes of the action of a finite soluble group G on the 
elements of a faithful irreducible G-module over a finite field. This 
study grew quite naturally out of a consideration of some questions in 
the character theory of finite groups, and the arrangement of material in 
this thesis is designed to reflect this. Our starting point, then, must 
be within the theory of group characters.
There are many results connecting the structure of a finite group 
G to the set c.d.(G) of the degrees of the irreducible complex characters 
of G. For example, it is a well known fact that |c.d.(G)| = 1 if and 
only if G is abelian. Several more results of this type are recorded by 
I.M. Isaacs in Chapter 12 of [81. If |c.d.(C)| = 2 then ( [8"] Corollary 12.6) 
the group G is metabelian. A result due to S.C. Garrison, which appears 
as Corollary 12.21 of [81, establishes that if G is soluble then the 
nilpotent length of G is at most |c.d.(G)|.
What connections, if any, can be established between the structure 
of a finite group G and the various subsets of c.d.(G)? We may conveniently 
denote the set of the degrees of the faithful irreducible complex 
characters of a finite group G by f.c.d.(G) (which may, of course, be 
empty).
Chapter 1 is concerned mainly with those groups G satisfying the 
condition that |f.c.d.(G)| = 1, groups which I shall call "high-fidelity" 
groups. Although it is demonstrated that such a condition imposes no 
obvious restrictions on the structure of an arbitrary group, attention is 
drawn to the action of a high-fidelity group G on the set of non-trivial 
irreducible characters of its minimal normal subgroups. In particular.
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it is shown that this action is half-transitive (that is, with all orbits 
of the same size) when G is soluble with a complemented unique minimal 
normal subgroup (a primitive soluble group), and in this special case 
the classification of soluble half-transitive groups of automorphisms by 
D.S. Passman in [103 (with Isaacs), [ll] , [l2] , [13] enables us to give a 
virtually complete description of the group structure. In Chapter 2 we 
investigate what can be said in the same situation minus the condition 
that the unique minimal normal subgroup is complemented. It turns out 
that half-transitivity must be replaced by a slightly weaker condition 
in which the orbit sizes are all the same up to multiplication by powers 
of some prime q; I call such an action "q'-halftransitive".
Chapters 3 and 4 are both concerned with obtaining a classification, 
similar to Passman's classification mentioned above, of the'possibilities 
for a soluble group G such that, for some prime q, G acts q'-half- 
transitively on the non-trivial elements of a faithful irreducible G-module 
over the field of q elements. The case in which G has a non-cyclic 
abelian normal subgroup is handled in Chapter 3, the opposite case in 
Chapter 4. Many of Passman's results and techniques are employed in both 
these chapters, but especially in Chapter 4, the scheme of which mimics 
that of [133. Besides a small number of exceptions for q = 3, the final 
list of possibilities differs from Passman's list in the half- transitive 
case only by the addition of an infinite family of groups, each of which is 
a semi-direct product of the ■Form NH where N is a member of an infinite 
family on Passman's list and H is a cyclic q-group.
In the short Chapter 5 the classification obtained in Chapters 3 and 4 
is used in conjunction with Passman's classification and the main theorem 
of Chapter 2 to derive an upper bound of 6 on the nilpotent length of a 
soluble high-fidelity group with a unique minimal normal subgroup.
CONVENTIONS, TERMINOLOGY, AND NOTATION.
He adopt the convention that throughout this thesis all groups 
considered are finite. Homomorphisms of abstract groups will usually 
be written exponentially: thus g° denotes the image of the group 
element g under the homomorphism a. However, following established 
usage, representations and characters will be written on the left (as 
will factor sets of projective representations and certain other maps).
The term "nodule" will be understood to refer to a right module except 
when otherwise indicated.
If ir is a set of primes, then a positive integer n is said to 
be a iT-nunber if the only primes dividing n are in ». Thus 1 is a 
ir-number for all sets of primes it. He shall use »' to denote the set 
of primes not in it, and normally a set {p} consisting of a single prime 
will be written simply as p. For any positive integer n and set of primes 
ir we can express n as a product ab where a is a ir-number and b is a 
»'-number, called, respectively, the »-part and the » ’-part of n.
If 6 is a group and » a set of primes then G is said to be a 
»-group if the order of G is a »-number. A »-subgroup, H, of G is 
said to be a Hall »-subgroup of G if the order of H and the index of 
H in G are co-prime.
Let G be a soluble group. The nilpotent length of G, written n(G),
is defined to be the smallest number of factors in a normal series of G
with each factor nilpotent if G is non-trivial, zero otherwise.
A class 7  of groups is said to be a formation when, for all groups
G, we have (i) G * - 7  implies that all epimorphic images of G are in 7 . 
and (ii) if N^, N2 are two normal subgroups of G such that the factor 
group G / v ^ e . 7  for * = i»2 * th,n G/iNjO Nj)ey*.
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There follows a survey of notation used, which is, as far as 
possible, consistent with that of Huppert in [6] and with that of
Isaacs in (jsl •
1 identity group element, trivial group
Z(G) centre of the group G
F(G) Fitting subgroup of G
• (G) Frattini subgroup of G
G' derived group of G
^ gl .... gn^ subgroup generated by group elements g^,...,gn
i
«¿(G) subgroup of p-group G equal to < g £ G  : g1^ = l)
0 (G)Tl largest normal w-subgroup of G
soc(G) socle of G
c g (H ) centraliser in G of H
k g (h) normaliser in G of H
Aut(G) automorphism group of G
kera kernel of the group homomorphism a
[g.hl the commutator g ^gh
gT set of non-trivial elements of G
i(G) set of non-central involutions of G
n(G) nilpotent length of G
|G| order of G
¡G î H | index of H in G
lei order of a group element g
w(G) set of primes dividing |g |
W w the ir-part of |g |
Gx
xG
stabiliser in G of x 
orbit of x under G
H 4 G H is a subgroup of G
• • • .1
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H < G H is a proper subgroup of G
H <J G H is a normal subgroup of G
H char G H is a characteristic subgroup of G
Irr(G) set of all irreducible complex characters of G
Firr(G) ixtlrr(G) : x is faithful}
6 group of linear complex characters of G
kerx kernel of character x
ker(G on V) kernel of the action of G on module V
HomG(U,V)
xG. vG
group of G-homomorphisms from U to V 
induced character, module
XH* VH 
08
restriction to H of character x» module V 
conjugate character
G0
Irr(G|9)
{g€G : 6g = 6}
ix£lrr(G) : Xjj= 60 some integer e} where N ■: G and 
0£lrr(N) such that G. = G
B(Nj see page 33
[x. ♦] 1/161 ( £ x(g)<Kg *)) for characters x> of G 
g € G
dlV dimension of V over field K
KG group algebra of G over field K
J(KG) Jacobson radical of KG
S(KG) socle of KG
H2(G,cx) second cohomology group of G
z2(g,cx) group of 2-cocycles (factor sets) of G
b2(g,cx) group of 2-coboundaries of G
GF(pn ) field of pn elements
GL(n,pm ) general linear group of degree n over GFip1”)
SL(n,pm ) special linear group of degree n over GF(pm )
Sp(2n,pm ) symplectic group of degree 2n over GF(pm)
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sn symmetric group of degree n
Cn cyclic group of order n
D8 dihedral group of order 8
Q8
tfq")
quaternion group of order 8 
see Definition l . m
£ < q n : qm )
see Definition 1.15
see page 27
see Definition 3.1
G! x G 2 direct product of groups G^, G2
Gl i :G2 
Gx Y  S
regular wreath product of with Gj 
central product of groups G^, G2
E(p,m) see page 107
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BASIC RESULTS.
Listed below are those results from group theory and representation 
theory which are assumed. Some of these basic results are used in the 
course of proofs in this thesis without an explicit reference.
THEOREM. Orbit-stabiliser Theorem. (Huppert [6l I Satz 5.10 a).) 
if G is a group of permutations on a set X, then for each x a X  the size 
°f the G-orbit containing x is precisely the index in G of the stabiliser 
of x; that is, |xG | = |G s G j  for all x«X.
THEOREM. (Huppert [6) III Satz 4.2 b).) Let G be a soluble group» and 
let F denote the Fitting subgroup of G. Then Cg(F) .$ F.
THEOREM. (Huppert [6] I Satz 4.6.) Let G be a cyclic group of order n. 
Then Aut(G) is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of equivalence 
classes mod n of integers prime to n. In particular, Aut(G) is abelian« 
and if G is a 2-group then so is Aut(G).
THEOREM. (Huppert [63 V Satz 8.15.) Let G be a group, and let A be a 
subgroup of Aut(G) such that A acts semi-regularly on the non-trivlal 
elements of G. Then for all odd primes p the Sylow p-subgroups of A 
are cyclic, and the Sylow 2-subgroups of A are cyclic or generalised 
quaternion.
THEOREM. (Gorenstein [43 Chapter 6, Theorem 4.1.) Let G be a soluble 
group and ir a set of primes. Then
(i) G contains a Hall »-subgroup ;
(ii) any two Hall »-subgroups are conjugate in G j
(iii) any »-subgroup of G is contained in a Hall »-subgroup.
THEOREM. (Gorenstein D O  Chapter 5, Corollary 3.3.) Let p be a prime, 
ar*d let P be a p-group. Assume that A is a subgroup of Aut(P) and that 
there exist normal A-invariant subgroups o f_ ? for 0 < i ^ n such 
that
1 P ^  P,
and such that A centralises P^+1/P 
stabilise the normal sériés 1 < P^
^ for 0 < i i n-1. 
i i Pp-i ^
(A is said to 
Then A is a
p-group.
For each non-negative integer r let J / r  denote the class of soluble 
groups with nilpotent length at most r. From the definition of nilpotent 
length, J \ f °  consists of the trivial group, and is the class of all 
nilpotent groups. If 3 ^ (p) = J \ ( °  for all primes p then J f 1 is locally 
defined by ^"(p); that is J\f^~ is precisely the class of those groups 
G such that for all primes p, if H/N is a chief factor of G with p||H/N| 
then G/CG (H/N)€ ^(p). (See Huppert [6] VI Beispiel 7.6a).). In 
general it is easily verified that, provided 1 is a formation, is 
locally defined by ^(p) =_A/r 1 for all primes p, whereupon an easy 
induction argument together with [6] VI Hauptsatz 7.5 yields the following 
result.
THEOREM. For each non-negative integer r the class is a formation.
THEOREM. (Gorenstein Chapter 3 Theorem 2.3.) If an abelian group G 
has an irreducible representation with kernel K then G/K is cyclic. In 
particular, a non-cycllc abelian group does not possess a faithful 
irreducible representation.
THEOREM. (Huppert [6) V Satz 5.17.) Let G be a group, p a prime, and let 
P be a normal p-subgroup of G. If X is an Irreducible representation of G
over a field of characteristic p, then P is contained in the kernel of X.
Let G be a group, and let x» ^ be complex characters of G. Then
is defined by
[X,*] = 1/|G|( l  xCgHig"1)).
ge g
If x (♦) is irreducible then x^»'iQ is precisely the multiplicity of 
X (<|0 as an irreducible constituent of i(/ (x) (see Isaacs [83 Corollary 
2.17 and preceding discussion).
THEOREM. Frobenius Reciprocity. (Isaacs [8] Lemma 5.2.) Let G be a 
group and let H be a subgroup of G. If x is a complex character of 
G, and if 0 is a complex character of H, then
[xH. 0] = [x. eG] •
THEOREM. Clifford's Theorem. (Huppert [6] V Hauptsatz 17.3.) Let G be 
a group, K a field, and V an irreducible KG-module. Assume that N is a 
normal subgroup of G.
(i) _If W is an irreducible KN-submodule of V then V = ][ Wg. Each Wg
g € G
is an irreducible KN-roodule and is completely reducible.
(ii) Let Wj^«.... Wn be a complete set of isomorphism types of irreducible 
KN-submodules of V. For 1 < i •$ n define to be the sum of all KN- 
submodules of V isomorphic to . (The are called the homogeneous 
components of Vjj ). Then
VN = Vl ® - ” ® Vn ’
and G permutes the transitively by right multiplication.
(iii) _For 1 4 i < n define = {g€ G : V.g = Vj} . Then A^ is a subgroup
Q
of G, and is an irreducible KA^-module. Moreover, V « Vj and n = |G s A^|
(iv) If 1 € { 1 ....  n), then let fl1 denote the character of V^. Assume that
x is the character of V. Then there exists an integer e such that
n
Xu = • l  •
" i=l
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THEOREM. Schur's Lemma (Gorenstein [*+] Chapter 3. Theorem 5.2.)
If G is a group, K a field, and V an irreudicble KG-module. then 
HomG(V,V) is a division ring.
THEOREM. (Herstein [5] Theorem 7.c.) A finite division ring is necessarily 
a commutative field.
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CHAPTER 1
HIGH-FIDELITY AND PRIMITIVE SOLUBLE GROUPS.
In this chapter the notion of a high-fidelity group is introduced 
(see Definition 1.2 below), and some special cases of such groups are 
considered. In particular, it is shown that there is a close connection 
between primitive soluble high-fidelity groups and soluble half­
transitive groups of automorphisms (Theorem 1.18), allowing the use of 
D. Passman's classification of the latter groups (stated below as 
Theorem 1.16) in obtaining information about the former. The fact 
that the class of all high-fidelity groups is "large" ( in the sense 
that every group appears as both a subgroup, and as a factor group, 
of some high-fidelity group) is demonstrated by Theorem 1.24*, in which 
it is shown that if H is any group and C any non-trivial cyclic group,
then the regular wreath product C % H is a high-fidelity group. The
r
final results of the chapter are all concerned with a particular subset 
of the set of all irreducible complex characters of a soluble group. 
This subset has the property that if all the characters in it share a 
common degree then (Theorem 1.32) the structure of the group concerned 
is restricted by the results on primitive soluble high-fidelity groups.
He follow £8} in using Irr(G) to denote the set of all irreducible 
complex characters of a group G. It will be convenient to fix a label 
for the set of faithful irreducible complex characters of a group.
NOTATION. Let G be a group. Then Firr(G) denotes the set
{xftlrr(G) i x is faithful) .
For an arbitrary group G the set Firr(G) may be empty. A solution
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to the problem of deciding exactly when Firr(G) is non-empty was first 
given in a paper by K. Shoda ([15]) with acknowledgement to Y. Akizuki.
The statement of this result (Theorem 1.21) requires a preliminary 
discussion of the structure of the socle of a group, and so, since 
such a discussion would be out of place here, for now we merely record 
an almost trivial result giving a condition on a group G that guarantees 
Firr(G) ^ 0, and also a necessary and sufficient condition that Firr(G) t 0 
for a p-group G.
LEMMA 1.1 ([8] Theorem 2.32) (i) If G is a group with a unique minimal 
normal subgroup then Firr(G) t 0.
(ii) If G is a p-group then Firr(G) t  0 if and only if Z(G), 
the centre of G, is cyclic.
NOTE. Lemma 1.1 (i) is not included in the statement of [8] Theorem 2.32, 
but the proof of [8] Theorem 2.32(b) includes an easy and obvious proof 
of the result.
DEFINITION 1.2. Let G be a group. We call G a high-fidelity group if 
Firr(G) t 0, and for all elements x» of Firr(G) we have x ( D  = ♦(!■)■
Obviously all cyclic groups are high-fidelity groups. A result by 
f.hoda ( [16] ) gives us some more examples.
THEOREM 1.3 (Shoda [16], Satz 12 ) Let G be a metabelian group such 
that Firr(G) t  0, and let A be a maximal abelian subgroup of G such that 
G1 . the derived group of G. is a subgroup of A. Then for all x*Firr(G) 
we have x ( D  = |G s A|. In particular. G is a high-fidelity group.
As an immediate consequence of our next result, which is well known 
and concerns the irreducible characters of Frobenius groups, we have 
further examples of high-fidelity groups.
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LEMMA 1.4. ( T8j Theorem 6.34(b)) Let G be a Frobenius group with Frobenius 
kernel R, say. If x€lrr(G) such that R 4 kerx , then there 
exists $eIrr(R) such that <|> = x •
THEOREM 1.5. Let G be a Frobenius group with abelian Frobenius kernel 
R, say, such that Firr(G) /  0. Then x C D  = |G : R| for all xfiFirr(G).
In particular G is a high-fidelity group.
Proof. Let x €. Firr(G). Then by Lemma 1.4 there exists $£lrr(R)
Q
such that x = ♦ .  Since R is abelian we have $(1) = 1» whereupon
X(l) = 4>G(1) = |G : R|<K1) =|G : R| .
Q.E.D.
Let p be a prime and let P be a class 2 p-group (that is, P' ^ Z(P)) 
such that Z(P) is cyclic. Write Z = Z(P). By Lemma 1.1 we have 
Firr(P) ¿ 0 ,  and, since P/Z is abelian, Theorem 1.3 implies that P is a 
high-fidelity group. In Chapter 2 we shall require more information 
concerning the characters in Firr(P). Specifically we shall need to 
make use of the fact that if x €. Firr(P) and if X is an irreducible 
constituent of Xz» then x and X are fully ramified with respect to 
P/Zj that is x O -)2 = |P s Z| or, equivalently, x is the unique irreducible *
P
constituent of X . This fact is exactly the content of [93 Proposition 4.1 
which is proved using the properties of group characters. We shall give 
an alternative proof, independent of character theory, which is based on 
showing that if A is a maximal normal abelian subgroup of P then 
| A : Z | = | P : A| , and then appealing to Theorem 1.3. ( W e  remark that 
[16] Satz 12 is proved in terms of group representations and omits all 
mention of group characters.)
In order to prove the result mentioned above concerning maximal 
normal abelian subgroups of class 2 p-groups, we shall use a very 
slightly modified version of [2] Proposition 3, namely Lemma 1.6 below.
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DEFINITION. Let G be an abelian group, and let H be a cyclic group.
A map 6 : G x G + H is a pairing of G to H if, for all elements g , g2 , g3 , 
of G, we have
gjgg) = («(gj^ g2))(«(g1 , g3)),
and,
« ( g ^ »  g3> = g3>)(i(gj> g3>)*
If, in addition, 4(g,g) = 1 for all g € G  then the pairing 4 is said to 
be skew, and if 4(h,g) = 1 for all g€.G implies that h = 1, then we say 
that 4 is non-singular.
a
Notice that if 4 is^pairing from G to H and if g£G, then 
4(g,g) = (4(g,g))(4(l,g)) = (4(g,g))(4(g,l)), whereupon 4(1,g) = 4(g,l) = 
Although [2] Proposition 3 is stated in terms of a pairing of an 
abelian group to a commutative ring, the full ring structure is not 
used in the proof, and the proof of Lemma 1.6 follows the proof of 
[2] Proposition 3 closely. Nevertheless, it will be convenient to have 
the conclusions of Lemma 1.6 tailored to facilitate its application in 
Theorem 1.7 and so, on balance, it seems worthwhile to give the proof in 
full.
LEMMA 1.6. Let G be an abelian group, and let H be a cyclic group.
Assume that 4 is a skew non-singular pairing of G to H. Then there 
exist subgroups G^, Gj, of G such that
(i) G = Gx x G2 , G ^ G j i
(ii) 4(x,y) = 1 for all elements x,y, of G^ (i = 1,2) s 
(iii) if, gfiG such that 4(g,x) = 1 for all x € G j then gEG^ (i = 1,2).
1
Proof. The proof is by induction on |g |. If |g | = 1 then there is
I
It
nothing to prove. Therefore assume that |g | > 1 ,  and that if X is an 
abelian group with |x| < (g I and if &' is a skew non-singular pairing of 
X to a cyclic group, then the conclusions of the lemma hold for X and 6r .
Let n denote the exponent of G and let a^ be an element of G of 
order n. Suppose that there exists an integer m < n such that (6(a^,g))m = 1 
for all g 6 G. Then 6(a™, g) = 1 for all geG, and so, since 6 is non­
singular, a™ = 1, contradicting the fact that a^ has order n > m.
Consequently there exists G such that 6(a^, a^) has order at least 
n in H. But (^(a^, a2))n = 5(a", a2) = 6(1, a2> = 1, and hence 
SCa^, a2) has order exactly n in H. Obviously a2 has order n in G.
Write = 4 ^ »  ^2 = ^ a ^ . We show that A^P\ A2 = 1. Clearly
A ^ O  A2 is cyclic, say A ^ O  A2 = <a) . Since a e A 2 and 6 is skew we
kmust have 6(a, a2) = 1. Also a £  A^, whence a = a^ for some k n.
Therefore
(6(a^, a2))k = 6(ak , a2) = 6(a, a2) = 1.
But 6(a^, a2 ) has order n in H, and therefore k = n. Thus a = a” = 1, 
and A ^ O  A2 = 1.
Write A = A^ x Aj, and M = {g«G s 6(g,a) = 1 for all acA} .
It is easily checked that the pairing 6 restricted to A is a skew 
non-singular pairing of A to H, whence AflU - 1« Let $ denote the 
map a i— ► 6(a, -), for all atA, where the space is to be filled by an 
element of A. Then B is a homomorphism from A to Hom(A,h), the 
group of homomorphisms from A to H. Since 6 remains non-singular when 
restricted to A, it follows that B Isa monomorphism. Write éía^, «2> 
Then, since H is cyclic, <h} is the unique subgroup of H of order n.
Let p € Hom(A.H). Clearly there exist integers t^, tj, such that 
M  tj ( n and
»
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for i = 1,2. If a denotes a*2a2*l then it is easily verified
that a = p . We conclude that 6 is an isomorphism from A to Hom(A,H).
Define the map y by y : g »->■ 4(g, -) for all geG, with the 
space to be filled by an element of A. Then y is a homomorphism 
from G to Hom(A,H), and the kernel of y is precisely M. Clearly Y 
restricted to A is the isomorphism 6 . It follows that y is an 
isomorphism from G/M to Hom(A,H), and we have
|G/M| = |Hom(A,H)| = |A| .
Since A f \ H =  l w e  deduce that G = A x M.
We have |m | <"|g |, and,clearly, 4 restricted to M is a skew 
non-singular pairing of M to H. Therefore we can apply induction to 
obtain subgroups M^, Mj, of M such that
(i) M = Mx x M2, s H2 ;
(ii) 6(x,y) = 1 for all elements x,y, of M^ (i = 1,2) ;
(iii) if g t M  such that 4(g,x) = 1 for all x£M. then geM^^ (i = 1,2).
Writing G£ = x for * = i»2 » properties (i), (ii), (iii) in the 
statement of the lemma follow easily, and hence the lemma is proved by 
induction.
Q.E.D.
THEOREM 1.7. Let p be a prime and let P be a class 2 p-group with cyclic 
centre, Z say. Then there exist two maximal normal abelian subgroups,
A2 » of P such that P/Z = A^Z x A;/Z. a*d A^/Z a Aj/Z.
Proof. Define a map 4 : P/Z * P/Z -*• P' by 4(xZ, yZ) - [x,y] for 
all elements x,y, of P, where [x,y] denotes the commutator x Ay 1xy.
We shall show that 4 is a skew non-singular pairing of the abelian 
group P/Z to a cyclic group P'.
Since P is class 2 we have P* < Z. Therefore P/Z is abelian, and, 
since Z la cyclic, so is P'. If a, b, c, are elements of P then the fact
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that P is class 2 implies that [ab,c] = [a,c][b,c] , and [a,bc] =
[a,b] [ a,c} . He check that 6 is well-defined. If xZ = x'Z and 
yZ = y'Z, then there exist elements z2 , of Z such that x' = xz^ 
and y ’ = yz2, an<* we *lave
[*’. y'3 = yz2l = [x»y][x»z2^tz1.y]C zx»z2^  = Lx»yl •
It follows that 6 is well-defined. That 6 is a skew pairing is 
obvious. Suppose that xZ €. P/Z such that 6(xZ, yZ) = 1 for all yZ € P/Z. 
Then [x,y] = 1 for all y€.P, which yields x£Z, and we deduce that 6
is non-singular.
By Lemma 1.6 there exist subgroups A^/Z, Aj/Z, of P/Z such that
(i) P/Z = Aj/Z x A2/Z, Ax/Z s  A2/Z ;
(ii) 6(xZ, yZ) = 1 for all elements xZ, yZ, of A^/Z (i = 1,2) ;
(iii) if xZeP/Z such that 6(aZ, yZ) = 1 for all yZCA^/Z then 
xZ EAj/Z (i = 1,2).
Let i£(l,2), and let x,y, be elements of A^. From (ii) we have 
[x,y] = 6(xZ, yZ) = 1, and it follows that A^ is abelian. Clearly
A^ < G, and A^ is a maximal normal abelian subgroup of P since, if 
xCCpiAj), then 6(xZ, yZ) = [x,y] = 1 for all y SA^, whereupon, by
(iii), x « A r
Q . E . D »
Let G be a group, and N c normal subgroup of G. If g £ G  and 6 £  Irr(N) 
then 8® denotes the irreducible character of N defined by 8®(x) =
6(gxg-1) for all x£H. The characters 8 and 8® are said to be
conjugate in G. The stabiliser in G of 8 , that is the set of all 
elements g of G such that 8® = 8 , is a subgroup of G arid is denoted 
by Ga. If G. = 0, we say that 8 is invariant in G, and in this case 
the set {x£Iw(G) s [x„ • »] * 0} is denoted by Irr(G|8).
We are now in a position to give the alternative proof of
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[9] Proposition 4.1 mentioned earlier.
THEOREM 1.8. Let p be a prime and let P be a class 2 p-group with 
cyclic centre, Z say. Then x(D = |P : Z| for all x£Firr(P). Also 
if X€Firr(Z) then Irr(P|l) = {i|i} for some i|)£Firr(P).
Proof. Since P is class 2 it follows that P is metabelian, and Firr(P) t  0 
by Lemma 1.1. Let x£Firr(P). If A is any maximal normal abelian 
subgroup of P then A t. Z > P', and hence, by Theorem 1.3, we have 
x(l) = |P : A| . Therefore all maximal normal abelian subgroups of P 
have the same index in P, and by Theorem 1.7 this index is precisely 
|P : z|*. We deduce that x(l)2 = |P : z| for all x€Firr(P).
P
Now let X€Firr(Z), and let i|i be an irreducible constituent of X . 
By Frobenius reciprocity we have [ ^ » X ^  , the multiplicity of X as
an irreducible constituent of is precisely £ i|i, X^] , the multiplicity
p
of il> as an irreducible constituent of X . Obviously i(i €. Firr(P) and
V<_ = <i(l)X • Hence X**] = i|i(l). Now |p : z| = X^(l), and, asz
2 Pshown above, we have ^(1) = |P : Z|. Therefore X = (^1)\|* and, since 
x£Irr(P|X) if and only if [x* f  0, we have Irr(P|X) = {<>}.
Q.E.D.
We next state Theorem 6.11 of [8] to which we shall need to refer 
many times.
THEOREM 1.9. ( [8] Theorem 6.11). Let 6 be a group and N a normal
subgroup of G. Assume that 9€.Irr(N), and write
X = {ip £ Irr(G0) s [*„,9] *  0} = Irr(G0|e)
and
Y = (xelrr(G) ! [xN »8] + 0) •
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Then
G(i) \p is irreducible for all i^€X ;
p
(ii) the map i|i i|i is a bijection from X to Y ;
Q
(iii) if i|i = x» with ij e X, then <l> is the unique irreducible constituent
of Xo which lies in X ;
0 G(iv) if >| = X. with 1|i€X, then I>N ,0] = [x„.0] •
If G is a group and N a normal subgroup of G, then we shall often 
identify the sets Irr(G/N) and (x £ Irr(G) : N < kerx }; for, if x £ Irr(G) 
with N ^ kerx then, by defining x(gN) = x(g) for all g€G, we have 
X 6 Irr(G/N), and each element of Irr(G/N) arises in this way from some 
XClrriG) with N < kerx* (See, for example, [8l Lemma 2.22)
LEMMA 1.10. Let G be a group and N a normal subgroup of G. Assume that 
0 6 Irr(N), and let K denote ker0 . Then K < G0 , and when 0 is considered. 
in the natural way, as an element of both Irr(N/K) and Irr(N), we may identify 
the two sets Irr(G0|0) and Irr(G0/K|0). In addition, if 0(1) = 1 then
G0 = (g£G : Ig.xl € K for all x 6 N) ,
and N/K « Z(Gg/K).
Proof. It is easily verified that K < G0 . Let i|> €Irr(G0|0). Since 
* = e0 for some integer e we must have K i kerf. It follows immediately
that the two sets Irr(G0]® and Irr(G0/K|0) may be identified.
Now assume that 0(1) = 1. Then
-1
= ( g £ G  : eg = 8} = (g£G s 0g =0}
= {g6G : 8(g_1xg) = e(x) for all x£N)
= {g£G : e(g_1x Xg) = 6(x_1) for all x £ N}
s {g€G : e(g‘1x"1g)(8(x‘1))"1 = 1 for all x€N)
= {gCG s e(Cg.xl) * 1 for all x£N)
s (g€G t rg.x] € K for all x £ N) .
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It is an immediate consequence of the above that if 6(1) = 1 then 
N/K < Z(G0/K).
Q.E.D.
All the examples of high-fidelity groups we have met so far have 
the property that the common degree of the faithful irreducible characters 
has coincided with the index of an abelian normal subgroup. As we shall 
see later, it is easy to find high-fidelity groups of composite order 
which do not have this property, and the following example is of a high- 
fidelity p-group which also lacks this property.
EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime, and let A be an elementary abelian p-group 
3
of order p . Let G be a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(A), and write P = AG,
the natural semi-direct product of A with G. We shall show not only that
Firr(P) t  0 and x(D = P2 f ° r  all x€.Firr(P), but also that P contains
ono abelian normal subgroup of index p .
Vie have Aut(A) s GL(3,p), whereupon G is isomorphic to a Sylow 
p-subgroup of GL(3,p). A Sylow p-subgroup of GL(3,p) is isomorphic to 
the group of all 3 x 3  upper uni-triangular matrices with entries in 
GF(p), the field of p elements. If a, b, c, are elements of GF(p) then
for all n J. 1. Consequently it is easy to see that G « D^ for p = 2,
3and for p > 2 the group G is an extraspecial group of order p and 
exponent p. It follows that |p| = p6. Clearly A is a maximal normal 
abelian subgroup of P, and |Z(P)| = p. Since Z(P) is cyclic Lemma 1.1 
yields Firr(P) t  9 .
Let x€Firr(P), and write
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xA = e l  Xi
i=l
where X^€ Irr(A) for 1 < i < t. Since A is abelian, we have Xj(l) s 1
for 1 ^  i < t, and from the fact that x is faithful we deduce that
t
O  kerXi = kerXA = !• 
i=l 1 A
By Clifford's Theorem all the are conjugate in P, and therefore 
kerX^ contains no non-trivial normal subgroup of P. Thus kerX.0 Z(P) = 1 
for 1 i t.
Write X = X^ and consider P. . Obviously A < P^, and we see that
P^ = AG^, the semi-direct product of A with the stabiliser in G of X.
Since t = |P : P^| = |G : G^| we have t = 1, p, p2 , or p3. If t = 1
then G^ = G, whereupon kerX < P. But, as noted above, kerX contains
no non-trivial normal subgroup of P, and hence in this case kerX = 1,
which is clearly impossible since A is not cyclic. Thus t t  1.
Write X = {p € Irr(A) : kerpOZ(P) = 1} . It is easily seen that
|X| = p2(p-l). Also X C X, and if p is conjugate to X in P then p£X.
Since |X| = p2(p-l) < p3, we have t t  p3. Therefore t = p, or p2 .
Suppose that t = p. Then |G^| = p2. From the structure of G we see
that if H i G such that |h | = p2 then Z(G) i H. Consequently Z(G) -S G^.
Since the X. are all conjugate in P it follows that the subgroups P.
1 Ai
are all conjugate in P, whereupon the subgroups G. are all conjugate
Ai
in G. Hence Z(G) i G. for 1 i i < t. By Lemma 1.10 we have 
Ai[z(G), A] < kerXj for 1 < i < t, and thus
[Z(G), A ] <  kerX = 1,
i=l 1
a contradiction since Cp(A) = A.
Therefore t = p2, and |G | = p. Now |A/kerX| = p, and so
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|Px/kerA| = p2. It follows that P^/kerX is abelian. By Theorem 1.9 
and Lemma 1.10 there exists i|)6 Irr(Px/kerA|X) such that <iP = x •
Hence x(l) = ^(l) = >|<(1) t = p2. Thus x ( D  = p2 for all x€Firr(P).
Suppose that B 4 P such that |P : B| = p2. Since P/B is abelian 
we have P' < B. M o u )  P  - L A , G 3  [.Gc,Gc] is o W I ajcsivn o t x W "  p^ bu t  
A C G , G 1  v\on-aWUav\ o p  ouitr cunc^  s o  B is 
non-ebelian. Thus P contains no abelian normal subgroup of index p .
This completes the example.
Let S denote the symmetric group of degree 4. Then S contains a unique 
minimal normal subgroup, N say. Also N I Cj « Cj, and Cg(N) = N. 
Furthermore, N is complemented in S by a subgroup H of S, and 
H S S/N s Sg, the symmetric group of degree 3. Lemma 1.1 yields Firr(S) t  
We have
l 0 (1 )2 = |s| = 24
0 eIrr(S)
and,
£ 0(1)2 = |S/N | = 6.
6 6Irr(S)
0 *Firr(S)
Therefore
:• l  0(1)2 = 2 4 - 6  =18.
0€Firr(S)
Since 0(1)124 for all 0€I"r(S) and 0(1) > 1 for all 0€.Firr(S), 
we deduce that S has exactly 2 faithful irreducible characters, both of 
degree 3. Hence S is a high-fidelity group.
The symmetric group of degree 4 is an example of a primitive soluble
group. A group G is said to be primitive if G has a faithful primitive 
permutation representation. It is well known (see, for example, [8] II
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Satz 3.2 & Satz 3.3) that a soluble group G is primitive if and only if 
G contains a self-centralising minimal normal subgroup, or equivalently, if 
and only if F(G), the Fitting subgroup of G, is the unique minimal normal 
subgroup of G. The structure of such groups is particularly easy to analyse 
for, if G is a primitive soluble group with unique minimal normal subgroup 
N, then N is an elementary abelian q-group for some prime q, and N is 
complemented in G by a subgroup, H say. Considered additively, N is an 
irreducible GF(q)H-module (where GF(q)H denotes the group algebra of H 
over the field GF(q)), which is faithful for H.
If A is an abelian group then A denotes the group of all irreducible 
complex characters of A. As shown in C6l V 6.4, we have A i A.
LEMMA 1.11. Let A be an abelian group and assume that G is a subgroup of 
Aut(A). For X € A, afcG, define A° b £  Xa(a) = X(aa ) for all a 6 A. 
Then, with this definition, G may be regarded as a subgroup of Aut(A).
If A is an elementary abelian q-group then, with this definition, considered 
addi-ively, bo~h A and A are GF(q)G-modules. and if A is irreducible, so 
is A.
a  a A
Proof. Clearly if a£G, then X ►-+ X for all X £ A is an automorphism of A.
ft
As is easily checked,the map t : A — ► A defined by 
(aT)( X) = X(a)
. s
for all a£A, X 6 A, is an isomorphism. Moreover if G acts on A in the
obvious way tnen (a^)a = (aa) for all a £ A , a£G. Consequently
A A
Cq (A) < CG(A) = Cg (A) = 1.
A
If A € A  and a,0, are elements of G then
XaB(a) = X(a(aB) S  = X(aB ** S  =Xa(aB S  = (Xa )B(a)
for all a€A, whereupon XoB = (Xa )B . Thus G may be regarded as a subgroup 
of Aut(A), and it foILows immediately that if A is an elementary abelian
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q-group then both A and A are GF(q)G-modules. If M is a non-trivial proper
* * 
G-invariant subgroup of A then it is easily verified that = {p€A: y(m) = 1
x
for all m £ M }  is a non-trivial proper G-invariant subgroup of A. Since 
the map t defined above is a G-isomorphism it follows that (MA)T 1 is a 
proper G-invariant subgroup of A, proving the stdement about irreducibility.
Q.E.D.
Let G be a group such that G = G^x G^, the direct product of groups 
G^, Gj. If 4> C IrriGj^) and 0eirr(G2> then, following [8] , we define 
X = * x e by x(gxg2) = <Kg1)0(g2) for all g-^Gj, i = 1,2.
THEOREM 1.12. ([8] Theorem 4.21) Let G = G.x G^ be the direct product of 
groups G^, Gj. Then Irr(G) = {$ x 0: 4€ IrriG^),©CIrriGj)}.
In the terminology of the theory of permutation groups, a group G of
permutations on a set X with |x| > 1 is said to act half-transitively on X
if all G-orbits in X have the same size. Clearly, by the orbit-stabiliser
theorem, to say that G acts half-transitively on X is equivalent to saying
that |g | = |G i for all elements x, y, of X. In the case in which |G | = 1  x y x
for all xfeX we say that G acts semi-regularly on X, and if G acts both 
semi-regularly and transitively on X then G is said to act regularly on X.
The group G is said to act 3/2-transltlvely on X if G acts transitively on 
X and, for some x^X, the group Gx acts half-transitively on X\(x).
LEMMA 1.13. Let G be a group with a unique minimal normal subgroup N.
Assume that M is abelian and that N is complemented in G by a subgroup H, 
say. Then G is a high-fidelity group if and only if H, regarded as a group
A
of permutations on N, acts half-transltlvely on (N) with each stabiliser 
abelian. Moreover, if G is a high-fidelity group and x £  Firr(G) then 
X<1) = |G s G. | for all X £ (N)# , and (XU >, |n |) = 1.
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VProof. The group G has a unique minimal normal subgroup and so, 
certainly, Firr(G) / 0. Let xtFirr(G) and write
t
Xjj - e j X.
W i*l 1
where X^ €. N for 1 < i < t. Since x is faithful, none of the X^ is 
the trivial character. Choose j€{l,..., t} and write X - X^.
Obviously N £ Gx, and therefore, since N is complemented in G by H,
we see that Gx = NH^. Let K denote kerX . Then K <J G^. The fact that N
is abelian yields X(l) = 1, whereupon, by Lemma 1.10, N/K £ Z(G^/K).
Since H O  N = 1 we have Hx = H^K/K, and
Ga/K = N/K x HXK/K. (1)
Q
By Theorem 1.9 and Lemma 1.10 the map i|i •— ► i|i is a bisection from the set
Irr(Gx/K|X) to the set {eeirr(G) ¡[6^  X]/ 0>.
* #
Assume that H acts half-transitively on (N) with each stabiliser
* #
abelian, and let k denote the common size of all the H-orbits in (N) .
If X» 1» t, are as above then we have
t = |G s G j  = |H : Hx | = k,
and, since Hx is abelian, (1) implies that G^/K is abelian. There exists
p
i|i £ Irr(Gx/K|x) such that x = ♦ • and hence
X(l) = *G(1) = *<D|G s g x | = k.
It follows that if H acts half-transitively on (N) with each stabiliser
abelian then G is a high-fidelity group.
Now assume that G is a high-fidelity group and let k denote the
• #
common degree of all the characters in Firr(G). Choose X£(N). We 
shall show that |H s h J  = k, and that Hx is abelian. If we write 
K = kerX then (1) above holds. Clearly i|iGe  Firr(G) for all *€Irr(Gx/K|X), 
whereupon
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<J»G (1) = *(1)|H : H j  = k (2)
for all <|» 6 Irr(G^/K|A). By Theorem 1.12 we have
Irr(Gx/K) = (w * # s yeirr(N/K), « 6 Irr(HxK/K)},
and it follows that
Irr(Gx/K|A) = {A x * £ Irr(HxK/K)}.
Therefore, using (2),
♦ (1) = A(1)<(>(1) = (A x <,)(!) = k/|H : Hx |
for all ^ 6 Irr(HxK/K). Consequently HXK/K is abelian, and $(1) = 1 for 
all ♦ 6 Irr(HxK/K). Thus |H : Hx | = k, and Hx s HXK/K, an abelian group.
A #
We conclude that H acts half-transitively on (N) with each stabiliser 
abelian.
Assume that G is a high-fidelity group, and let x£Firr(G). Let 
U €. (N)* such that [Xjj»p] t  0* It is apparent from the proof above that 
x(l) = IG : G I =|H : H |. If A € (N) then, since H acts half-transitively
A #
on (N) , we have
X(l) = |H s H j  = |H : Hx | = |G : Gx |
its required. We see that x(D Is the common size of all the H-orbits 
in (N)*, and it follows that x(l) 11 (*)*! • We have | (H)*| = |N |- 1, 
whereupon x (D|(|n | - 1). and we conclude that (x(l)» |n |) = 1.
Q  e E  e D e
The situation in which H is a group of automorphisms of a group N9 
and H acts half-transitively on N , has been studied by D. Passman in the 
series of papers [10] (with I. Isaacs), [ll], [12] , [13] , giving a 
classification of the possibilities for H if H is soluble. We shall state 
this classification below after we have described two particular families
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of groups that play a special part in Passman's work.
DEFINITION 1.14. If q is a prime and n a positive integer then 7 ( q n ) 
denotes the group of automorphisms of the additive group of GF(qn ) 
consisting of all maps of the form
x i--- *• ax°
for all elements x, a, of GF(qn ) such that a ^ 0, and for all 
o€Aut(GF(qn )), where Aut(GF(qn )) denotes the group of field automorphisms, 
a cyclic group of order n.
We make a few easily verifiable observations about the group oTCq") 
and its action on the additive group of GF(qn). The subgroup, A say, of 
J7(qn ) consisting of all maps of the form
x i ax
for all elements x, a, of GF(qn ) such that a t  0, is cyclic of order 
qn - 1 and is normal in ^7(qn ). Clearly A act3 transitively, in fact 
regularly, on the non-zero elements of GF(qn ). Also A is complemented in 
tJ ( qn ) by a cyclic subgroup of order n consisting of all maps of the form
for all x€GF(qn ), a € Aut(GF(qn )). Thus J7(qn ) is metacydic, and 
|t7(qn )| = n(qn - 1). In addition, c7(qn) acts transitively on the non-zero 
elements of GF(qn ), and the stabiliser in ^ ( q 11) of an element of GF(qn ) 
is a cyclic group of order n.
It will be convenient to introduce some notation for certain subgroups 
of
NOTATION. Let k|n, and let S denote the uniqie subgroup of Aut(GF(qn )) 
of order k. Then ^£(qn ) denotes the subgroup of ^Tqn ) consisting of all 
maps of the form
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for all elements x, a, of GF(qn ) such that a / 0, and for all ofcS.
DEFINITION 1.15. Let q be an odd prime, n a positive integer, and let 
V be a 2-dimensional vector space over the field GF(qn ). Then ^7(”qn ) 
denotes the group of all transformations of V of the form
and
0  -— • ( > : ) ( ; )
for all elements x, y, a, of GFiq11) such that a t  0.
It is easily checked that I ££(qn )l = H(qn - 1). Let b be a generator 
of the cyclic multiplicative group of GF(qn ), and let c, d, denote the 
transformations
o■— • c  :- > ) ( ; )
and
o  —  c . : ) ( ; )
respectively. If B denotes the subgroup of ££(qn ) generated by c, d, 
then B a cqn-i * C2* with B 4 and | ¿£(qn ) : B| = 2. If e denotes
the transformation
0 -— •  c : ) ( ; ) .
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and if Y  denotes q11 - 1, then in terms of generators and relations 
we have
^ ( q 11) = ^ c ,  d, e : c^ = d2 = e2 = 1, cd = dc, ece = c \  ede = c ^ 2d ^ .
For all v e V *  the stabiliser in ¿^(q11) of v is a group of order 2, 
whereupon each ¿7tqn )-orbit in V* has size 2(qn - 1). In particular, 
^TTqH) does not act transitively on V^. Clearly we may regard ¿£iqn ) 
as a group of transformations of a 2n-dimensional vector space V over the 
field GF(q), acting half-transitively on V*.
The following theorem, Theorem 1.16, is a statement of Passman's 
results on half-transitive groups of automorphisms. The individual cases 
in Theorem 1.16 are not all stated explicitly in Passman's work, but 
these are easily deduced from the proofs given.
As in £6] I 9.10, we use G^YGj to denote a central product of two 
groups G^, Gj. In writing G^Y G2 without additional comment there is always 
a certain amount of ambiguity, but for our purposes the meaning of GjV 
will always be obvious.
THEOREM 1.16 (Passman [10] (with Isaacs), [ll] , [12] , [13] ). Assume 
that H is a group of automorphisms of a group N, such that H acts half- 
transitively but not semi-regularly on N . Then N is an elementary abelian 
q-group for some piime q , and H acts irreduclbly on N. If |N| = qn and H 
is soluble then either we may identify N with the additive group of GF(q11) 
in such a way that H <  ffiqn), or H a J7 (Q n /2 ) with |hJ  = 2 for all x t K *  
and H does not act transitively on N , or one of the following cases must 
hold.
( a ^  qn = 32, |H| = 2*», Hx » C3 for x t N # , H » SL(2,3);
(a2) qn = 32, |h | = **8, Hx * Sj for x « N#  , H B GL(2,3);
( b ^  qn = 52, |h | = HB, Hx « Cj for x € N # , F(H) a Qfl y  C^;
(b2) q" = 52, |h | = 86, Hx a for x € N# , F(H) *  Qfl y  C^i
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<dx ) qn = ll2, |H| = 48, Hx 5 C2 for x £ N # , F(H) S Q0;
(d2) qn = ll2, |H| = 2MO, Hx E C2 for x £ N # , F(H) E Qg * C5;
s
Furthermore, if H is imprimltive as a linear group on N then either
order 18, or case (f^) above holds.
LEMMA 1.17. (t8] Theorem 6.32 S Corollary 6.33). Let H be a group which 
acts on Irr(N) and on the conjugacy classes of N for some group M. Assume
the number of elements of Irr(N) fixed by h is equal to the number of 
coniugacy classes of N fixed by h. In addition, the number of H-orbits 
in Irr(M) is equal to the number of H-orblts in the set of conjugacy classes 
of. N.
We are now in a position to prove that a primitive soluble high- 
fidelity group is a 3/2-transitive permutation group.
THEOREM 1.18. Assume that G is a primitive soluble group and let M denote 
the unique minimal normal subgroup of G, complemented in G by a subgroup,
H say. Then G is a high-fidelity group if and only if H acts half-trans- 
Itivelv on (N) with each stabiliser abelian. Moreover, if G is a high-
isomorphic to the dihedral group of
that x(x) = Ah (v) for all A€Irr(N). h£H. xfeN. where if x is an 
element of the coniugacy class, C, of N then y € Ch. Then for each h 6 H. I
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fidelity group then G is a 3/2-transitive permutation group.
Proof. The subgroup N is an elementary abelian q-group for some prime 
q, and the "if and only if" statement in the theorem follows immediately 
from Lemma 1.13.
Assume that G is a high-fidelity group. Then, as a group of 
automorphisms of the group N, the group H acts half-transitively on (M) .
We shall show that H acts half-transitively on N . If H acts semi- 
regularly on (N) then Lemma 1.17 implies that H acts semi-regularly on N .
A ^  A
If H acts transitively on (NT then the number of H-orbits in H is precisely
2, and, by Lemma 1.17, this is the number of H-orbits in N . Thus if H 
» #  *acts transitively on (N) then H acts transitively on N . Hence we may
A Jfc
assume that H acts neither semi-regularly nor transitively on (N) .
Let|N.| = qn , and let k denote the common order of the subgroups H^
for all X€(N) . Suppose that there exists x £ N  such that | |  > k.
In view of Lemma 1.17 it is apparent that Hx is not cyclic. If H i f/(qn )
then there exists a normal subgroup, A, of H such that A and H/A are both
* ♦
cyclic, and such that A acts semi-regular ly on (N) . By Lemma 1.17
A
the subgroup A acts semi-regular ly on N , whence K^/—\ A = 1 and 
H 2 H A/A i H/A, a contradiction since H/A is cyclic. Hence H ^  £7(qn ). 
Suppose that case (c^) of Theorem 1.16 holds. Then | |  = 3 for all X€ (H) , 
whereupon |Hx | > 3. Also F(H) 2 Qg » Cg and F(H) acts semi-regularly on
A #  p
(N) . By Lemma 1.17 the group F(H) acts semi-regularly on N , whence
Hx n  F(H) = 1. But |H : F(H)| = 3, giving Ih^ U  3, a contradiction.
Therefore case (c^) does not hold, and so, since we have assumed that ft
« #
acts neither semi-regularly nor transitively on (N) , Theorem 1.16 yields 
that the only remaining possibilities are H s  ^ T q n/^ ) with |H^ | = 2  for
a Mr
all X € . 0 0 ,  or one of the cases (d^, (e^, (fj_), must hold. ft
Hence H contains a central involution, z say, and |H^| = 2 for all 
X fe (Nj*. If h t H x then by Lemma 1.17 there exists X€(N)#  such that
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o
h € H . , whereupon h = 1 .  We deduce that H is an elementary abelian ^ X
2-group of order at least *t. But, since z acts without fixed points on 
» #
00  , we have z and it is easily checked that none of the possibilities
for H we are considering contain such a subgroup Hx> This contradiction 
proves that |Hx | i k for all x e N *
Each H-orbit in N* has size at least |H | /k. If t denotes the number 
of H-orbits in (N) then, since each H-orbit in (N) has size |H|/k, we must 
have |(N; | = t(|H]/k)• By Lemma 1.17 t is precisely the number of H-orbits 
in N *  , and therefore, from the fact that |(M) j = |N*j , we see that 
each H-orbit in N* has size precisely |H|/k. Thus H acts half-transitively 
on N.
We have G = NH. Define an action of G on the set of all elements 
of N by
x(yh) = (xy)h
for all elements x, y, of N, and for all h€H. Then G acts as a group 
of permutations on the elements of N, and G acts transitively since H 
acts transitively. It is easily verified that H = G^, the stabiliser 
of 1 € N . As shown above H acts half-transitively on N*, whereupon G 
is a 3/2-transitive permutation group.
Q.E.D.
Thus, in the very special case in which G is a primitive soluble 
group as well as a high-fidelity group, we have strong restrictions on the 
structure of G; for example, it is not difficult to show that the 
nilpotent length of G is at most <*. These restrictions arise because
A
o f  conditions on the action of G on N, where N denotes the unique 
minimal normal subgroup of G.
For an arbitrary group G the socle of G, written soc(G), is defined
to be the product of all minimal normal subgroups of 6. Obviously 
soc(G) char G. We might ask whether, for an arbitrary high-fideliry 
group G, the conditions on the action of G on Irr(soc(G)) are strong 
enough to impose correspondingly strong restrictions on the structure of 
G. This is a question which we shall attempt to answer, necessitating a 
careful study of the action of a group G on Irr(soc(G)).
Let G be a group. For any field K, a KG-module consisting of a 
direct sum of irreducible KG-modules which are all mutually G-isomorphic 
is said to be homogeneous. An abelian minimal normal subgroup of G may be 
regarded additively in the usual way as an irreducible GF(q)G-module for 
some prime q. There are certain subgroups of soc(G) which will be of 
special interest, namely those subgroups formed by taking the product of 
all abelian minimal normal subgroups of G which lie in the same G-isomorphism 
class. If M is a subgroup of soc(G) formed in this way then M < G, and 
we say that M is a homogeneous subgroup of soc(G). Considered additively,
M is a homogeneous GF(q)G-module for some prime q.
NOTATION. If G is a group and N a subgroup of soc(G) then B(N) denotes 
the set
{ X€Irr(N) : kerx contains no non-trivial normal subgroup of G)
We turn our attention to the homogeneous subgroups of the socle of 
a group, together with the irreducible characters of such subgroups. It 
will be convenient to fix some notation which will remain fi/ed through to 
the end of the proof of Lemma 1.20.
Let G be a group and M a homogeneous subgroup of soc(G). Assume that
M = N, * N„ * ... x N1 2 C
where N^ is a minimal normal subgroup of G for 1 { i i  c, and let |NjJ = qr 
for some prime q. In addition let K denote Hon^iN^, N1). Then K is a •fi
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finite dimensional vector space over the field GF(q), say dimgp^^K = a.
We have |K| = qa .
By Schur's Lemma K is a division ring and so, by Wedderburn’s well 
known theorem on finite division rings (see the list of basic results) 
it follows that K is a field. Additively, is a vector space over K, and 
we have
r = ^ “G F i q A  = (dimKNl )(di,nGF(q)K) = <dimKNl)a* 
whence dinij^^ = r/a.
By Lemma 1.11, if for all X 6. N^, a £K, we define 
X°(x) = X (xa )
for all x€.N^, then K becomes a subgroup of Aut(N^). It is easily 
verified that, additively, is a vector space over the field K. Since
E we have dim^N^ = dim^^ = r/a.
By assumption M is a homogeneous subgroup of soc(G), and therefore if 
i£{l,...,c) then is G-isomorphic to N^. Let s be a
G-isomorphism for 1 < i < c. If X 6 M and if i€.(l,...,c) then let Xj 
denote the element of defined by
X^x) = X(xTi)
for all x £  N^.
The results of i.M. 2mud' in [17] provide os with information 
concerning the subset of M denoted by B(M).
LEMMA 1.19. <2mud' [173 !! 2 I 3.). The map X t-» (XA , Xj,..., Xc> is a
A ^
bisection from M to the set of all ordered subsets of of size c. We
have X€B(M) if and only if X ^  Xj.... Xc , are linearly independent over
K. In particular B(M) t  0 if and only if c < r/a.
3U
NOTE 1. In [17] the action of K on N^ is not as defined above, but 
rather is defined by
Xa(x) = A(xa)
for all AtN^, a £ K, x£N^. It is trivial to check that this 
difference does not affect the veracity of Lemma 1.19.
NOTE 2. The results of [17] are proved in rather greater generality 
than is indicated by Lemma 1.19. In [17] the author is concerned with 
those characters A of M such that kerX contains no non-trivial normal 
subgroup of G, and X = + u2 +... + for some integer k with
A
M (1£ i£ k). Lemma 1.19 is the case k = 1.
As an easy consequence of Lemma 1.19 we have the following result.
LEMMA 1.20. If c = r/a and A£B(M) then G, = C„(M).
Proof. Assume that c = r/a and that X£B(H). Clearly Cq (M) < G^. To 
obtain the opposite inclusion, let g £ G^. If x £ N^ and i £  {1,... ,c) we 
have
A®(x) = Xjigxg 1) = A((gxg 1)Ti) = X(g(xTi)g 1),
the last equality being a consequence of the fact that is a G-isomorphism. 
Hence
A^(x) = X(g(xTi)g *) = Xg(xT*) = X(xT*) = Aj(x), 
and thus X® s A^.
A
By Lemma 1.19 the elements Xlt X2 , .... Xc> of ^  are linearly
A
independent over K, and therefore, since dinij^ = r/a = c, we deduce that
A a
{Xlt X2 , ...,Xc} is a K-basis for N ^  As shown above, we have AJ = Aj 
for 1 < i < c, and, obviously, (X®)g * (xj)“ for all # £ K  and 1 ^ i $ c.
Consequently g e C g O ^ ) ,  and so, by Lemma 1.11, geCgO^). But, since 
M is homogeneous, we have C^i^) = CQ(M), whereupon Gx < CQ(M) and the 
proof is complete.
Q.E.D.
Next we state the result due to Akizuki and Shoda which gives a 
necessary and sufficient condition that Firr(G) t  0 for a group G.
THEOREM 1.21. (Shoda [15]). Let G be a group, and let Ms , denote
the homogeneous subgroups of soc(G), with N^ a minimal normal subgroup of 
G contained in M^ for 1 i s. _If i €. (l,..., s) let q^ be a prime and 
r^ an integer such that |n |^ = q|fi, and assume that is a direct product 
of c^ G-isomorphic copies of N^. In addition let the field Honc(N^. N^) 
have exactly q?i elements. Then Firr(G) t  0 if and only if c^ < r^/a^ 
for 1 i i ^ s.
We shall require some facts concerning the structure of group algebras. 
Let G be a group, and K a field. The group algebra KG is a quasi-Frobenius 
algebra (see, for example, [1] Chapter VIII 566 Remark 2). We denote the 
Jacobson radical of KG by J(KG). Since MJ(KG) = 0 for all irreducible 
KG-modules M, an irreducible KG-module is an irreducible KG/J(KG)-module 
and vice versa. In what follows we shall make no distinction between an 
irreducible KG-module and an irreducible KG/J(KG)-module.
The socle of KG, denoted by S(KG), is defined to be the sum of all 
minimal right idaals in KG. It is a fact ([l] Chapter VIII Theorem 58.12) 
that S(KG) is precisely the sum of all minimal left ideals in KG, and 
thus S(KG) is a two-sided ideal in KG. Clearly S(KG) is completely reducible, 
both as a right and as a left KG-module.
As in [1*0 Section 1.8, we may decompose the group algebra KG, 
considered as a right KG-module, into a direct sum of principal indecom­
posable submodules, and there exist primitive idempotents e^....  en , such
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that
KG = e^KG ©  ... 9  enKG (1)
is such a decomposition, where 1 = e, +...+ e .•L n
LEMMA 1.22. ([14] Theorem 1.8, Exercise 6 of Section 1.8). Let G be a 
group, K a field, and assume that the group algebra KG has the decomposition 
(1) above. If i£ {1,..., n} then
(i) the principal indecomposable KG-module e.KG has a unique maximal 
submodule, namely e^J(KG) = e^KGOJ(KG);
(ii) the module e^KG contains a unique irreducible submodule, and this 
irreducible submodule is G-isomorphic to e^KG/e^J(KG).
Our next result is a statement of the well known structure theorem for 
a semi-simple algebra of finite dimension over a field.
THEOREM 1.23.( [6] V §§3,4.) Let A be a semi-simple algebra of finite 
dimension over a field K. Then A may be decomposed as a direct sum of 
minimal right ideals. Let A = A^ ©  ... •  A be any such decomposition, 
and assume that N is an irreducible A-module. In addition, let dim^N = r, 
and let dim^Hom^N, N)) = a. Then there are exactly r/a of the ideals 
A^ which are Isomorphic to N as right A-modules.
NOTE. The exact formulation of Theorem 1.23 does not appear in [6]. The 
theorem is a combination of [6j V Hauptsatz 3.3, together with a direct 
consequence of the results in [6] V Satz 3.8, Satz 4.1, Haupsatz 4.4,
Satz 4.5.
THEOREM 1.24. Let G be a group. K a field, and assume that the group 
algebra KG has the decomposition (1) above. Then
S(KG) « e^S(KG) ©  ... ©  enS(KG),
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and e^S(KG) is an Irreducible KG-submodule of the principal indecomposable 
KG-module e^KG for 1 i ^ n. Moreover KG/J(KG) and S(KG) are isomorphic 
KG-modules. If N is an irreducible KG-module with dim^N = r and 
dim^(Homg(N , N)) = a, then there are exactly r/a of the e^S(KG) 
which are G-isomorphic to N.
Proof. Since 1 = e^+ ... +en , the decomposition
S(KG) = e.S(KG) 9  ... ©  e S(KG) x n
is obvious. As remarked above, S(KG) is a two-sided ideal in KG and a
completely reducible right KG-module. Consequently, if i £. {1.... h }
then e^S(KG) is a completely reducible KG-submodule of the principal 
indecomposable KG-module e^KG. By Lemma 1.22(ii) the module eJCG contains 
a unique irreducible submodule, and hence e^S(KG) is precisely that unique 
irreducible submodule of e^KG. Moreover, again by Lemma 1.22(ii), the 
modules e^S(KG) and e^KG/e^J(KG) are G-isomorphic.
From Lemma 1.22(i) and the decomposition (1) we see that
KG/J(KG) s ejKG/ejJlKG) ©  ... ©  enKG/enJ(KG)
as KG-modules. Thus, since e^S(KG) “ e^KG/e^J(KG) for 1 < i i n, it 
follows that
KG/J(KG) £ e.S(KG) ©  ... © e  S(KG) = S(KG) (2)± n
as KG-modules.
Let N be an irreducible KG-module with dim^N - r and dim^(Hong(K, M)) s a 
Using (2) above and the fact that KG/J(KG) is a semi-simple algebra over K, 
Theorem 1.23 implies that there are exactly r/a of the modules e^SlKG) which 
are G-isomorphic to N.
Q.E.D.
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VWe are at last in a position to show that if H is any group, and C
a non-trivial cyclic group, then C a. H is a high-fidelity group.
r
Details of the construction C ^ H and its properties may be found in
r
I 5 15.
THEOREM 1.25. Assume that H is a group, and that C is a non-trivial
cyclic group. Let G denote C 'v< H, the regular wreath product of C with
r
H. Then Firr(G) f  0. Furthermore, if x€Firr(G) then x d )  = |H|, 
whereupon G is a high-fidelity group. Any group is isomorphic to a 
subgroup, and to a factor group, of some high-fidelity group.
Proof. From the nature of the construction G : C a> H we have the 
following facts. Firstly, |g | =|c |IH I|h |. Secondly, G contains a
normal subgroup, D say, such that D is isomorphic to a direct product 
of |h | copies of C. Thirdly, D is complemented in G by a subgroup, X say, 
such that X s. H. Moreover, the |X| direct factors of D may be labelled 
Dx as x varies over the elements of X, in such a way that
y"1(Dx>y = V
for all elements x, y, of X. Since h C, a cyclic group, there exists 
a generating set {dx>x €  x for D such that
- 1 .
y V  = dxy
for all elements x, y, of X. Clearly Cq (D) - D, whence soc(G) < D. 
Therefore soc(G) is abelian.
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Since N is abelian, it 
follows that N is an elementary abelian q-group for some prime q. Let 
M denote the homogeneous subgroup of soc(G), containing N, and assume that 
M is a direct product of c G-isomorphic copies of M. In addition, let 
|N| s qr , and let iHom^N, N)| = qa. Assume that S denotes the unique
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Sylow q-subgroup of D, and write E = fl^S); that is, E is the subgroup
of S generated by all elements of S of order q. Obviously E is an
IXIelementary abelian q-group, and |e | = q 1 1. Furthermore, if a denotes 
|c|/q, and if we write e = d“ , then {e } Y is a generating set for 
E and,
= exy (1)
for all elements x, y, of X. Clearly E < G, and M « E. In addition,
CX(E) = 1.
Regarded additively, with X acting by conjugation, E is a GF(q)X-module 
with GF(q)-basis ^ex^X £ X ‘ From the nature of the X-action on the basis 
{e^}, it is apparent that, as GF(q)X-modules, the group algebra GF(q)X 
and E are isomorphic. Since D i Cg(N), it follows that N is irreducible 
as a GF(q)X-module, and that HomG(N, N) = Hom^CN, N). Now as a GF(q)X- 
module, M is the sum of all irreducible GF(q)X* submodules of E which 
are X-isomorphic to N, and H is a direct sum of c X-isomorphic copies of 
N. Hence, by Theorem 1.24, we have c = r/a. Theorem 1.21 yields Firr(G) / 0. 
Let xfcFirr(G), and write
t
where Irr(D) fqr 1 {  i j t. Let 8 denote 0^. Since D is abelian 
we have 0(1) = 1. From the fact that all the 0^ are conjugate in G, 
and since xtFirr(G), it follows that ker© contains no non-trivial normal 
subgroup of G. Vie shall show that Gg = D. Clearly D Gg, and, since 
G = DX, we must have Gfl = DXg. Again let N denote a minimal normal 
subgroup of G, with q, M, c, r‘, a, E, tex^x € x* as before- A* proved above, 
c = r/a. We show First that qf|Xg|.
Suppose that q||Xg|, and let y be an element of Xfl of order q. We 
have
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(2)6<ex> = 0y<ex) = 0(ye)pr~1) =
for ail x eX. Now y 1 permutes the elements of the set tex}x 6 X  by
conjugation in orbits of length q = |y_1|, and (2) shows that 9 is 
constant on each orbit. Assume that y ^ permutes the elements of
{ex)xfeX in exactly k orbits, say E^,..., E^, and for l $ i { k i  let 
ei€Ei" Since |e^ | = q we must have 9(e^)^ = 1 for 1 £ i 4 k. Write
f = TT ex .x e X x
and let F denote i f )  . It is easily verified that F < G. We have
X t B(M). As noted above, we have c = r/a, whereupon Lemma 1.20 yields 
G^ = Cq (M) = Cq (N). Obviously G0 < G^, and we deduce that X0 i G0$ CQ(N). 
Therefore X0 centralises each minimal normal subgroup of G. In particular,
X. centralises each minimal normal subgroup of G contained in E.
As remarked earlier, regarded additively as a GF(q)X-module, E is 
isomorphic to the group algebra GF(q)X. Clearly the minimal normal 
subgroups of G contained in E are precisely the irreducible GF(q)X-submodules 
of E, and, by Theorem 1.2*», every irreducible GF(q)X-module is X-isomorphic * 
to some GF(q)X-submodule of E. Consequently X0 centralises each irreducible 
GF(q)X-module. Let
"f"[9(ei)lEil = T T 0<ei>q = 1*
i—1 i=l
Hence F ^ ker9 ', a contradiction since ker9 contains no non-trivial 
normal subgroup of G. Therefore qf|X0|.
Let X denote 9M. Then A£Irr(M), and, since kerX ^ ker9, it 
follows that kerX contains no non-trivial normal subgroup of G. Thus
*•
t
1 = Qo < QA “ e • •
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be an X-coraposition series for E. Then Q^/Q^_^ is an irreducible 
GF(q)X-module for 1 ^ i -i s. Hence X0 is a q'-group of automorphisms of 
the q-group E such that X0 centralises Qi/Q^_1 for 1 < i ^ s. We deduce
that X„ = 1, and then G. = DX. = D.
0 0 0
By Theorem 1.9 we have 0® = x> whence x(i) = 0G(1) = 8(1)|G : D| = |H| 
as required. It follows that G is a high-fidelity group. Since H 2 X s G/D 
it is clear that any group is isomorphic to a subgroup, and to a factor 
group, of some high-fidelity group.
Q.E.D.
We see from Theorem 1.25 that, if G is an arbitrary group, the 
conditions Firr(G) t  0 and all characters in Firr(G) have the same 
degree do not impose any obvious restrictions on the structure of G 
apart from those imposed by the condition that Firr(G) f- 0 alone.
Later, using a suitable generalisation of the idea of a half-transitive 
group of permutations on a set, we shall generalise the results obtained 
earlier in this chapter on primitive soluble high-fidelity groups to 
soluble high-fidelity groups with a unique minimal normal subgroup. We 
close this chapter by showing that if G is any soluble group, then there 
exists a certain non-empty subset of Irr(G), which we shall denote by 
Irr*(G), such that the condition that all characters in Irr*(G) have the 
same degree imposes strong restrictions on the structure of G.
For any soluble group G,letm(G) denote the nilpotent length of G.
DEFINITION. If G is a soluble group then the subset Irr*(G) of Irr(G) is 
defined by
Irr*(G) = (xelrr(G) s n(G/kerx) = n(G)}.
Notice that Firr(G) Q  Irr*(G). However, as we shall show, it is an 
immediate consequence of C8] Theorem 12.14 that, unlike Firr(G), the set
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Irr*(G) is non-empty for any soluble group G.
LEMMA 1.26. (£8] Theorem 12.24). Let G be a group, xtlrrfG), and 
assume that F/kerx = F(G/kerx). _If F is not nilpotent then there exists 
£ Irr(G) such that keri|> < kerx-
THEOREM 1.27. Let G be a soluble group. If xfelrr(G) such that kerx 
is minimal among the kernels of all irreducible characters of G, then 
X £  Irr*(G). In particular Irr*(G) t  0.
Proof. Let x € Irr(G) such that kerx is minimal. If F/kerx denotes 
F(G/kerx) then, by Lemma 1.26 and the minimality of kerx , it follows 
that F is nilpotent, whereupon F = F(G). Clearly, then, n(G/kerx) = n(G), 
giving x€Irr*(G) as required.
Q .E. D.
If G is any group then $(G) denotes the Frattini subgroup of G.
LEMMA 1.28. ([6] III Satz 4.5). Let G be a group. Then F(G)/$(G) = 
F(G/#(G)) is a direct product of abelian minimal normal subgroups of 
G/*(G).
LEMMA 1.29. Let G be a soluble group, and assume that xfc!rr*(G) such 
that kerx is maximal among the kernels of characters in Irr*(G). Then 
G/kerx is a primitive soluble group.
^roof. For all subgroups H of G such that kerx ■£' H ^ G, let H denote the 
group H/kerx. Since x € Irr*(G) we have n((T) = n(G). Assume that N is 
a normal subgroup of G such that kerx i N and n(G/N) = n(G). Theorem 1.27 
ing>lies that Irr*(G/N) / 0, and hence there exists iji £ Irr(G) such that 
N < ker# and n(G/ker*) = n(G/H) = n(G). Thus kerx s < » <  ker<i, and 
f S Irr*(G). Therefore, by maximality of kerx, we must have kerx a N = ker*.
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Let M/kerx denote *(G). By Lemma 1.28 we have F(G/*(G)) = F(G)/*(G), 
and consequently n(G/M) = n(G/*(G)) = n(G) = n(G). Therefore, as proved 
above, we must have M = kerx, whereupon *(G) = 1. By Lemma 1.28 the 
group F(G) is a direct product of minimal normal subgroups of G, say 
F(G) = Hj * Nj * ...x Ht where is a minimal normal subgroup of G for 
1 { i •$ t. Suppose that t > 1. It is a fact that for any natural number 
n, the class of all soluble groups with nilpotent length at most n is a 
formation ( see the list of basic results .), and hence there exists 
j €{l,..., t> such that n(G/Nj) = n(G). Thus kerx Nj with n(G/Nj) = 
n(G/Nj) = n(G) = n(G), and so, as shown above, we must have kerx = N^. 
Therefore N/kerx = Nj = 1, a contradiction. We deduce that t = 1; that 
is, F(G) is a minimal normal subgroup of G. From the remarks made earlier 
concerning primitive soluble groups, it follows that G = G/kerx is a 
primitive soluble group.
Q . E • D .
LEMMA 1.3$. ([8] Theorem 12.19). Let G be a soluble group such that 
F(G) < G. If x£lrr(<3) such that kerx / F(G) then there exists peirr(G) 
such that <i(l) > x(l) and keri(i < kerx.
I£MMA 1.31. ([8] Lemma 5.11). If. 6 is a group and 8 6 Irr(H) for some 
subgroup, H, of G then
ker(flG) = gQ,<ker8)R.
THEOREM 1.32. Assume that G is a soluble group such that all characters 
in Irr*(G) have the same degree, and let y€lrr*(6) such that kery is 
maximal among the kernels of characters in Irr*(G). Then G/kerx 1° a 
primitive soluble high-fidelity group, and F(G)/kerx is the unique minimal 
normal subgroup of G/kerx • In addition, F(G) is abelian.
Proof. Obviously we may assume that G > 1. Lemma 1.29 implies that
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G/kerx is a primitive soluble group. If ce Firr(G/kerx ) then C 
may be regarded as an element of Irr(G) such that kerc = kerx. Then 
n(G/kerC) = n(G/kerx) = n(G), whereupon C€.Irr*'(G). Since, by 
assumption, all characters in Irr*(G) have the same degree, it follows that 
all characters in Firr(G/kerx) have the same degree, and that the common 
degree of all elements of Irr*(G) is precisely the common degree of all 
elements of Firr(G/kerx). Thus, in particular, G/kerx is a high-fidelity 
group.
Assume that G is nilpotent. Then G/kerx is nilpotent. The group G/kerx 
is primitive, so that G/kerx = F(G/kerx) is the unique minimal normal 
subgroup of G/kerx . Consequently G/kerx is cyclic. It follows that 
all characters in Firr(G/kerx) have degree 1, and thus all characters 
in Irr*(G) have degree.' 1. But G is nilpotent, whereupon n(G) = 1, and 
Irr*(G) consists of all non-trivial elements of Irr(G). Hence all 
characters in Irr(G) have degree 1, and we deduce that G is abelian. Thus 
if G is nilpotent the theorem holds.
Assume now that G is not nilpotent; that is, assume that F(G) < G, 
and let F denote F(G). Let c e Irr*(G), and suppose that kerc / F. Then, 
by Lemma 1.30, there exists ^ifelrr(G) such that f(l) > ((1) and 
ker^i < kerc. Obviously <Ji£ Irr*(G), a contradiction since all elements 
of Irr*(G) have the same degree. Consequently kerc < F for all c€lrr*(G) 
In particular, kerx < F, and therefore F/kerx is the unique minimal 
normal subgroup of G/kerx • It follows that F/kerx is an elementary 
abelian q-group for some prime q, and by Lemma 1.13 we see that if 
C 6 Firr(G/kerx) then q"f ?(1). Hence, if i(ieirr*(G), then q'f' <i(l).
Let Q denote 0^(G), and suppose that Q is non-abelian. Then, 1 < Q 1^  G, 
where Q ’ denotes the derived group of Q. Clearly there exists C tlrr(G) 
such that Q' 4  kerc. Let * fclrr(G) be such that ker* < kerc and keri|i 
Is minimal among the kernels of all irreducible characters of G. By
XS
Theorem 1.27 we have ^£Irr*(G), and obviously Q' 4 keriji. Write
*0 = e I 0i .
y i—1 1
where 0^ £ Irr(Q) for 1 { i ( t. The 0^ are all conjugate in G, and 
therefore, since Q' < G and Q' 4 kerifi , we must have Q* 4 ker0^.
Consequently 0^(1) > 1. Now 0^(1)||q |, and Q is a q-group. Hence 
q| 0.^(1). But i|/(l) = etO^l), whereupon q|i|i(l), a contradiction. We 
conclude that Q is abelian.
Let P denote the unique Hall q ’-subgroup of F, so that F = Q x P, 
and let R denote Q O k e r x *  Then R < Q and kerx = R x P. Fix 1 £  X£Irr(Q/R), 
and let lp denote the trivial character of P. By Theorem 1.12 we have 
X * lp € Irr(F). Write jj = Xxip. Since kerx = R x P ^ kery it follows 
that y is a non-trivial element of Irr(F/kerx). Now G/kerx is a 
primitive soluble high-fidelity group, and therefore, by Lemma 1.13, 
if C € Firr(G/kerx) then c(l) is precisely the index in G/kerx of the 
stabiliser in G/kerx of v> . But, as is easily checked, the stabiliser in 1 
G/kerx of y is exactly G^/kerx , whence c(l) = |G : G^|. Since 
y s X x 1^  it follows that Gy = G^, whereupon c(l) = |G : G^|. If 
i|;€Irr<'(G) then i|i(l) = c(l), and we conclude that i|i(l) = |G s G^|
for all <|i£lrr*(G).
Since F/kerx is a minimal normal subgroup of G/kerx with F = Q x p 
and kerx = R *  P, clearly Q/R is a chief factor of G. Let $£Irr(P), 
and then, by Theorem 1.12, we have X x $tIrr(F). Write 0 = X x 4 , and
Q
let £ denote 6 . By Lemma 1.31 we have
ker£ = ker(0®) = f^) (ker0)® 
g e G
Since R 4 G with R < ker0, we have R 4 Q O  ker£ Q and Q H ^ f E  < 6 « 
Thus Q H k e r {  = R, or Q H ^ e r ?  = Q. However, Q 4 kerfl, and therefore 
Qni<«r( = R. We deduce that ker£ 4 R x p = kerx, giving n(G/ker£) =
*♦ 6
n(G/ker)() = n(G).
Let Ç “  + . . .  + where ^ t l r r i G )  fo r  1 < i  $ k. K* have
k
kerÇ = kerÇ.,
i=l 1
and so, using the formation property again, there exists j £ { l .... k} such
that n(G/ker£j ) = n(G/kerÇ) = n(G). It follows that Ç^feIrr*(G). Let 
denote Ç^ , so that <i€Irr*(G), and write
t
where 0^£Irr(F) for 1 < i i t. By Frobenius reciprocity we must have 
0 = 0^ for some i£{l,..., t}. Mow 0 = A x and hence Gg < G^. Since
t = |G : Gq | £ |G : GjJ and i|i(l) = et0(l), we have
<p(l) > e | G : Gx | 0(1) = e|G : G j  *(1).
But \li €,Irr*(G), and hence, as shown above, iji(l) = |G : |. Therefore
e$(l) = 1, whence $(1) = 1. By varying $ over Irr(P) we see that 
♦(1) = 1 for all $£Irr(P). Hence P is abelian, and thus F = Q * ? is 
abelian.
Q.2.D.
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CHAPTER 2
SOLUBLE HIGH-FIDELITY GROUPS WITH A UNIQUE 
MINIMAL NORMAL SUBGROUP.
In Chapter 1 it was shown that if G is a primitive soluble high-
fidelity group then G acts half-transitively on the nor.-trivial elements
of N, where N denotes the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. In this
chapter we consider a slightly larger class of soluble high-fidelity groups,
namely soluble high-fidelity groups with a unique minimal normal subgroup.
We show that if G is such a group with minimal nor m l  subgroup M then,
*
although G does not necessarily act half-transitively on (!I) , the action
« i/f
of Gon (N) is, in a certain well-defined sense, "almost half-transitive."
EXAMPLE.2.1. We construct a soluble high-fidelity group G of order
m
2 .3.7 with a unique minimi normal subgroup N such that G does not act
half-transitively on (N) .
Let Aj = <a^> , = (b^> , be cyclic groups of order *+ for
1 < i 3, and let
f : *1 « Aj * Aj * Bi k b2 * 83
12so that F is an abelian group of order 2 . Define a £ Aut(F) by 
a^a = b®, bj° = , for 1 < i < 3 extended to the whole of F in the
obvious way. If i £{1,2,3} then
b3_il* h SU b4>
and so |o|= *♦. Clearly is the automorphism of F that acts by inverting
6 S 2each element. Next define B £ Aut(F) by aj = a^b^ , bj = a^bj , for 
l < i  < 3  extended to the whole of F in the obvious way. If i £{1,2,3} then
albit— a^b®*— £+ a^
*♦ 8
and
b i *ibi -*»  ^  »i
whereupon |B| = 3. Also
_ (a30a) _ h (0a) _ . .2. a _ 2. 3 . , g2 a. - b. - (a.b.) - a ^ .  - a.
and
(a3B<x) _ /_3»(go) _
i " lV
f = _ 3. _ ,
( ■ A )  ' 3ibi " bl
3 2Consequently a 3a - 3 .
Define y € Aut (F) by a ^  = a2, = bj, a2Y = a3a2a3, b2Y = bib2b3»
Y 0 y  3a^1 = a^a2 , b^ = b^b2, extended to the whole of F in the obvious way.
We have
ala2a3
3
a2a3 ala3*"
and
Y 3 Y 3 Y 3 2 Y 2 2 Y Y Y
®3' *  ala2 * aia3 ' *■ ala2 ' *■ ala2a3 ' " ala2a3* * a2a3* * a3 *
7 7 7
Similarly b^Y = b^, bjY = bj, bgY = bg, and we deduce that |y | =7 .
It is easily verified that ay = ya and that By = y8 •
Write <a, 8, y) = H, so that H < Aut(F). If denotes ^a,B) , 
and if H2 denotes ^ y ^  , then = ^o, B s «** = B3 = 1» o Sa = B * ^  > 
and H2 s Cy. Moreover H = x Hj, and we have |h | = 2^.3.7 = 84. Let 
G denote FH, the natural semi-direct product of F with H. It follows that 
|G| = 214.3.7, and obviously G is soluble. Write N = ft^ (F) 4 G. Then 
N is an elementary abelian 2-group of order 26 , and dearly, soc(G) < N.
Regarded additively, N is a 6-dimensional H-module over the field 
GF(2). Furthermore, if R denotes (g) then
N = <sj, b*> ©  <a*, b* >  ©  <«g, b3 >  .
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a direct sum of isomorphic irreducible GF(2)R-modules, faithful for R, 
and
N = < a 2 , a2 , a2 > ©  <bj, b2s> f
a direct sum of isomorphic irreducible GF(2)H2~modules, faithful for Hj. 
Clearly, then, N is a faithful irreducible module for the group 
R * H j  2 and it follows that N is the unique minimal normal subgroup
of G. It is straightforward to check that Cg(N) = ^F,<*2}  and that
G/CC(N) s S3 x Cy .
The group G has a unique minimal normal subgroup and so, certainly, 
Firr(G) /  0 . We shall show that xd) = 84 for all x £ Firr(G). Let 
X€Firr(G), and write
t
XF = e l  X
i=l 1
where X^tlrr(F) for 1 < i < t. Write X = X^. Since F is abelian, we 
have X(l) = 1, and then, by Lemma 1.10, G^ = {g e G : [g,x] 6 kerX for 
all x € F }  . Also, since G = FH, we have G^ = FH^ . By Clifford's Theorem 
the X^ are all conjugate in G, and from the fact that x£Firr(G) we have 
kerxp = kerX^ = 1. Consequently kerX^ contains no nan-trivial normal 
subgroup of G for 1 < i 4 t. In particular kerX contains no non-trivial 
normal subgroup of G.
Suppose that > 1. Since |h | = 22.3.7 we must have 2||H^|, or
3| |Hj , or 7 1 |Ha |. Suppose that 2||H^|. Then contains an involution
of H. From the structure of the group H we see that H contains a unique
involution, namely a2. Hence a26 H .. It follows that fa2,x] € kerX 
2 A 2
for all x€F. But xB a x 1 for all x € F ,  whereupon x2 = (x 1)a x = [a2,x"]
£  kerX for all x € F .  Thus kerX > ^ a 2 , *2» a3‘ bl ‘ b2* b3 ^  s N * e *
a contradiction. Hence 2'f|H^|.
Suppose that 3||H^|. Than H^ contains a Sylow 3-subgroup of H, but
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H contains a unique Sylow 3-subgroup, namely R = . Therefore
[3,x] € kerA for all x € F ,  and so [fi, a?] , [$, b?] , are elements
of kerA for all 1 < i < 3. But [B, a?] = a..ea^ = b ^  and [3, b^]
= bxBb^ = aibi , whereupon kerA » <^a1 , a ^ ,  a2> a2b2> a3> a ^ ^  = F < G, 
a contradiction. Hence 3,j'|H^ |.
Similarly it can be shown that 7'|'|H^ |, and thus we were incorrect in 
supposing that > 1. Consequently = 1, giving = F. By Theorem 1.9 
we have AG = x , and hence x ( D  = AG(1) = |G : F|A(1) = 84. We 
conclude that x(l) = 89 for all X £ Firr(G), and, in particular, G is 
a high-fidelity group.
All that remains to prove is that G does not act half-transit ively 
on (N) . Suppose that the action of G on (N) is half-transitive, and write 
<3 = G/Cg(N). Then G s Sj « C^, and by Lemma 1.11 N, regarded additively,
is an irreducible GF(2)G-module, faithful for G. Moreover, since
___ —  ' #
(G)^ = Gi/C g (N), the group G acts half-transitively on (N) . Obviously
_ '  #the cyclic normal subgroup of G of order 21 acts semi-regularly on (N) ,
whereupon |<G)^| •$ 2 for all y€(N)*. Since |n | = 2® and 2 11G| it
—  * ♦  follows that G does not act semi-regularly on (N) , and then, from the
fact that G acts half-transitively on (N) , we must have |(G)^| = 2 for
A #  —  all y€(N) . Let I denote the set of involutions of G. Then
00* = U  <C‘(x))*. (1)
X € X N
From the structure of G we have |l| = 3, and the elements of I are all 
mutually conjugate in G. Hence, if I = {x^, X j , x3> then dimGF^2jC*(x^)
= dimGF(2)C*(x2) = dimGFi2jC'(x3) = n, say. Moreover, if i,j£{1,2,3} 
such that i t  j, and if u £ ( C * ^ ) • then < Gy
contradicting |(G)^| = 2. We deduce that the right hand side of (1) is 
a disjoint union, which gives
63 = 26- 1 = |(if| = 3(2n- 1),
SI
clearly an impossibility. Therefore G does not act half-transitively 
* #on (N) , and this completes the example.
It is easily seen that in Example 2.1 the group G has precisely 2 
• #
orbits in (N) ; one of size 21 and one of size 42. Thus the sizes of
the G-orbits in ( S f  all have the form 21.(a power of 2). Loosely
* #speaking we might say that G acts on (N) half-transitively up to 
multiplication by powers of the prime 2. We shall show that something of 
the sort always occurs whenever G is a solunle high-fidelity group with 
unique minimal normal subgroup N.
Let G be a group and x fcIrr(G). Following L8] we let V(y) denote 
the vanishing-off subgroup of x» that is V(x) = < g t G  : x(g) t  0 ^  •
Ke have V(x) < G, and V(x) may be characterised as the smallest subgroup 
H of G such that x(g) = 0 for all g€G\H.
I£KMA 2.2. ([8] Lemma 12.17). Let G be a group. H a subgroup of G. and 
8 elrr(H). Assume that x.. = 0 for each irreducible constituent , x» of' ri — —— —— —— — ——— —
8G . Then V(8) < G.
Let G be a group. If there exists x€.Irr(G) such that x ( D ^  = |G : Z(G)| 
then G is said to be of central type. Our next result is a characterisation 
of groups of central type due to F. Demeyer and G. Janusz.
LEKMA 2.3. (Demeyer & Janusz [3] Theorem 2). Let G be a group. Then G 
is of central type if and only if for each prime p a Sylow p-subgroup 
of G is of central type and Z ( G ) 0  Sp = Z(Sp).
The following, rather technical lemma is proved in order to handle 
a particular case in the induction proof of Lemma 2.15,
LEKKA 2.*t. Let G be a soluble group, i? a set of primes, and let P = (^(F) 
where F denotes F(G). Assume that P Is cyclic and that P < Z(G). In 
addition assume that IfeFlrr(P) such that x(D = *(1) for all elements
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X> Is of Irr(G|X). Then G contains a normal abelian Hall it 1 — subgroup 
and x ( D  is a ir-number for all x€-Irr(G|l).
Proof. Since P = 0^(F) we have F = P x R for some normal nilpotent 
Tt'-subgroup R of G. By Theorem 1.12 Irr(F) = (u x 5: p e. Irr(P),
S £ Irr(R)}. Let 1 denote the identity character of R, and writeK
£ = X x 1 . Then £ is invariant in G and £ £ Irr(F|X). Let x be
an irreducible constituent of £ , whence x £ Irr(G| X). Clearly R < kerx,
=nd P O  kerx = 1 since X£Firr(P). If g £ F  then g = xy fo.’ some xtP,
y£R, whereupon x(g) = xU)-C(g) = x(D*(x) /  0. Consequently F < V(x>-
Suppose that V(x) > F. From the fact that V(x) < G we may choose
L < G such that F < L i V(x) and L/F is a minimal normal subgroup of G/F.
The solubility of G implies that L/F is an elementary abelian q-group for
some prime q. If Q denotes a Sylow q-subgroup of L then Q is not normal
in L (otherwise Q < 0 (G) « F(G) = F), and thus N„(Q) < G. Let H be aq G
maximal subgroup of G containing Ng(Q). By the Frattini argument we have
G = L(N„(Q)) = LH. Now L = FQ, and so, since Q N_(Q) « H, it follows G G
that G = FH. By assumption P -S Z(G), whereupon P 4 Nq (Q) < H. Moreover 
F = RP, and, as a result, G = RH.
Write XH = 0 • Since G = RH and R « kerx it is obvious that 9 £ Irr(H). 
By Frobenius reciprocity 6 is an irreducible constituent of ^  for each
p
irreducible constituent ifi of 0 . Suppose that i|i is an irreducible 
constituent of 0G such that ^  t  9 . Then i^(l) y 0(1) = x^1)* But
P < H which implies that 0£Irr(H|x), and hence 4>£Irr(Q|x), contradicting 
the assumption that all elements of Irr(G|X) have the same degree. Thus
p
ifrjj = 0 for all irreducible constituents of 0 , and Lemma 2.2 yields
v(e) < g.
Clearly V(0) < V(x)- Let g € G  such that x(g) t  0* Since G = RH
we can write g = yh for some y€R ,  h € H. Then, using the fact that
R<kerx , we have 0 fl x(g) = x(yb) = x0>) = 0(h), and we deduce that
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\1
h£V(0). Now let g €. V( x) • From the definition of V(x) there exists an
n
integer n and elements g.. of G such that g = .n^g^ and x(g^) t 0 for 
l ( i < n .  If i €  {1,..., n} then we can write g^ = for some y^6 R,
hj€.H. As shown above we must have h ^ f e V ( e )  for 1 < i -s n. Since 
g = (y^h^)(y2h2)...(ynhn ), and in view of the fact that R and V(0)  are both 
normal subgroups of G , we can write g = yh for some y € R and h £ V( 0 ). 
Consequently V(x)  ■$ R ( V ( 0 ) ) .  But R £ F < V ( x ) ,  and V(0)  < V ( x ) ,  whereupon 
R(V(0))< V ( X) .  We conclude that V(x)  = R ( V (0 ) ) .
Let g£V(x)- Then g = yh for some yfeR, hfeV(0). If g6.V(x)H H 
then, since V(0) -i H, we must have y6 Ef\H. But R < kerx, and hence 
R C\ H < ker0 « V(0). Therefore V( x ) C \ H < V(0). The opposite inclusion 
is obvious, whence V(x )C \ H = V(0). We have Q < L < V(x) and Q < H. As 
a result Q < V(.X)C\ H = V(0), and we see that Q < LP\ V(0) < G. Since Q 
is a Sylow q-subgroup of L it follows that Q is a Sylow q-subgroup of 
Lf\V(6). By the Frattini argument G = (L/^\ V(0))Ng(Q) •$ H ,  a contradiction I 
and thus we were incorrect in supposing that V(x) *  F. It follows that
Q
V(x) = F. Since x was an arbitrary irreducible constituent of £ we
Q
must have V(x) = F for all irreducible constituents x oft •
Q
Assume that x and ip are both irreducible constituents of t .
Then R kerx , R 4 keri() , and V(x) = F = V(<|i). Moreover, x and * are 
both elements of Irr(G|l), whereupon x(l) s <Kl)- Let g€G. If g ^ F  
then x(g) = *(g) = 0. If g £ F  then, since Xp = x ( D t  = <I>(1)C = ♦p* 
we have x(s) = i|>(g). Hence x^8) ~ <<(8) For all g£G, and we deduce 
that x = • Therefore Irr(G|£) = {xJ * Write G - G/R and F = F/R.
When £ and x are considered, in the usual way, as elements of Irr(F) 
and Irr(G) respectively, we have Irr(3|£) = (x)* Since x f  ~ x d H  « 
Frobenius reciprocity yields £ = xd^ X  • Thus
’.HI
|S : T| = ts(l) = x(D2- ( 1 )
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Obviously F « Z(G), and since x O -)2 < |G : Z(G) | we must have F = Z(G).
It follows that G is a group of central type. Let p be a prime such that 
p 11G|, and let S denote a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then Z(S) > 1, and by 
Lemma 2.3 Z(S) = FflS. Consequently p | | F | . Now F  = F/R s P = O^iF) , 
and we deduce that p € ir. As a result G = G/R is a m-group, whereupon R 
is a normal Hall it'-subgroup of G.
Since x£Irr(G|*)* and since, by (1), x ( U  is a v-number, it follows 
that ^(1) is a ir-number for all i|»6 Irr(G|X). Let C€Irr(R), and write 
$ = X x 5 . Then $€Irr(F|X), and $(1) = C(l). Let \fr be an irreducible
Q
constituent of t » and write
t
*F = e I *i
* i=l 1
where $^£Irr(F) for 1 < i < t. By Frobenius reciprocity $ = for 
some j£{l,..., t}. Hence ifc(l) = et<Kl) = etc(l), whereupon C(l)| ♦ (!•) 
Clearly 4>€Irr(G|X), and so i|i(l) is a ir-number. But R is a m'-group, 
and C €. Irr(R), whence in view of the fact that C(1)||r |, we have 
(♦(1), C(l)) = 1. Thus C(l) = 1, and so c(l) = 1 for all C€Irr(R).
We conclude that R is abelian, and the proof is complete.
Q.E.D.
LEMMA 2.5. ([53 Chapter 5, Theorem 2.**.) Let p be a prime, and let A 
be a p ' -group of automorphisms of an abelian p-group P . _If_ A centralises 
0^(P) then A = 1.
For any group G we denote the set of all primes dividing |G| by w(G).
LEMMA 2.6. Let G be a group, and let M be a cyclic subgroup of Z(G).
Assume that N is a normal cyclic subgroup of G such that M < N and
w(N) = ir(M) = w, say. Then G/CQ(N) is a ir-group. Moreover, if X €  Firr(M)
and u €Irr(NlX) then u£Firr(N) and
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{ <)>G ; $£.  I r r (C g (N )  | p >> C  I r r ( G | X ) .
Proof. Write C = Cg(N). The group G/C is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Aut(N). Suppose that G/C is not a ir-group. Then there exists a prime 
q fi it and an element a of G/C of order q. Write A = <a} . Clearly
there exists p£ ir such that A does not centralise the unique Sylow p-subgroup, 
Np, of N. But N is cyclic, and thus so is N^. Hence, since M « N and 
p| |M|, we must have iJ^(Np) < M •$ Z(G), whereupon A centralises tJ^Np). 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.5, A centralises N^, a contradiction. We conclude 
that G/C is a ir-group.
Now let X € Firr(M), and let y £  Irr(N| X). Since M and N are both 
cyclic with ir(M) = ir(N), and since uM = X, it follows easily that 
y £ Firr(N). Lemma 1.10 yields
Gp = {g€G : [g,x] 6 kery for all xeN) ,
and so, from the fact that kery = 1, we see that G^ = CQ(N) = C. By 
Theorem 1.9 we have
{*G : <t>£Irr(c|y)} = {xeirr(G) : [xN»u] * 0> .
But if x € Irr(G) with [xM »v] / 0 then obviously x €  Irr(G|X), and the 
result follows.
Q.E.D.
We shall require some of the ideas and results in [8] Chapter 11 on 
projective representations and Schur representation groups, and so we 
proceed to give a brief summary of the relevant material. (The term 
"projective representation" will be used here to mean "projective 
representation over C" where C denotes the field of complex numbers. We 
shall use "ordinary representation" in contrast to "projective represent­
ation" ,i)
THEOREM 2.7. ( [8] Theorem 11.2.) Let G be a group, and let N be a 
normal subgroup of G. Assume that Y denotes an irreducible representation 
of N which affords the character 0 , and that 0 is invariant in G. Then 
there exists a projective representation X o£ G such that for all n € N 
and g € G we have
(a) X(n) = Y(n) ;
(b) X(ng) = X(n)X(g) ;
(c) X(gn) = X(g)X(n) .
Furthermore, if Xq is another projective representation satisfying (a), (b),
X  X(c), then XQ (g) = XQ (g)p(g) for some function y s G -*■ C (where C 
denotes the multiplicative group of I) which is constant on cosets of N.
2 xWe use the standard notation of group cohomology; that is, H (G,® )
xdenotes the second cohomology group of a group G ( where ® is a trivial
o x 2 xG-module), Z (G,® ) denotes the group of 2-cocycles, and B (G,C ) denotes
the group of 2-coboundaries. We have H^(G,®X) = Z^(G,®X)/b^(G,®X), and
we remark that if X is a projective representation of a group G then
2 xthe factor set of X is an element of Z (G,C ).
THEOREM 2.8 ( T8] Theorem 11.7). Let G be a group, N a normal subgroup
of G, and let 0€Irr(N) such that 0 is invariant in G. Assume that
Y denotes an Irreducible representation of N affording 0 , and that X
is a projective representation of G satisfying (a), (b), (c). of Theorem 2.7.
2 xLet a denote the factor set of X, and define 0 €. Z (G/N,® ) b^ .
8(gN,hN) = a(g,h). Then 0 is well-defined and 0, the image of 0
under the natural homomorphism Z^(G/N,CX) — ► H^(G/N,®X), depends only on 0.
A central extension (r,p) of a group G is a group r together with 
a homomorphism p from r onto G such that kerp 4 Z(r). If (T.p) is 
a central extension of a group G, then we say that a projective representation
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X of G can be lifted to r if there exists an ordinary representation 
Y of r and a function u : r — *• such that
Y(a) = X(ap)y(a)
for all a e T . If every projective representation of G can be lifted to 
T then (T,p) is said to have the projective lifting property for G.
THEOREM 2.9.([8] Theorem 11.17.). For any group G there exists a
central extension (r,p)_of G which has the projective lifting property
2 xfor G. Furthermore. (T,p) can be chosen such that kerp s H (G,£ ).
If G is a group, and if (r,p) is a central extension having the
2 xprojective lifting property for G such that kerp = H (G,(E ), then T 
is said to be a Schur representation group for G. Theorem 2.9 asserts 
the existence of a Schur representation group for any group G.
Let G be a group, N a normal subgroup of G, and let 8 £  Irr(N) 
such that 9 is invariant in G. Under these hypotheses we say that 
(G,N,6) is a character triple. There is a very close relationship between 
a character triple (G,N,6) and another triple (F,A,X) where T denotes 
a Schur representation group for the group G/N. To describe this relation 
ship we define the (rather complicated) notion of an isomorphism between 
two character triples. If (G,N,8) is a character triple then we have 
been using Irr(G|0) to denote the set of all elements ; x Irr(G) such 
that is a multiple of 8. Now let Ch(G|8) denote the set of all 
(possibly reducible) characters x of 0 such that xN is * multiple of 8 
We remark that if (G,N,8) is a character triple, and if H is a subgroup 
of G containing N, then (H,N,8) is a character triple, and xH €Ch(H|e) 
for all x£Ch(G|e).
DEFINITION. Let (G,N,8) and (r,M,$) be character triples, and let
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t : G/N — ► T/M be an isomorphism. For each subgroup H of G containing N 
let Ht denote the subgroup of T such that HT/M = (H/N)T . Assume that 
whenever N •$ H -i G there exists a map ' cr : Ch(H|o) — ► Ch(HT |$) such that 
the following conditions hold for all N < K < H and for all elements 
X, <i, of Ch(H|9).
(a) oH (x + i|i) = o^(x) + oh (i|i) ;
(b) [x.*] = oh (i|i)] ;
( c )  ° K ( X K > = ( ° H ( x ) ) Kt  »
(d) a„(xC) = uu(x)CT for all c € Irr(H/N) where cT denotes the 
character of (H/N)x defined by CT(xT) = c(x) for all xeH/N.
Let a denote the union of the maps a^. Then (t , a) is an 
isomorphism from (G,N,6) to (T.M,»).
LEMMA 2.10 ([83 Lemma 11.2H) Let (r,c) : (G,N,0)— *• (r.M.*) be an 
isomorphism of character triples. Then is a bljection from Irr(G|6) 
to Xrr(r|<(>). Furthermore, xO-)/0^!) = oQ (x)(l)/i(l) for all x £  Irr(G|e).
NOTE. Lemma 11.24 of [83 says rather more that is stated in Lemma 2.10 
above; we have omitted all that is superfluous to our requirements.
THEOREM 2.11. ([8] Theorem 11.28.) Let (G.N.O) be a character triple and 
let (T.p) be a central extension of G/N having the projective lifting 
property. If A = kerp then (G,N,8) and (T,A,X) are isomorphic character 
triples for some X€ A.
Let (G,N,0) be a character triple, and let v denote ir(N). Let 
T be a Schur representation group for G/M. Then, from the definition of 
a Schur representation group and using Theorem 2.11, there exists a
A O
subgroup A of Z(T) and an element X of A such that r/A s G/N, A a H (G/N,I ), 
and (G,N,8) is isomorphic to (r,A,X). He shall show that A/kerX is a 
ir-group, but we need a preliminary lemma.
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LEMMA 2.12. Let (G,N,0) be a character triple and let B denote the
2 xelement of the group H (G/N,C ) associated with (G,N,9) as in Theorem 2.8.
If ir denotes u(N) then 101 is a ir-number.
Proof. Let Y denote an irreducible representation of N affording 0.
Since B is defined in terms of a projective representation X of G
satisfying (a), (b), (c), of Theorem 2.7([8l Theorem 11.2), we examine
how such a representation X is constructed in the proof of [8] Theorem 11.2.
If g € G  and nfcN then write Y®(n) = Y(gng ^). Since Y affords a G-invariant
character 0, the representations Y, and Y®, are similar for all gCG.
Choose a transversal T of N in G such that 16 T . For each t €. T choose a
non-singular matrix P such that P YP ^ = Y*. Clearly we may take P^
to be the k x k identity matrix where k = 9(1). Since each g C G  is
uniquely of the form nt for some neN, t€T, we can define X on G by
X(g) = Y(n)Pt> and, as demonstrated in the proof of C8] Theorem 11.2, X
is a projective representation of G satisfying (a), (b), (c), of Theorem 2.7.
Assume that a projective representation X of G has been constructed
as above. Write d^ a det(Pt ) for each tfcT. Then d^ is a non-zero
complex number, and, since the field of complex numbers is algebraically
k -1closed, we can choose c^ fe ® such that (c^) = d^ for each t C T . Write
P^ = ctPt . Then det(P^) = (ct)kdt = 1 for all t€T. Clearly P^YfP’)”1 
a Yt for all t e T ,  and we can construct a new projective representation 
X' of G as follows. If g £ G  with g = nt for n e N ,  teT, then we define 
X'(g) = Y(n)P^. The fact that X' has been constructed in the same way 
as X implies that X' satisfies (a), (b), (c), of Theorem 2.7. Let a 
denote the factor set of X'. Since B depends only on 8 , it follows 
that a gives rise to 7  as described in the statement of Theorem 2.8.
Let g, h, be elements of G. Then X'(g)X'(h) = X'(gh)a(g,h). Write 
g s n ^ ,  h = n2t2 , gh = ngt3, where nj£ N, tjg T, for 1 < i  4 3. We 
have X'(g) = YCn^Pj. , X*(h) = YCiij»' , x’igh)= Y(n3)Pi3* and h*nce
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Therefore
Y(n )P! Y(n,)P' = Y(n,)P> o(g,h).
1 x2 3 t3
det(Y(n )P; Y(n,)P! ) = det(Y(n,)P* c(g,h)),
XX 1 X2 3 t3
and since det(P! ) = 1 for 1 < i < 3 it follows that 
ti
d e t W n ^ M e t W n ^ )  = det(Y(n3))(a(g,h))k . (1)
Write X(n) = det(Y(n)) for all n € H . Then clearly X is a linear 
complex character of N. Let m denote the order of X as an element of the 
group of linear characters of N. Since m = |N : kerx| we must have m| |N|. 
We may rewrite (1) as
X(nr)X(n2) = X(n3)(a(g,h))k .
Therefore
<X(n1)X(n2» m = <X(n3)(o(g,h))k )nl.
But (X(n))m = Xra(n) = 1 for all n£N, and so
(a(g,h))km = (X(n3))m (a(g,h))km = (X(n3)(a(g,h))k )m
= (X(n1)X(n2)),n = (X(n1))n,(X(n2))ra = 1.
kmSince g (h. were arbitrary elements of G we deduce that (a(g«h)) = 1
for all elements g,h, of G. We have k = 6(1) and 6(1)||n |. As
remarked above, m11N| , and hence km is a ir-number where ir denotes *(N). 
If g»h, are elements of G then define £(gN»hN) = a(g,h). Since
(a(g,h))km = 1 for all elements g,h, of G it follows that the order of 0 
in the group Z2(G/N,®X) divides km, a ir-number. Obviously then |J| 
is a «-number.
Q e E e D e
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LEMMA 2.13. Let (G,N,8) be a character triple, and let r denote a 
Schur representation group for G/N. Then there exists a subgroup A of 
Z ( D  and an element \  o f  A such that G/M s T/A, (G,N,8) and (T,A,X) 
are isomorphic, and A/kerX is a cyclic ir-group where u = ir(N).
Proof. From the definition of a Schur representation group for G/N
there exists an epimorphism p : T  *■ G such that kerp « Z(T), and
kerp s H^(G/N, C*). Write A = kerp. By Theorem 2.11(C8] Theorem 11.28)
there exists X £ A such that (G,N,8) and (r,A,X) are isomorphic. Now
in the proof of Jl8l Theorem 11.28, the element X of A chosen so that
(G,N,8) and (r,A,X) are isomorphic character triples satisfies X = 8 1
A 2 xwhere n is a certain epimorphism from A to H (G/N,® ) (n is called the
__  ^
standard map in L8]), and 6 denotes the element of the group H (G/N,® )
associated with (G,N,8) as in the statement of Theorem 2.8. Since 
A o xA = A = H (G/N,® ), it follows that n is an isomorphism, and we deduce 
that | X| , the order of X in the group A , is precisely 10 |. Let
it denote n(N). By Lemma 2.12 |0| is a »-number, whereupon |x|
= |"0 ^| = |l31, a ir-number. But |x| = |A/kerX| and we conclude that
A/kerX is a cyclic w-group.
Q.E.D.
Our next result is the well known characterisation of p-groups in 
which each abelian characteristic subgroup is cyclic due to P. Hall.
LEMMA 2.m.(C6] III Satz 13.10). Let p be a prime, and let P denote a 
p—group such that all abelian characteristic subgroups of P are cyclic.
Then one of the following must hold.
(i) P is cyclic ;
(ii) P = Pj^Y P2 where 1 ^ pi ls extraspecial of exponent p and Pj is cyclic } 
(iii) p s 2 and P is generalised quaternion, dihedral, or semi-dihedral 
with |P| »16 j
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(iv) p = 2 and P = P j V P2 where is extraspecial and either P2 is dihedral 
semi-dihedral or generalised quaternion, with |P2 | 5. 16 or Pj is cyclic.
Vie are now in a position to prove the key result in our investigation 
into the structure of soluble high-fidelity groups with a unique minimal 
normal subgroup. The motivation for Theorem 2.15 below (which is also of 
some independent interest) is as follows. Let G be a soluble high-fidelity 
group with a unique minimal normal subgroup, N say. Then N is an 
elementary abelian q-group for some prime q. Let 1 / A e N, and write 
K = kerX . Clearly N/K is a group of order q, and by Lemma 1.10 
N/K i Z(G^/K). By Theorem 1.9 and Lemma 1.10 we have
ixeirr(G) ; [XN .*3 t  0} = { *.G : «.€ Irr(Gx/K|A)}.
Let n denote the common degree of all the characters in Firr(G). If x € Irr(G) 
such that / 0 then, obviously, x £ Firr(G), whereupon x(l) = n.
Consequently $^(1) = n for all 4 € Irr(G^/K| X) • It follows that N/K 
is a cyclic subgroup of Z(G^/K), and X 6 Firr(N/K) such that all the 
characters in Irr(G^/K|x) have the same degree, namely, n/|G : G^| .
It is desirable, therefore, to have information about the following 
situation: G is a soluble group, M is a cyclic subgroup of Z(G), and
XeFirr(M) has the property that all characters in Irr(G|x) share the
same degree. The group SL(2,3) gives an easy example of such an arrange­
ment.
EXAMPLE. Let G denote the group SL(2,3), and write M = Z(G). Then |G| = 24, 
and |M| = 2. Moreover, M is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. Let 
X denote the unique non-trivial element of Irr(M). Clearly X is 
invariant in G, and x € i rr(G|A) if and only if x feFirr(G). Let x£Firr(G). 
We have Xu s x(i)X . By Frobenius reciprocity the multiplicity of X 
as an irreducible constituent of X® is exactly x(i)» an<* hence
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I x ( l ) 2 = XG(1 )  = |G : M| = 12.
X 6 Firr(G)
Since x£Firr(G) implies that x ( D  > 1» it follows that Firr(G) consists 
of three characters each of degree 2. Thus G is a high-fidelity group.
In particular, all characters in Irr(G|x) have degree 2.
THEOREM 2.15. Let G be a soluble group, and let M be a cyclic subgroup 
of Z(G). Assume that X 6 Firr(M) such that x(X) = <|i(l) for all elements
X, <(i, o f Irr(G|X), and write » = ir(M). Then x ( D  is a »-number for 
all x^irr(GlX), and G contains an abelian Hall it1 -subgroup.
Proof. The proof is by induction on |G r M|. If |G : M| = 1 then G 
is abelian and the theorem is obviously true. Now assume that G, M, X, i, 
are as in the statement of the theorem, and then the induction hypothesis 
is as follows : whenever X is a soluble gxoup with Y a cyclic subgroup 
of Z(X) such that |X : Y| < |G : M | and p is an element of Firr(Y) 
having the property that 8(1) = $(1) for all elements 8, 4, of Irr(X|y),
then, writing * = ir(Y), it follows that 8(1) is a ^-number for all
8 €Irr(x|)i) and that X contains an abelian Hall »¿-subgroup.
He shall have two cases to consider according to whether or not there 
exists p € it such that 0p(G) contains a non-cyclic abelian characteristic 
subgroup. Let n denote the common degree of all the characters in Irr(G|x).
CASE 1. For all p c *  the subgroup 0p (G) contains no non-cyclic abelian 
characteristic subgroup.
In this case for all p c *  the structure of 0p(G) is given by Lemma
2.14. Assume first that 0(G) satisfies either (i) or (iii) of Lemma 2.14
P
for all p c *  . Then either 0p(G) is cyclic, or p = 2, |0p(G)| > 16,
and 0 (G) is dihedral, semidihedral, or generalised quaternion for each 
P
p c *  . Let p c *  . If 0p(G) is cyclic, then write Np = 0p(G). If 0p(G)
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subgroup of index 2 which is its own centraliser in 02(G). In this case
let Nj denote such a cyclic characteristic subgroup. Hence for each p £  i
N is a cyclic characteristic subgroup of 0 (G) which is its own centralis P P
in Op(G). Let N denote the product of all the subgroups Clearly N
is a cyclic normal subgroup of G containing M, and ir(M) = n = ir(M).
If C denotes Cg(N) then C < G and, by Lemma 2.6, G/C is a irgroup.
Let y£Irr(N|x). Lemma 2.6 yields y 6 Firr(N), and
is not cyclic then p :  2 and O^CG) contains a cyclic characteristic
{♦ s ♦elrr(C|n)} Q Irr(G|x).
Thus for all $£Irr(C|y) we have |G : C 14>( 1) = $ (1) = n, the common
degree of all the characters in Irr(G|x), whereupon $(1) = n/¡G : C| for 
all $elrr(c|p).
Since C < G we must have 0^( 0  = C for all primes p. Now if
p is a prime then Op(G)P\C is precisely the centraliser in 0 ^(0 of N.
But for each p e v the group N is its own centraliser in 0 (G). WeP P
deduce that N = 0  (C) for all p £ ir , and hence, if F denotes F(C), then 
P P
N = 0 (F). Thus C is a soluble group, ir a set of primes, 0 (F) = N £ Z(C)If IT
where F denotes F(C), and y € Firr(N) such that all elements of Irr(C|y) 
have the same degree, namely n/ |G : C|. Hence, by Lemma 2.4, C contains 
e normal abelian Hall n'-subgroup, and n/|G : C| is a ir-number. But, 
as remarked above, G/C is a ir-group, and it follows that G contains an 
abelian Hall »'-subgroup and n, the common degree of all characters in 
Irr(G|X), is a ir-number. We conclude that if Op(G) satisfies either
(i) or (iii) of Lemma 2.14 for all pfeir then the theorem holds.
Hence we may assume that there exists p 6 ir such that Op(G) satisfies 
either (ii) or (iv) of Lemma 2.14. Write P = O^iG). Then P = P j Y  Pj 
where 1 t  Pj^  is extraspecial, and either P2 is cyclic, or p = 2, |Pj| > 16 
and P2 is dihedral, semi-dihedral, or generalised qiatemion. Let Q denote
Moreover Q = P if P? is cyclic, and |p : Q| = 2 if ? 2 is dihedral, semi- 
dihedral, or generalised quaternion with |P2 1 £.16. In fact Q = Q^Y'Q2 
where Q^-S P^ is extraspecial, and Q2 is cyclic. Clearly Q is a class 2 
p-group with cyclic centre.
Write R - QM, and let N denote Z(R). Obviously it(R) = ir(N) = ir, 
and M 4  N < R < G. Let C = Cg(N), and choose y£Irr(N|x). Then by 
Lemma 2.5 it follows that G/C is a ir-group, and that y £ Firr(N) with
(<|>G : * 6 Irr(C|y)} Q  Irr(G|l).
Consequently all elements of Irr(c|y) have the same degree, namely n/ |G : C|.
Let L denote the normal Hall p'-subgroup of M. Then, clearly,
R = QM = Q x L, and N = Z(R) = Z(Q)-’x L. If £ denotes ^(Q) t*len 
Theorem 1.8 implies that Irr(Q|c) = {<>} for some iji€ Firr(Q). Let £
= y^. Using Theorem 1.12 and the fact that y = £ x £ it follows easily
that Irr(R|y) = {0} where 0 = x £. Now y is invariant in C, and hence 
0®£ Irr(R|y) for all g 6, C . We deduce that 0 is invariant in C, whence 
(C,R,0) is a character triple. Moreover, $ 6 Irr(C10) if and only if 
$ € Irr(C | y), and thus all the characters in Irr(C|e) have degree n/|G : C|. 
Let T be a Schur representation group for C/R. Then, by Lemma 2.13,
a
there exists a subgroup A of Z(r) and an element £ of A such that 
C/R s r/A, (C,R,0) and (r,A,£) are isomorphic character triples, and A/ker£ 
is a ir-group. Write K = ker£ , 7  = T/K, and A = A/K. Then, in the 
usual way, we consider £ as an element of Firr(X) and identify Irr(r|£) 
with Irr(7|£). Let ifi6 Irr(7|£). It follows from Lemma 2.10 that there 
exists ^£.Irr(C|6) such that
♦<D/e(i> = <.(i)/£(i).
Since £(1) = 1, and since, as proved above, all characters in Irr(C|e)
Cp($(P)). Then Q is a characteristic subgroup of P, whereupon Q < G.
have degree n/|G : C|, we see that
<|i(l) = n/|G : C10(1)
for all i|i€.Irr(r|c).
Clearly r is soluble. Moreover A is a cyclic subgroup of Z(7) 
with »(A) S  ir, and C € Firr(A) has the property that all characters in 
I r r ( r | t )  have degree n/|G : c | 0 ( l ) .  Since M < R we have
|7 : A| = |r : A| = |C s R| < |C : M| « |G : M|,
and so, writing » = »(A), the induction hypothesis implies that 
n/|G : C10(1) is a ^-number, and that 7 contains an abelian Hall 
»¿-subgroup. But »q Q  » , and therefore n/|G : C 10(1) is a »-number. 
Also any Hall »¿-subgroup of 7 must contain a Hall »'-subgroup of 7, 
and thus 7 contains an abelian Hall »'-subgroup.
As remarked above the group G/C is a »-group, whence |G : c| is a 
»-number. Also R is a »-group, and therefore, since 6 £ Irr(R), it 
follows that 6(1) is a »-number. We deduce that n, the common degree 
of all elements of Irr(G|A), is a »-number. Let H be a Hall »'-subgroup 
of G. Obviously H 4 C. Since R is a »-group we have H H R  = 1, where­
upon H s HR/R. It is apparent that HR/R is a Hall »'-subgroup of the 
group C/R 2 T/A 2 7/A. How A is a »-group, end, as proved above, T 
contains an abelian Hall »'-subgroup. Therefore T/A, and hence C/R, 
contains an abelian Hall »'-subgroup, and since all Hall »'-subgroups 
C/R are isomorphic it follows that HR/R a H is abelian. This completes 
Case 1.
CASE 2. There exists p € »  such that 0p(G) contains a non-cydic abelian 
characteristic subgroup.
Let Rq denote a non-cyclic abelian characteristic subgroup of 0p(G).
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Obviously Rq <1 G. Write R = Rq H. Then R <J G, and R is abelian (since 
is abelian and M < Z(G)). Moreover, R is not cyclic, and ir(R) = » .
Let +eirr(R|x), and write K = ker$. Clearly K O  M = 1, whence 
M > MK/K « R/K. it follows that »(R/K) 2  »(M) = it , and so, since 
w(R/K) £  ir(R) = ir , we have ir(R/K) = ir. By Lemma 1.10 R/K « Z(G^/K), 
and Theorem 1.9 and Lemma 1.10 together imply that
{X€ Irr(G) : [xRi9] * 0} = {i|<G : 96 Irr(G+/K|9)> .
Obviously if x 6 Irr(G) such that / 0 then x 6 Irr(G|x), whereupon
X ( D  = n. Consequently 9(1)|G : G j  = 9G(1) = n for all 9 6 Irr(G^/K|9), 
and we deduce that ii»(l) = n/|G : G^| for all 9£Irr(G^/K|9).
Therefore G^/K is a soluble group, and R/K is a cyclic subgroup of 
Z(G^/K) with ir(R/K) = it. Moreover, 9 6 Firr(R/K) such that all elements 
of Irr(G^/K|9) have degree n/|G : G^|. Since R is abeliar. but not cyclic 
we must have M < R, whereupon
lG/ K : R/K| = |G^ : R| < |G^ : H| < |G : M| .
Therefore the induction hypothesis implies that n/|G : G^| is a »-number,
and that G./K contains an abelian Hall «'-subgroup.9
Let I denote the set Irr(R|A). Clearly G acts as a group of 
permutations on I, and the above argument establishes that n/|G : G^| is 
a «-number for each + Cl. Thus, writing m(9) = n/ |G : G^ j , we have
n = m(9)|G s G^| , (1)
where m(9) is a «-number, for each 9 £ I. Let 9£I. By Frobenius
D
reciprocity the multiplicity of 9 as an irreducible constituent of X 
is the multiplicity of X as an irreducible constituent of 9R . But R 
is abelian, whereupon 9(1) - 1, and we have 9R = X. Hence each element
S
of 1 appears as an irreducible constituent of X with multiplicity 1.
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n
Therefore, since X (1) = |r  : M| , we have |l| = |r  : m |.
Suppose that q|n for some prime q such that q^ir . Then (1) implies
that q 11G : | for each 9 € I; that is, q divides the size of each
G-orbit in I. Consequently q divides |l| = |r  : M|, and hence q||R|.
But, as remarked above, ir(R) = it, a contradiction. We deduce that n,
the common degree of all characters in Irr(G|x), is a n-number. Let
♦ €I, and let H denote a Hall »'-subgroup of G.. Using (1) and the fact9
that n is a »-number we see that |G : G^| is a it-number, and it follows
that H is a Hall it'-subgroup of G. Writing K = ker$ < R, we must have
that K is a »-group, and so H f l K  = 1. Thus H £ HK/K. Clearly HK/K is
a Hall »'-subgroup of G./K. As proved above, the group G./K contains
9 9
an abelian Hall ir'-subgroup, and so, since all Hall ir'-subgroups of 
G^/K are isomorphic, we conclude that HK/K a H is abelian. This completes 
Case 2, and hence the lemma is proved by induction.
Q.E.D.
We remark that Theorem 2.1b above may be stated in terms of 
projective representations, and such a formulation is given below as 
Theorem 2.16. The proof that the two theorems are equivalent, which would 
be too much of a digression here, is omitted.
THEOREM 2.16. bet G be a soluble group, and let a be a (complex) factor 
set of G. Assume that a denotes the image of a under the natural 
homomorphism Z2(G,«X) — *• H2(G,<t*), and let » denote the s.it of primes 
dividing |o| . Assume further that all irreducible projective represent­
ations of G with factor set a share the same degree. Then the degree 
of any irreducible projective representation of G with factor set a is 
»-number, and G contains an abelian Hall w ' -subgroup.
Theorem 2.15 may be given yet a third formulation in the language
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of the theory of twisted group algebras, but we do not include such a 
formulation here. Instead we move on to give a definition that generalises 
the idea of a group acting half-transitively on a set.
DEFINITION. Let G be a group of permutations on a set X, such that |x| > 1, 
and let it be a set of primes. We say that G acts it -halftransitively
Q
on X if there exists a n-number b such that |x | = b.s(x) for all x C X,
Q
where s(x) is a it'-number depending on x, and x denotes the G-orbit 
containing x. In addition, if b = |G|w , the rr-part of the integer |g | , 
then we say that G acts ir-semiregularly on X.
Clearly ir-halftransitivity is identical to half-transitivity when 
it = tt(G), and in this case ir-semiregular action is semiregular. Also, 
by the orbit-stabiliser theorem, it is an easy consequence of the definition 
that a group G acts ir-halftransitively on a set X if and only if there 
exists a ir-number c such that |Gx | = c.t(x) for all x€X, where t(x) is 
a ^number depending on x.
THEOREM 2.17. Let G be a soluble group with a unique minimal normal 
subgroup N , an elementary abelian q-group for some prime q. Assume that 
G is a high-fidelity group. Then G acts q'-halftransitively on the non-
a
trivial elements of N, and G^ contains an abelian Hall q'-subgroup for each
A __ a A
1 t  X 6 N. Writing G = G/CQ(N) and regarding N addltlvely, N is an
Irreducible GF(q)G-module, faithful for G, such that G acts q'-half- 
* #
transitively on (N) .
Proof. Let n denote the common degree of all the characters in Firr(G), 
and let 1 f  X6 N. Write K = kerX, and then N/K is a cyclic group of order 
q. By Lemma 1.10 and Theorem 1.9, we have N/K 4 Z(G^/K), and
(xfelrr(G) = [xM .X] / 0} = {fG : ♦ 6 Irr(Gx/K|X)> .
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If x *Irr(G) such that [xN ,X] t  0 then obviously xfcFirr(G), whereupon
Q
x(l) = n. Hence t (1) = n for all <¡>6 Irr(Gx/K|x). It follows that 
N/K is a cyclic subgroup of ZiG^/K) of order q, and X€Firr(N/K) such 
that all elements of IrriG^/K|X) have the same degree, namely n/|G : G^|. 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.15, there exists an integer, a(X) say, such that
qa(X) = n/|G s Gx | , (1)
and Gx/K contains an abelian Hall q'-subgroup. From (1) we have
|G s Gx | = n/qo(X) . (2)
Let b denote the q'-part of n, so that n = b.q for some integer k 
and q'fb. Then (2) implies that there exists an integer B(X) ( :k - a(X)) 
such that
|G : Gx | = b.q8(X).
But |G : Gx | is precisely the size of the G-orbit containing X, and it 
follows that G acts q'-halftransitively on (N)*. Again-let Xfe(N)*, 
and let H denote a Hall q'-subgroup of Gx- Write K = kerX , whereupon 
K is a q-group• Therefore H f \ K  - 1, and so H a HK/K. Clearly HK/K 
is a Hall q'-subgroup of Gx/K. As proved above, Gx/K contains an abelian 
Hall q '-subgroup, and, since all Hall q'-subgroups of Gx/K are isomorphic, 
it follows that HK/K s H is abelian.
The last statement in the theorem follows easily from Lemma 1.11 and 
from the fact that (G)x = Gx/Cq (N) for all X £ N.
Q.E.D.
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CHAPTER 3
SOLUBLE q' - HALFTRANSITIVE GROUPS OF LINEAR 
TRANSFORMATIONS OF A GF(q) - VECTOR SPACE. I
In this chapter and the next we study the following situation: G 
is a soluble group, q is a prime, V is an irreducible GF(q)G-nodule, faithful 
for G, and G acts q'-halftransitively on V . Our aim will be to obtain a 
classification of the possibilities for such a group G similar to Passman's 
classification of soluble half-transitive groups of automorphisms. He 
will require many of Passman's techniques and results, some of which will 
be needed in an adapted form. Where clarity or continuity of argument 
demands it, an adapted proof will be given in full, together with a 
reference to the original result.
The method I have adopted for solving the classification problem 
defined above is similar to the way in which Passman attacked the problem 
of classifying soluble half-transitive groups of automorphisms in the series 
of papers [10] (with Isaacs), [11] , [12] , [13] . Essentially Passman split 
the problem into two cases according to whether the group acting was 
primitive or imprimitive as a linear group. The problem we are concerned 
with here will also be split into two cases, although not according to 
primltivity or imprimitivity. The distinction I shall make is whether or 
not the group acting contains a non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup. It will 
he seen that these two cases correspond closely enough to the primitive 
and imprimitive cases to enable us to use many of Passman's methods.
He first consider the case in which the group acting does contain 
a non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup, and we begin by describing a family 
of groups that occur as particular examples of this case.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let q be a prims such that q > 2, and let n be a positive 
integer and m a non-negative integer such that qB |n. Also let V denote
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a 2-dimensional vector space over the field GF(q ). Aut(GF(q )) is a 
cyclic group of order n and since qm |n there exists a unique subgroup of 
Aut(GF(qn )) of order qm . Let S denote such a subgroup. Let £T(qn ; qm ) 
denote the group of all maps from V to V of the form
o ~ g  : * ) [ $ )
and
for all elements x,. y, a of GF(q“ ) such that a t  0, and for all c€S.
THEOREM 3.2. (i) £T(qn ) < ¿£(qn ; qm ) and | fT(qn ; q“ )| = ^qm (qn-l);
(ii) 5 ^(qn i q” ) is soluble;
(iii) V is a faithful, irreducible module for ) of dimension 2n
over the field GF(q);
(iv) 5^(qn ; qm ) acts qlhalftransitively on V* and for all v 6 V* the 
stabiliser in ££(qn ; q” ) 2 L  v is cyclic of order 2q ® ^  for some integer 
o(v) depending on v.
Proof. It is easily checked that ££tqn ) < ^7(qn i qm ) and that ^7(qn ) 
is complemented in qn) by the cyclic subgroup consisting of all
maps of the form
for all atS. Since the order of this subgroup is qB ( the order of S), 
and since | 5 £(qn)| is U(qn-1) it follows that | ^ ( q n i q^ | i* precisely 
*tqB Cqn~l)* The solubility of ££(qn j qn ) is obvious since both 2£(qn) and 
# q n » q " ) / ^ n > are soluble.
Everything in (iii) is clear from the definitions of o£(qn ; q®) 
and V and so it only remains to prove (iv). Let v t V *  and let H denote 
the stabiliser in £7(qn ; q®) of v. As we have seen in Chapter 1 the 
stabiliser in % ( q n ) of any element of V* is a group of order 2. Therefore 
|K H i ¿£(qn )| = 2. Since qf| ¿T(qn )|and ££(qn ) has index q® in £T(qn ; q®) 
it follows that <££(qn ) is a normal Hall q'-subgroup of <$£(qn ; q®), and 
we deduce that |h |^, = |H O  o^(qn ) | = 2. Obviously H O  ££(qn ) < H, 
end hence H is a cyclic group of order 2q° for some integer a.
Q.E • D*
It will be convenient to have a description of the group o£(qn ; qm) 
in terms of generators and relations. Let q, n, m, V and S be as above and 
let b be a generator of the multiplicative group of GF(qn ). In addition, 
let c, d, e denote the maps
and
respectively for all elements x, y, of GF(qn ). As shown in Chapter 1, we 
have, writing y = qn-l,
,5£iqn) = ^c, d, e, : 3  ■ d* * ■ 1» od ■ dc, ece= c \  ede = of ^ d ^ .
The group S is cyclic of order q®. Suppose S = and lat f 6 o^(qn > qB)
denote the map
Clearly f has order q® and ££( qn ; q®) = <c, d, e, f >  . Also it is easily 
checked that fd = df and fe = ef. Write k = qm . Recall that the subgroup 
) of <^(qn ) is defined to be the subgroup consisting of all maps of 
the form
ax i— ► ax
for all elements x, a, of GF(qn) such that a / 0, and for all o£S. Now 
it is easily seen that the subgroup <c,f > of • qm ) is isomorphic
to the group <$£(qn ). Hence ¿7(qn j q®) contains elements c, d, e, and f 
such that 5£<qn; l") = d * «• * )  » lc l=Y » ld l = M  = 2, |f | = k,
£c, d] = [d, f] = [e,f] = 1, ece s c 1, ede -  3 ^ 2e and ^c, f > ■ £i£(qn ).
We shall require the next result in the proof of Lemma 3.S later 
in this chapter.
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a 2-group containing three distinct normal subgroups 
*1* R2* R3* each order 2. Assume that G/R^ is cyclic or generalised 
quaternion for i = 1, 2, 3. Then G ! C j  » Cj.
Proof. Let R^ = <a>, R2 = <b>, Rg = <c>. Since G/R^ is either cyclic or 
generalised quaternion, G/R^ has a unique involution for i = 1, 2, 3. But 
both cR^ and bR^ are involutions in G/R^; hence cR^ = bR^, giving c = b 
or c s ba. Now c j* b since R g  / R g ,  and so c = ba. Therefore, writing 
T = ^R^, R2, Rg^ , we have T I Cj « Cj and T « G.
Suppose that gCG\T. Then gR^ is a non-trivlal element of G/Rj for 
i = 1, 2, 3, and gT is a non-trivial element of G/T, a 2-group. Let 2®
2* 2^jbe the order of the element gT in the group G/T. Then g £ T and g f T
for f < e.
_2eIf g si, then g2e-l is an involution in G, and so g
»e-1
9*“1 2e-l
R^ is an
involution in G/R^. Hence g R1 = bR^, giving g =b or ba, and then
oe-1 2 *g £ T, a contradiction. Therefore g t 1.
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2e 2e”^If g 5 a, then g is an involution in G/R^ and so, arguing as
2e"l o®
before, g = b or ba, again a contradiction. Hence g ¥ a.
2 ®  2®Similarly g t b and g t  c. But T = {1, a, b, c} and we are 
forced to conclude that G\T = 0. Thus G = X e  Cj * Cj.
Q.E.D.
ASSUMPTIONS. From this point up to the end of Theorem 3.9 we work 
under the assumptions that G is a soluble group, q is a prime and V is an 
irreducible GF(q)G-module, faithful for G, such that G acts q ‘-halftransitively 
on V*. In addition we assume that G contains a non-cyclic abelian normal 
subgroup.
LEMMA 3.4. We have q ? 2 and there exists N < G such that N s C2 x Cj.
Proof. Since G contains a non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup, G must 
contain a non-cycli: abelian normal p-subgroup for some prime p. Let M 
be such a normal p-subgroup of G and restrict V to M. By Clifford's Theorem
vM = vi O . . . ® vt
where each is the direct sum of M-isomorphic irreducible GF(q)M-modules,
a homogeneous component of V^. Let W^ be an irreducible direct summand of
for 1 4  ± 4  t, and let R^ denote the kernel of M on W^.
From the fact that is homogeneous, it follows that R^ is the
kernel of il on for 1 < i 4 t. Also R^ > 1 for 1 < i < t since M is
abelian but not cyclic and, from the faithfulness of V, we have t > 1 and 
t
^ R ^  = 1- Let denote the stabiliser in G of V^. Then Hj = {g€G: V^g - V^} 
and, by Clifford's Theorem, is an irreducible GF(q)H^-module, G permutes 
the transitively, V > V®, and |G : H^| = t for 1 4 i 4 t. If denotes 
ker(H1 on Vi), then M = R^ e for 1 < 1 < t and C\ Kj = 1.
Clearly, if v t V *  for some i t {1,..., t>, then Gy 4 H^. We have
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t > 1, and so let v^e V^, v^ € where i t  j and write v = v^ + v^. For 
g £ Gy obviously v^g = or and so we have a homomorphism from Gy to the
symmetric group on {i,j} whose kernel is G f  \  G . Therefore |G s G H  6 I° r V£ Vj 1 V V£* 1 Vj 1
■i 2. Since lGv^Iqt = l®v lq« by Q.’ “halftransitivity, we have
K  . 6 n  Gv I = q° or 2qa
Vi 8 Vi 'j (1 )
for some integer a 5. 0. (We allow the case q = 2.) Let r be a prime such 
that r t  2,q. Then (1) shows that Gy> contains a Sylow r-subgroup of Gy . 
Since 0r (Gy ) < Q for all Sylow r-subgroups, Q, of Gy^, by varying Vj 
inside Vj we see that
0 (G ) « K.r v. j
( 2 )
Ey letting j vary under the restriction i J* j we deduce that 0 (G ) C \ K..
v vi j*i J
Kow Gr(K^) char < Gy^, and so O^CK^) A Gy^. Thus 0r(K^) < 0r(Gy^), 
whence
t
°r(Ki) *  P  Kj = U
Consequently, for all primes r such that r /  2,q, we have
W  = 1 (3)
Since M is a non-trivial normal p-subgroup of G and G has a faithful, 
irreducible module, V, over GF(q), a field of characteristic q, it follows 
that p t  q. We have 1 < ^ 0p(K^) and therefore, using (3), we see that
p = 2. Hence q t  2.
Let g&OgO^). Since OjOC^) char A Gy^, we have OjiK^) A Gy^, and
it follows that OjOC^) < °2<Gy Therafore °2^Ki^ < 8 for 411 sylow 2"
^ #subgroups S of Gy . Again let j t  1 and v j fc V j. From (1) we have 
|Gy^: Gy O  Gy | = qa or 2q° for some integer a > 0, and so, if T is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of Gy^ O  Gv and S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Gy^ containing 
T, then |S « T| 4 2, whence T a S. Therefore g2 £  T 4 Gy • By varying
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Vi
Vj inside Vj we see that g £ K j , and by varying j we see that
2
g €. ^  K, = 1. <*•>
j=l ^
Hence for all g £  OgOCj) we have g2 = 1, and we deduce that 02(K^) is an 
elementary abelian 2-group.
We next show that if i £ {1,... , t} and if v^e. , then there
exists j t i and V jfcV * such that 2 1 lGV i: GVj  11 Suppose, on the
contrary, that for all j ^ i and for all Vj £ V *  we have 2f |GV^ : Gy^^j Gy |,
Then for all j f  i and for all Vj fe Vj the subgroup Gy contains a Sylow
2-subgroup of Gy^. Now R^ < Gy^ and is a 2-group. Hence R^ £ 02(Gy^),
and so R^ is contained in each Sylow 2-subgroup of Gy . Therefore R^ is
#a subgroup of Gy  ^ for all Vj e. V j and for all j / i, giving that R^ £ Kj
for all j ^ i. But R, £ K. and hence R. -i = 1, a contradiction.
#  j -1 #
We conclude that for any Vj£ V^ there exists j ^ i and Vj € Vj such that 
2||G : 6 H G  |.
J #
Suppose that t fc. 3 and choose i£{l,..., t}. Pick v^eVj and then,
#in view of the previous paragraph, we may choose j 6(1....  t) and Vj6 Vj
such that j i  i and 2 11G,Vi vj.GV4n ® v |* Since t >. 3 there exists
k e { l.... t} such that k ji i and k t  j. Let vk e V fc and write v =
v^ + Vj + v^. Using a similar argument to the one used earlier, there is 
a homomorphism from Gy to the symmetric group on {i, j, k} whose kernel
is GV j °  <*vk* Th#rafore lGv G v , r > G „ n  G„. | = 1,2,3 or 6 and thenVi '3
, and <i 1 2, it follows that |GV< : Gy^ n  S j  8 dsince |Gv |q , = |GVi,q I -- , , ................~ ,- i
or 2d for some odd integer d. But |Gy :^ G y ^ ^ G y |^ =
lQvi * V ' V ’ lGVin G Vj : G v / ^ V j H  \ \  2||Gv± :
Therefore GVj 8 GVj ^  Gvk I • and hanca Gvk coctaina a sylow
2-subgroup of G y ^  Gy^. Since OjCGy^f'l Gy^) is contained in each Sylow 
2-subgroup of GVi ^ GVj* by varying v^ inside Vk we see that
°2<GVin S ) ^ * *
(S)
' • M
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By varying k subject to the condition i ^ k j we have
°2(GVjn s v ) < O  V
1 vi vj ijik^ j K
Since 02(Ki n  K^) char K j O  Kj < GVj * lt: follows that °2(Ki ^  Kj><1
6 ^ 0 6 , ^  and so C^d^Pl K^) i OjiGy^O GVj^‘ Therefore
t
0 ( K . O K . )  « n  K. = 1.
*  3 k=l K
Now Rj i 02( K ^ O  Kj) = 1, and in consequence H R^R^/R^ i K/Rj,
a cyclic group. Hence R^ is cyclic. But R^ •$ 02(K^), and 02^ i ^  *s an 
elementary abelian 2-group as proved earlier. Therefore |r ^| = 2. The 
group M is a non-cyclic abelian 2-group and M/R^ is cyclic. Hence
M s C2e x C2 for some integer e > 1.
On the other hand, if t = 2, we have R1/"> Rj = 1» giving R^ H R^Rj/Rj i 
K/R2, a cyclic group. It follows that R^ is cyclic and, since R^ -i 02<K^), 
an elementary abelian 2-group, we must have |R^|= 2. Then, as above,
M s Cjg x C2 for seme integer e > 1.
Thus we have shown that, for t > 3 or for t = 2, M S C2e x C2 for 
some e > 1. Writing N = (^(M), we have M <1 G and N H C2 x Cj.
Q.E.D.
NOTATION. Let N denote a normal subgroup of G such that N s  C2 x (The
existence of such a subgroup N is guaranteed by Lemma 3.4) By Clifford's 
Theorem we have
VN SVl * " V ® Vt
where the are the homogeneous components of V^. To continue fixing 
our notation, let denote the stabiliser in G of V^, the kernel of N 
on V^, and the kernel of on (whence R^ = K^ C \ N) for 1 4 i 4 t.
By Clifford's Theorem, is an irreducible GF(q)Hi-module. Furthermore
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|g : H .| = t and all the H. are conjugate in G. Clearly |r .| = 2 for 
t 1
1 < i 4  t and K. = 1. Let L denote C_(N). Obviously L < H. for i_l i G i
1 < i < t and G/L is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(N) “ S-.3
LEMMA 3.5. If t is defined as above, then t = 2.
Proof. Clearly t > 1. There are exactly three non-equivalent, non-trivial 
irreducible representations of N over the field GF(q), and so t = 2 or 
t = 3. Hence the lemma will be proved if we show that t = 3 is impossible. 
So suppose, if possible, that t = 3. Then R^, R^, Rg are the three distinct 
subgroups of N of order 2.
Let vx£ V * and suppose that 02(Gy^) 4 for some j f  1. Then
Rj< °2^®v  ^^ Kj* But ^ Kj and therefore Rj^ - N K^, clearly
an impossibility. Thus, if j = 2 or j = 3, then 02(Gy^) fi . Exactly
as in Lemma 3.4(i), for j f  1 and v^ £ V*, we have |Gy^ : Gy Gy  ^| = q* or
2q° for some a »  0. If for all v j  € V* we have 2"f|Gy^s Gy^(^ Gy - 1,  then
it is easily seen that 0_(G. ) < K ,, a contradiction. Therefore there
i  V1 J
exist v 2 £ V j , v 3 e V *  such that |Gy> s Gy (~ \ 1 8 2qB and |Gy  ^s Gv, H  Rv„ I
V 1  vl' v31
= 2c[ for some 0,Y >0.
Exactly as in Lemma 3.4(5) we have 02(Gy^n Gy^) * K3 and
°2(Gv1n  Gv 3) 4  K2* Writa M = °2(Gv1)* Then M n G v2 4 °2(Gvin  GV2) < V
Similarly H O G .  4 K,. Since M O G  < K, < G , it follows thatv3 * v2 *  v3
H O G  n  G„ = M n  G„ , and similarly, M H G  H  G 5 H O G  < K,.V j V 3 V2 Vj v 3 Vg X
Therefore
M n  G s H f l G  < K _ n K 3. <«>v3 v2 2 3
Write K = 02 (K^) = Kf|K| and consider K Gy^. Clearly
K D  Gy^ ^ H O G y^, whereupon K D  Gy^ 4  K j O  Kg* But K 4  K^, and hence 
K H G ^  4  KAn  K j O K g  8 !• Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of 0y^ D  °y^t and 
let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Gy such that S > T. Since |Gy : Gy^ H  Gy |^ 
8 2qB, we have |S t T| - 2, whence T 4 S. Also K 4 M 8 02 <Gy^) and ^
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fo llow s that K< S. Now K H T <  Kf l G = 1 ,  g iv in g
2 = | S/T| > | KT/T| = |K/KHT| = |k |
Therefore, since < K and | R^ | = 2, we have K = R^. For any prime r with
r ? 2, q, we have 0r(K^) = 1 by Lemma 3.*♦ (1). Consider O^iK^). Since
Cg(N) = L < H1 G and | G/L| | | S3| = 6, and using the fact the |G : HjJ = t = 3,
we see that |H^ : L| < 2. Now q > 2, and so 0q(K^) < h. Clearly L 3 Ng(K^)
and therefore, since 0 (K,) char K., we must have 0 (K.) < L. Hence q 1 1 q X
0 (K,) $ 0 (L). But 0 (L) char L < G, giving 0 (L) < G. We conclude that q 1 q q q
0 (Kx) « 0q(L) < 0q(G) = 1, and it follows that F O ^ )  = O ^ K ^  = Rr  Since
G is soluble, so is K^, and hence Cj^(F(K^)) = F(K^). Therefore K^ = R^ 2 Cj. 
Similarly Kj = R2 and Kg = Rg.
From (6)
m n gV2 < x2n  k3 = R2n r3 = i .
With T and S as above, we have M « S, and, since H H K  M r \ G „  = 1, it
v2
follows that
2 = |S/T| » |MT/T| = |M/MnT| = |m | .
Hence
M = 02(GVi) = Rx (7)
for all v1 £ . Similarly 02(Gv^) = Rj for all v2€ V2 and °2^Sv3  ^= R3
for all Vg€ V^.
Write L2 = 02(L). Then, clearly, Lj < G and O ^ L /R j) = Lj/Rj for
1 » 1, 2, 3. If v16 V *  then 0 r \ L g <4 G ^  and hence G ^ H  I<2* O ^ G ^ )  
aR^ for 1 a i, 2, 3. It follows that is a faithful module for the 
2-group Lj/R^, and Lj/Rj^ acts semi-regularly on for i a 1, 2, 3. The 
structure of a group that acts semi-regularly as a group of automorphisms
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is well-known. In particular, a 2-group that acts semi-regularly as a 
group of automorphisms is either cyclic or generalised quaternion. Hence
1*2 is a 2-group containing three distinct normal subgroups, R^, Rj, R3,
each of order 2 such that Lj/R^ is cyclic or generalised quaternion for
i = 1, 2, 3. Therefore s Cj * C2 by Lemma 3.3, giving L2 = N. If r
is a prime such that r ^ 2,q, and if v^e V^, then 0r(Gy ) ^ Kj by Lemma 3.<+(2).
But |k 0 | = 2, and so 0 (G ) = 1 for all v, e V,. If L_ denotes 0 (L), we '2 r v^ l l r r
have Gv O  Lr < Gy^, and it follows that Gy f\ Lp i 0r (Gy ) = 1 for all
vxe Vx . Hence Lr acts semi-regularly on V^. Since, for any prime r t  2,
an r-group that acts semi-regularly as a group of automorphisms is cyclic,
we conclude that Lp is cyclic for all primes r such that r t  2, q. Clearly
0 (L) < 0 (G) = 1, and hence F(L) = N * A where A is a cyclic group of odd 
<1 <1
order.
How N -S F(L), and so CG(F(L)) i CQ (N) = L. Therefore CQ(F(L))
= C.(F(L)) = F(L). It follows that H,/F(L) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Hi/CHi (N) x H^/C^CA), which is clearly abelian because CH^(N) = L,
|H1/L| i 2, and because A is cyclic. Hence H^/F(L) is abelian. Let 
vl £ V l * Slnce Gv ^  FiL) = Rx, we have s Gy^F(L)^F(L) < H^/F(L),
an abelian group. Thus Gy^ is nilpotent, and hence U'|'|Gy^| by (7). 
Therefore, by q ’-halftransitivlty, M-'f|gv | for all v s V *
He next show that N is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L. Let Q be a Sylow
A
2-subgroup of L, and let v^fe . As we have proved above, Gy^|, whence 
*4-{'|Qy^|, and therefore = R^. It follows that Q/R^ is a 2-group that 
acts faithfully on and semi-regularly on V*, and we deduce that Q/R^ is 
either cyclic or generalised quaternion. Similarly Q/Rj and Q/Rg are 
cyclic or generalised quaternion. Thus, by Lemma 3.3, we have Q i C2 x C2 
and so Q s N.
He have already shown that | H^/L | < 2. Suppose that |H^/L| = 2 and 
let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H^. Then |p| s 8 and C2 x C2 8 N < P.
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VNow P is non-abelian (since otherwise P < Cg(N) = L, contradicting the 
fact that N is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L), and therefore P is isomorphic to 
the cihedral group of order 8. The kernel of on is exactly R^, and 
so is a faithful module for P/R^ s C2 * Cj. Then it is obvious that 
there exists v^ fe V *  such that *t||Py | , whence **| |Gy |, which, as we have 
seen, is impossible. Therefore |H^/L| / 2. The only remaining possibility 
is |h ^/l | = 1, so suppose this is the case. We have = H2 = Hg = L < G.
I f  vx6 V*, v2 g  V *  then, clearly, G ^ . ^  = Gv2* By <l,-halftransitivity
lGvJ q , = lGVl+v2 lq’* and hence lGVl ‘ Gvxn  Gv 2I = 1° for some “* °- But»
by varying v„ inside V„, we see that G contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G
i  *  v2 V1 %
for all v2e V 2* Therefore Rj_ = 02(GV ) -i K2 = R2, a contradiction.
Hence |H^ /I.| f  1, and our assumption that t = 3 must be false.
Q.E.D.
NOTATION. In view of Lemma 3.5 we have |G : H^J = |G : H2 | = 2. Hence
<j G for i = 1, 2. But H1 is conjugate to Hj in G and therefore = Hj = H,
say.
Before proceeding with our analysis of the structure of G, we state, 
without proof and combined into a single lemma, two results concerning 
soluble transitive linear groups. The first result, Lemma 3.6(i), is 
Kilfssatz 3 of i l l  and the second, Lemma 3.6 (ii), is Hilfssatz 4 of [7].
LEKKA 3.6 (Huppert [7]). Let A be a group and let p be a prime. Assume
¡tk
that W is a GF(p)A-module, faithful for A, and A acts transitively on W . 
Then
(i) A is primitive as a linear group on W;
(ii) if A  contains a normal subgroup, Q, such that Q is isomorphic to the 
quaternion group of order 8, then Wq Is irreducible.
LEKKA 3.7. For i =1,2, we have = R^ and H/K^ acts transitively on
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Proof._____  Let v2e V* and suppose that Rj < Gy . Now | = 2 and R1H  K2 = 1
(since K2 = 1), and therefore lR1K2/K21 = 2* It follows that R^Kj/Kj
is central in H/Kj. Since V2 is an irreducible GF(q)H/K2-module, faithful
for K/K2 , the non-trivial element of acts like scalar multiplication
#
by -1 on V2 and thus acts fixed-point-freely on Vj. But Gy^ > Kj and 
Gy > R1 . Hence R^Kj /Kj is contained in the stabiliser in H/K2 of v2 ,
#
a contradiction. Therefore we have shown that R ^ O  Gy^ = 1 for all v2e V2 , 
and, using the same argument with the subscripts 1 and 2 interchanged, we 
deduce that
Ri n  S = 1 ( 8)
for i, j £ (1, 2} such that i t  j and for all vj 6 vj •
Jj. jj.
If v^é V^, v2 £ V2, then, by Lemma 3.4(1), we have |Gy^: G^f'y Gv2 1 
= qa or 2q° for some a»0. However, if 2+1g  s G G„ I, then G’ ’ '1 Vjl Vj/ 1 V21 V2
contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of Gy , and hence contains 02(Gy^). But
then R. i 0„(G ) ■$ G , contradicting (8), and we conclude thati « v 2
lG„, = GVin Gv2 l = 21° ’ By l'-halftransitivity, Ig^I^, = K j + v J q ' ,  a"d 
Gy Gv 2I* As before, the existence of a homomorphism
vi
hence 2 1 IG.vi+v2*
from GVl+V2 to the symmetric group on (1, 2) with kernel G f  \ Gy^ implies
that |G s G A G  I ■$ 2, and therefore we have shown that v^+v2 v ^1 1 v 2 *
|g ,
Vl+V2
* n  ev | = 2 (9)
for all V* v2e V*
Let Vjg v j  v26 V *  and let g€ G\H. We have ^  = Gvx+ v P  H
= G n  G • and hence, from (9), there exists x€G„ such that xfiH.
V1 v2 *1*^2 
Clearly x = hg for some h € H, and, since V^ g = V2, Vjg = V^ , we must have
.1 4kv^ihg) = vxx = v2 and v2(hg) = v2x = v^. Let Vjg * vfeV^ , and then 
* | ' V j  : v1(hg) = (v1h)g, giving Vjh » v. By keeping v2 fixed and varying
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inside , we see that for all v^6 there exists h € H such that 
v^h = v. Thus H acts transitively on V^, and so, since = ker(H on V^), 
the group H/K^ acts transitively on V^. Similarly H/Kj acts transitively 
on Vj.
By the remark immediately following (4) in Lemma 3.4,the group
®2^K1^ is an elementary abelian 2-group. Also, since = 1, we
have 02(K1) « 02(K1)K2/K2 < H/Kj. Now V2 is a GF(q)H/K2~module, faithful for
H/K2, and H/K2 acts transitively on V*. Therefore , by Lemma 3.6(i),
H/K2 is primitive as a linear group. In particular, each abelian normal
subgroup of H/K2 is cyclic and hence |02<K^)|<2. Since < 02(K^), it
follows that R^ = 02(K^). From Lemma 3.4(3) we have 0r (K^) = 1 for all
primes r such that r t  2,q. Clearly O^iK^) char < H, and hence
0 ( K , ) < 0 CH>. Since H < G, it follows that 0(H) < 0 (G) = 1, and we q 1 q <1 q
deduce that O^ iK.^ ) = 1. Therefore F(K^) = 02(K^ ) = R .^ But |r |^ = 2, and 
so, since C^ (F(Kj)) = Fi^), we have = F(K1) = R .^ Similarly K2 = Rj.
Q.E.D.
Before proceeding to state and prove the main theorem of this 
chapter, we describe, and fix a symbol to represent a particular soluble 
group of order 96.
DEFINITION 3.8. Let A = GL(2,3). Then, writing Z - Z(A), we have |Z| = 2, 
and there exist subgroups B, Y of A such that B = SL(2,3), Y a C2 and A = BY. 
Let X be any group of order 2. He may define a group, which we denote by A, 
as followst
A s <A, X t [B,X] * 1, [Y, X] = Z> .
If we write E = B * X, then E a SL(2,3) x C2 and A = EY where Y acts 
non-trivially on both 02(E)/Z(E) and Z(E). Clearly A is soluble and 
|A| ■ 96.
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THEOREM 3.9. Let G be a soluble group, q a prime and V an irreducible
Gr(q)G-module, faithful for G. Assume that G acts q'-haiftrar.sltively on 
e
V and that G contains a non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup. Then q 1 2, 
the dimension of V over GF(q) _i£ 2n for some integer n, and either 
G H c£(qn : qm ) for some m such that qm |n, or_ n = 2, q = 3 and G satisfies 
one of the following:
(i) G S Q8Y  D8 i
(ii) G S SL(2,3)Y Db i
(iii) G ‘ A |
(iv) G a G L ( 2 , 3 ) Y D 8.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.4, 3.5, and 3.7 we have q t  2 and there exists 
H < G such that N s Cj * Cj and
where is a homogeneous component of for i = 1, 2. Therefore, writing 
n = dimQp^jVj, we have dimgp^jV = 2n as required. If H is the stabiliser 
in G of then H is also the stabiliser in G of Vg and, by the above- 
mentioned lemmas, if denotes ker(H on V^) and R^ denotes ker(H on V^), 
then = Ri -  C2 for i = 1* 2. Moreover H/Kj acts transitively on V* for
i = 1, 2.
■jj. ,,
Assume that H/K^ acts regularly on . Then |H/KjJ = jV^ | = qn-l.
Since |K1| = |G : H| = 2, it follows that qf|G|. Therefore G acts half-
#  #transitively on V and we can apply Theorem 1.16. If v 6 then
Gy = > 1, and hence G does not act semi-regularly on V . Also G is
imprimitive as a linear group on V since c2 * C2 a N < G, and therefore by 
Theorem 1.16 we have either G a ¿£(qn), or n = 2, q = 3, and G a Q g Y  Dg* 
or n = 3, q = 2, and G is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 18.
But we have shown that q ^ 2, and hence, if H/K^ acts regularly on , 
then either G a o£(qn> s c?(qn « 1), or n = 2, q » 3, and G a QeY  Dg
(case (i) in the statement of the theorem).
Therefore we may assume that H/K^ acts transitively but not 
regularly on . Hence, by Theorem 1.16, one of the following two cases 
must hold.
CASE 1. We may identify with the additive group of GF(qn ) in such a 
way that H/K^ < ^ ( q n ).
CASE 2. One of the cases (a^), (a2), (b,), (bj), (c2>, (dj),
(fj), (fg), (f^), of Theorem 1.16 holds for the group H/K^ and the 
module V^.
We show that Case 1 leads to the conclusion that G a ££(qn: q") for 
some integer m such that qm |n, and that Case 2 leads to the conclusion that 
n = 2, q = 3, and G satisfies (ii), (iii), or (iv) in the statement of the 
theorem.
CASE 1. With suitable identification H/K^ ^ c7(qD )*
#
Let v,£V,. Then H /K is cyclic, and therefore H is central-by- 1 1 V1 1 vx
cyclic, whereupon H is abelian. Now H = G and, by Lemma 3.**(2),
V1 V1 V1
Or(Gy ) 4 Kj s Cj for all primes r such that r t  2, q, whence Or(Gy ) s 1
for all such primes r. Since G is abelian we conclude that rf|G I for
all primes r such that r 2, q, and since H/K^ acts transitively on
there exist integers m,. 0, such that |Gy | = 2®qm for all v^e V*. By
q'-halftransitivity, if v e V *  then |Gy | = 2®qm^v  ^ for some integer m(v)
#
depending on v. Let Vjfe Vj and let ge G\H. Since V^g = V2 it follows
that G is conjugate in G to G for some v.€  V., and hence G , is. an v2 V1 1 1  v2 
abelian group of order 2Bqm. Also, since K® = Kj, the group G^/Kj is
isomorphia to G /K., a cyclic group.
V1 i
Since ^ T q n ) is metscyclic we have H/K^ is metacydic. Clearly
0 (H/K,) is trivial, and it follows that H/K, contains a normal Kali q 1 i
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q'-subgroup, R/K^ say. Obviously R is a normal Hall q'-subgroup of H.
As shown above, if v^fcV*then |Hy^| = 2®qm , and hence, by the transitivity 
of H o n V * ,  we have |h | = 2 Bqm (qn-l). Thus |r | = 2®(qn-l). let v ^ V *
Clearly |H O  R| = |R | = 2® and therefore |r  : R | = qE -1, whereupon
1 ** Vj- #
R acts transitively on . Hence R/K^ acts transitively cn V^.
He claim that 8 = 1. He have 0 » 1 and so, in order to obtain a
contradiction, suppose that 0 •> 1. Let I denote the set of non-central
involutions of R/K^. He show that |l| & q11^ 2 + 1, using a very slightly
adapted version of the proof of [12] Lemma 1.2. Since v^fcV^ Implies that
Ir ^ /K^J = 2®-1, and since 8 > 1 by assumption, we have
f  = U  (CV (x))* .
A x«I 1
Also, if v^fe , then Ry /K^ i Gy /K^, a cyclic group. Hence R ^ / K ^  is 
cyclic and, in particular, Ry /K^ contains a unique element of I. Therefore 
the above union is disjoint. Let k = max(dim(C^(x))) as x varies over I, 
and suppose first that k < n/2. Then
q » - l |V* I «U  |l|(qn/2 -l).
giving qn^2 + 1 i 111 as required. Now suppose k > n/2 and let k = dimC^(xe) 
for some XQ 11. If x / xfl then Cy^ixJO C y ^ x ^  = acd 80 diaty^ix)
< n-k. Thus
qn - 1 < qk - 1 t (|I| - l)(qn-k- 1) 
n/2 kand, since n/2 < k < n, we obtain q ' < q « |l| -1 as required.
#Let x € I and fix * since x i* * non-central involution in
R/K., we may choose v. € V, such that x e R /K,. The group G_ is abelian1 A X  X ”2
and hence contains a unique Sylow 2-subgroup, S say. Clearly S/Kj is
cyclic of order 2® 1. Sines 0 > 1 we have 4 11Gy | for all v s V* end,
by Lemma 3.7(8), we have |G i 5 H  5 | : 2. Therefore 2||G H  8„ |*
vl v2 V1 v2 T1 Y2
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If S is cyclic, then K2 is the unique subgroup of S of order 2, whereupon 
K2 is the uniqe subgroup of Gy^ of order 2. But then 2| |Gy Gy |
implies that G , contradicting Lemma 3.6(8) since K„ = R„. Hence < z z
S is not cyclic and we conclude that S s Cgg-i * Cj. Let T denote fl^ (S).
Then T s C0 x C0 and T contains all involutions of G .z z V2 Therefore K2 < T,
Since 2 llG„ n  GV.I we can choose h£ G f| 5» such that IhI = 2. Obviously 
V1 v2 V1 v2 
h€T. Also h t R  and it follows that h £ R ^ .  From Lemma 3.7(8) we have
K. fl G = 1, and therefore h<(K,. Hence hk, is an element of order 2 in1 V2 J. JL
R^ /K^ and so, since x is also an involution in R^/K^, a cyclic group,
we rust have hK^ = x. Again by Lemma 3.7(8) we have K2 0  Gy^ = 1* whence 
h ^ K2. Therefore h €T\K2< It follows that there are at most 2 possibilities 
for h and hence there are at most 2 possibilities for hK^ = x. But then 
^n/2+. i ^ |x | „< 2, which is clearly impossible. Therefore our assumption 
that 6 > 1 is false and we conclude that 8 = 1 .
As a consequence we see that |H| = 2qm (qn - 1), |g | = tqm (q11 - 1), 
and if vfeV#, then |Gy | = 2qm ^  for some integer m(v) depending on v.
Since H/K^ « £7?qn) and | c7<qn) | = n(qn - 1), we must have qm |n. Clearly 
|R| = 2(qn- 1) and so R/K^ acts regularly on V * . Let p be an odd prime. 
Obviously 0p(H) = 0p (R) s 0p(R)Kj/Ki = OpiR/l^). By the structure of 
groups that act semi-regularly as groups of automorphisms we have OpiR/K^) 
is cyclic. Hence Op(H) is cyclic for all odd primes p. Write Q = 02(H).
Then, clearly, Q < G and Q = 02(R). Since Q/K^ acts semi-regularly on , 
it follows that Q/K^ is either cyclic or generalised quaternion.
Suppose that Q/K, is isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 8.
JkThen, using Lemma 3.6(ii), since R/K^ acts transitively on and Q/K1< R/K^, 
we deduce that is an irreducible Q/K^-module. But, as is well known,
Qg has, up to equivalence, a unique faithful irreducible representation 
over GF(q) for any odd prime q, and this representation has degree 2. Thus 
2 » dimV^ » n. But then qm |n Implies qm = 1, whence |H/KjJ » qn- 1
contradicting our assumption that H/K^ does not act regularly or. V*. 
Therefore Q/K^ is not isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 8, and 
hence Q/K^ is either cyclic or generalised quaternion of order at least 16.
Clearly N/K^ is the unique subgroup of Q/K^ of order 2 and N < Z(H). 
Therefore, writing G = G/N, if = H/N, etc., we have F(Y) = F(H)/N and 7  is 
either cyclic (if Q/K^ is) or a dihedral group. We shall show that,, in 
either case, G contains a normal Hall q'-subgroup.
Suppose that Q is a dihedral group. Then Q contains a characteristic 
cyclic subgroup of index 2, Qq say. Write A = Aut(Q). We have C,(Qq) 4 A 
and A/CA(Qo ) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(70 )» a 2-group. How 
C^CQq ) is a group of automorphisms of the 2-group o' and stabilises
the normal series 1 < ()0 < Q. Hence C^CQg) is a 2-group and we deduce that 
A is a 2-group. As shown above, 0^(H) is cyclic for all odd primes p.
Also F(If) = F(H)/N and therefore, writing Y = 02,(F(Y)), we see that Y 
is a cyclic group of odd order and F(1T) = Q * ?. Let Y denote 7Q x Y.
Then, since (J0 char Q, we have Y char F(Y) char IT, whence X char IT. In 
addition |F(Y) : Y| = 2 and Y is cyclic. Clearly Y < Y and hence 
Ojj(Y) < Y. Since C^(F(H)) < F(H), it follows that Oj^Yi/ZtFCH)) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut((J) = A, a 2-group. Therefore Cjj<Y) is 
a normal, nilpotent subgroup of Y, so C^(Y) i  F(Y) and then, clearly
Ojy(Y) = Y.
Now suppose that O' = 02(Y) is cyclic. As in the previous paragraph, 
02,(F(H)) is cyclic, and therefore F(Y) is cyclic. In this case write 
Y = F(Y).
Thus, whether 7  i s  cyclic or dihedral, the group Y contains a 
characteristic cyclic subgroup, Y, such that C^<Y) = Y. Clearly 7  < 5  
and hence, writing 7  = Og(Y), we have 7  a 7 . Since 7 H Y  » Cj^ (Y) = Y, we 
see that
|7/Y| *  |3T/Y| 4 |7/Y| = 2.
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Obviously qf|x| and therefore qffc|. The group G/C is iscaorphic to a 
subgroup of Aut(X), an abelian group since X is cyclic. Hence G/C is 
Delian and we deduce that G contains a normal Hall q'-subgroup. Therefore, 
since G = G/N and |n | = M-, the group G contains a normal Hall q'-subgroup,
M say.
If v £ V #, then |gJ  = 2qm(v). Hence |My | = |Gv O  K| = 2 and it
*
follows that M acts half-transitively on V with each stabiliser of order 2. 
Now Cj * CgS N < H, and therefore M is imprimitive. Hence by Theorem 1.16, 
we have M s c$7(qn), or 2n = 4, q = 3 and M s Q g Y  Dg» or 23 = 6 » 9 = 2 
and M is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 18. But we have 
shown q /  2, and if n = 2, then qm |n implies qn = 1 giving |H/K^| = qn- 1 
which we have assumed not to be the case. Hence M s £^Tqc).
Write y = qn- 1. From the structure of ^£(qn ) we see that there 
exist elements cQ , dQ , eQ , of M such that
M = < c  , d , e s ' o o o oë  = = [c , d 1 = 1, e c e - c \  e d e = £  ^ d  ^ o o o 9 cr 9 a o o o * o e o o ct 'o
y  /2Clearly H O  M = R = <co , dQ>  a  Çy *  C^. Also N = <c* ' , do>  and,
relabelling if necessary, • K2 s  ' Kecce» « “iting
C = • we have R = C x K ^ = C x  Kj. Let B be a Sylow q-sub group of G.
Then B 4 H and |B| = qm . Also H = RB. Obviously there exists v^e V *  
such that B 4 Gy and then B « BKj/Ki = G^/K^, a cyclic group as proved 
earlier. Hence B is cyclic.
Let T denote 02,(R) = 02,(C). Clearly T < G. In addition let 
L denote the unique Sylow 2-subgroup of C. He have LKj/K^s OjiH/Kj) < H/K^ 
for 1=1,2 add, since LKj/K^ is a cyclic 2-group, the group AutiLK^/K^) 
is a 2-group. We deduce that, since qm =|B|= |B^/K^|, the group BK^/K^ 
centralises LKj/Kj for i = 1,2. Hence [b ,l]< Kj = 1, whence B
centralises L. Since T 4 G, and T x L = C, we have B 4 NQ (C), and hence 
|CB| = (q11- l)qB and H • CB x Xx > C» m Kj. Therefore C3 a H/K, 4 ^ f q “ ).
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and hence CB a ^^(q11) •
From the description of ^7(qn ; qm ) in terms of generators and 
relations, given at the start of this chapter, there exist elements 
®» d » e» f » of c£(qn ; q") such that ¿£(qn ; q“ ) = ^ c, d, e, f ^  ,
I cl = y . |d| = | e | = 2, |f| = k [c,d3 = [d,f] = \e,f} = 1, ece = c^ede = <? d,
and <^c,f^ s ¿£(qn). Hence ^c,f} a CB via an isomorphism, 4 say,
which maps the group { o '} to the group C. Write = c^g C, and f* = f^€ CB..
Also, let B^ denote < f , a cyclic group of order qm .
#  #Obviously there exist v ^  V^, v2 6. Vj, such that both B1 < Gy and 
B. < G . By Lemma 3.7(9), |g .„ : G„ G„ | = 2 ,  and, since for all1 " ”vn' ~J  " ,”v1+v2
m(v)
v 2
v £  v |G I = 2qm 'v ' for some integer m(v), we see that B. = G /"'l G
v V1 v2
= H v 1+ v 2 “ Gv1 + v n  H. Let e16 GVi+Va such that |e1 | = 2. Then e ^ H .
In fact M\R. Clearly G/M = BjM/M a B^, a cyclic group, and C2 s M/R < G/R.
Hence G/R is abelian. Now GVl+V2 2 ®Vj+v R^R = ®/R * whence Gy ^  is
abelian and, in particular centralises = ( f ^  . Thus, relabelling
dQ = d^, we see that G contains elements c^, d^, elt f^ such that the
map p given by <? = c^ , = d^ , «P = e^ , £  - f^ , extends to an isomorphism
from o £ (qn ; qm ) to G. This concludes Case 1.
CASE 2. One of the cases (a^), (a2>, (b^.ibj), (c2>, (d2), (fj), (f3), (f^)
of Theorem 1.16 holds for the group H/K^ and the module V^.
We first eliminate all possibilities except (a^) and (a2). Suppose
that H/K^ is one of the groups described in (b^), (bj), (c2>, (dj), (f2),
(f3), (f^). Then we see that qrflH/KjJ. Therefore, since |KjJ = |G : H| = 2,
0we have qj'|G|, whence G acts half-transitively on V . Clearly G is 
imprimitive and does not act semi-regularly on V*, and hence, by Theorem 1.16, 
we have three possibilities for G. Either G 1  c ^ q n)» or n = 2, q = 3 
and G a Qg y' Dg, or n = 3, q = 2 and G is isomorphic to the dihedral group 
of order 18. However, we have shown q/ 2, and if G 1  Q^ f' Dfl, then |g | = 32,
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giving IH/Kj = 8 which does not occur in the possibilities for H/K^ we 
ere considering. Hence G a ¿7(qn ), and therefore, from the structure of 
^TTq11), G contains a normal abelian subgroup of index 2. It follows that
H/K^ contains a normal abelian subgroup of index at most 2, and, as is
/
easily checked, this does not occur in cases (b^, (bj), (c2), (dj), (fj), 
(f3 ), (f^), a contradiction.
Hence we have q = 3, n = 2, and either H/K^ a SL(2,3), (case (a^)), 
or K/K^ a GL(2,3), (case(a2>). Write H2 = 02(H). Then $ Hj for i = 1,2, 
and H2/K1 = 02(H/K1> a Qg. Let g £  G\H. We have K® = Kj, and hence 
conjugation by g induces an isomorphism from H/K^ to H/Kj. Thus Hj/Kj a Hj/K^ 
a Qg. It is easily seen that this implies Hj : P x ^  : P x Kj for some 
subgroup, P, of Hj such that P a Qg. Let x,y be two elements of order f 
in ? such that <x,y> = P, and let C2 a Kj- <z> . Then, as is easily 
checked, there are exactly four subgroups of H2 isomorphic to Qg, namely
<x»y> . <x.yz> . <xz. y> » <x*.y*> •
Let C be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. Then |C| = 3 and C < H. Also, 
since there are exactly four subgroups of H2 isomorphic to Qg, the group C 
must normalise one such subgroup, Q say. Clearly QC a SL(2,3). Let 
B denote QC, and then, if H/K^ a SL(2,3), we have H = B x ^  = B x Kj 
where B a SL(2,3), and Q 4 H.
Suppose that H/K^ a GL(2,3). Then there exists M < H such that 
K/K^ a SL(2,3). Since M/H2 = F(H/H2) char H/Hj < G/Hj, we see that M 4 G, 
and clearly K = B x K ^ = B x  Kj. Let g € G. The group C normalises Q 
and permutes the other three subgroups of H2 isomorphic to Qg transitively. 
Write C - <c> . We have c t  M < G, and therefore geg 16 M. Also Q < M, 
and it follows that Q®cg 1 = Q, whence
Q®° * Q*. (10)
Kcw 0* « Qg and since Hj » 02(H) < 0, wo have Q* < Hj. But (10) above
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implies that C - <c> normalises Q®, and so Q® = Q. Therefore Q <J G.
We remark that, replacing H by H, the proof given above that Q <J G 
in the case H/K^ s GL(2,3) shows that Q < G in the case H/K^ s SL(2,3).
Hence, in either case, Q < G.
Assume that H/iC^ a SL(2,3). Then H = B * K ,  = B * KJt where
B = QC a SL(2,3). Write D = C„(Q). Then D < G and G/D is isomorphic to
a subgroup of Aut(Q) a S^. We have |g | = 4.|SL(2,3)| = 96 and, clearly,
| D H  H| = 4. Therefore |H/HO d | = 12 and |G/D| = 12 or 24. Suppose,
first, that |G/D| = 12. Then |D| = 8. Also, since N < Z(H), we have
C2 * C2 s N < C, and D /  H since |d /"\ h | = 4. If D is abelian, then G = <H,D>
4 C_(N), whence N -i Z(G); clearly an impossibility. Hence D is non-abelian,
and we conclude that D is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 8.
How G/CQ(D) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(D), a 2-group. Hence
C -i C_(D), and therefore QC = B centralises D. Clearly ^ B,D> = G, and so,G
since B O D  = Q Pi D = Z(Q) = Z(B), we have G = BD S SL(2,3)Y Dg» which 
is case (ii) in the statement of the theorem.
Next suppose that |G/C| = 24. Then |d | = 4  and D = N - * Cj.
Let £ V*, v2 e v*• From the action of H/K^ a SL(2,3) on Vj, we have 
|G /K, I = 3 for i = 1,2. Therefore G„. is a cyclic group of order 6,• V£ 1* V1
and Kj is the unique Sylow 2-subgroup of Gy^ for i = 1,2. Since K j A  Kj = 1,
we have 2f|Gy^ n  GyJ  • By Lemma 3.6(9) we see that lGVl+v2 s GV j ^  Gv2 2*
Let Y be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G„ . Then |y | = 2  ard, clearly,
V1 2
Y n ( G ViO  Gv 2) = 1- Since G ^ O  0 ^  = Hy C \ = Hy ^  = Gy.*„ H  H, 
we have Y D  H = 1. Therefore G = HY.
* r v2 vl+v2
By assumption |G/D| = 24, and since Cq (Q) = D = N, we have G/H * S^, 
the full automorphism group of Q s Qg. Clearly, then, Y acts non-trivially 
by conjugation on Hj/N = 02(H)/Z(H). Also Y acts non-trivially on H » Z(H). 
Thus, since G = HY and H = B * KA » B * K2 a SL(2,3) * C2 , we see easily 
that G is isomorphic to the group, A , defined in Definition 3.6.
This is case (iii) in the statement of the theorem.
We now drop our assumption that H/K^ s SL(2,3) and assure, instead, 
that H/K^ S GL(2,3). As shown above, we have Qg s Q < G. Also, 
if B denotes QC, then B * = B * Kg = M a G. Clearly ¡G| = 192. Again
let D denote C^(Q), and again we have D < G with G/D isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Aut(Q) a S^. Also D O H  = N, and hence
2** = |h /n | = |h /h h d | = |h d /d | < |g /d |.
Therefore |g /d | = 24, whence |d | = 8, and we see that D 4  H. If 0 is
abelian, then G = < 0 1 , 4  CQ(N), giving N < Z(G) which is clearly
impossible. Hence D is non-abelian, and we deduce that 0 is isomorphic
to the dihedral group of order 8. From the action of H/K^ 2 GL(2,3) on
VA , we have Gy /K^ s  Sg for all v ^  V*, for i = 1,2. Hence, by 3'- 
i ^
half transitivity, |Gy |3, = 4 for all v €  V . Let R denote CG(D). Then 
R G and G/R is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(D),a 2-group.
Let d £ D\N such that |d| = 2, and let v e V *  such that d fe Gy. Since 
D O  H = N, we have d ^ H  and D = <N, d"). Write v= v^+Vj where v^feVj for 
i = 1,2. Since d ^ H ,  it follows that V^d = V2 , Vjd = Vx and then, from
the fact that d £ G Vl+v2* we hava vld = v2* v2d S vl* and vife Vi for i  = 1 »2
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Gy such that d€T. We have |T| = 4, and
then, yince |G s H| = 2, we see that T H U  > 1. Let T^ = T A H  ■ Cj.
We have T, = T A H  < G„ . A  H = G O  G . By Lemma 3.6(8), we see 
1 vl+v2 vi v2
that K G y » K j A 6v = 1. and hence Tjfl f * !• Now B = QC ■ SL(2,3), 
and H : B « : B « Kj. Therefore all involutions in H are contained In
N = Ka  x K2, and we deduce that T j H  M c 1.
Since G/R is a 2-group, we have C < R. Clearly T^ 4 CQ(d) and so, 
since N » Z(H) and T^ 4 H, we see that Tj, 4 CQ«N,d>) = Cg(D) » R.
Obviously Q 4 R, and hence <B, Tj> 4 R. giving |r | > 48. Also
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|g /r | 5. |RD/R| s |D/DPl r | = 4, and we obtain |r | = 48. Thus R = <B,Tj>< H 
and then, since Kj_ 4  R, we have H = R x Kj_. Hence R a H/K1 s GL(2,3) and, 
since R O D  = Z(R) = Z(D), we see easily that G = RD a GL(2,3)Y Dg. This 
is case (iv) in the statement of the theorem.
Q.E.D.
EXAMPLES. We demonstrate that cases (ii), (iii), and (iv) of Theorem 3.9 
do occur. That is, we show that if G satisfies (ii), (iii), or (iv) of 
that theorem, then there exists an irreducible GF(3)G-module, V, faithful 
for G, such that the dimension of V over GF(3) is 4 and G acts 3'-half-
dfe
transitively on V .
Assume that G satisfies (ii), (iii), or (iv) in the statement of 
Theorem 3.9. Then we see easily that there exists a subgroup, H, of G 
such that |g  s h | = 2, and in cases (ii) and (iii) H a SL(2,3) x Cj, while 
in case (iv) H a GL(2,3) *  Cj. In addition, there exist subgroups K^, Kj, 
of H such that i  K2, and Cj a < H for i = 1,2, and K* = K2 for all 
g€.G\H. Moreover, H/Kx a H/Kj a SL(2,3) in cases (ii) and (iii), and 
H/K^ s H/K2 a GL(2,3) in case (iv).
Clearly, in all three cases, we may choose V^, an irreducible GF(3)H/K1~ 
moduie , faithful for H/K^, such that has dimension 2 over GF(3). Let 
V denote the induced module, V®. Then it is easy to see that V is an 
irreducible GF(3)G-module, faithful for G, and V has dimension 4 over 
GF(3). In addition, it is obvious that
where V2 is an Irreducible
#  #Let vx e Vlt v2e V2.
a cyclic group of order 3, 
while in case (iv) we have
vH = v i . v 2
GF(3)H/K2-module, faithful for H/Kj.
In cases (ii) and (iii), the group Hy^/K^ is 
whence Hy^ is a cyclic group of order 6,
Hy /K^ is isomorphic to the symmetric group of
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degree 3. (i = 1,2). Clearly, then, in all three cases H ccncains a
vi
unique Sylow 3-subgroup of G for i = 1,2. Let and Cj be two Sylow
3-subgroups of G such that C1 i  C2, and let V * such that C.< Ky for
i = 1,2. It follows that 3^|h H |.
V1 v2
Now S Kj Kj/Kj < H/Kj, and hence the non-trivial element of 
acts like multiplication by -1 on V2 . Thus K^Pi = l for all 
wtV_, and, in particular K, O  H = 1 .  Therefore, in cases (ii) and* l »2
(iii) we have H fi H = 1, and in case (iv) we have |H f\ H j < 2.
V1 *2 vi v2
If g e G N H  then, clearly V^g = V2 and Vjg = V^. Hence Hy = Gy
i i
for i = 1,2. Using the familiar argument we have |g, 
and we deduce that |g,
W  V  * 2
W •S 2 in cases (ii) and (iii), and |G,v1+v2l o
in case (iv). It follows that the size of the G-orbit containing v^+Vj 
is at least 96/2 in cases (ii) and (iii), and at least 192/4 in case (iv). 
Hence, in all three cases, the size of the G-orbit containing v^+v2 is 
divisible by 48 .  But | v * |  = 3**- 1 = 8 0 ,  and so the size of the S-orbit 
containing v^+Vj is exactly 4 8 .
He have |Gy | = 6 (cases (ii) and (iii)) or |Gy^| = 12 (case (iv)) 
and hence, in all cases, the size of the G-orbit containing v^ is 96/6 = 
192/12 = 16, and this orbit is exactly V*(JV*. Now 48 + 16 < 80 and 
therefore there exists u £ V  such that u ^ V 1 U V 2 and u is not in the 
G-orbit containing v^+Vj. We have u = ^  + u2 for some V *, UjfeV*
Since K.f\G = 1, it follows that |g„ O  Glt | < 3 in cases (ii) and (iii),X Uj “ 2  u 2
while in case (iv) we have |g fl®,, I < 6 - Therefore, from
U 1  u 2
Ig ^  : G n  G.. U  2, we deduce that |g„ | $ 6  in cases (ii) andu^ ' Uj u i t u 2
(iii), and |g | •< 12 in case (iv). It follows that, in all three 
U 1  2
cases, the size of the G-orbit containing u^ + u2  = u is at least 96/6 = 
192/12 = 16. However, 80 -  (4 8  t 16) = 16 and hence the size of the G-orbit 
containing u is exactly 16.
*Therefore there are exactly three G-orbits in V , two of size 16 and
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one of size 48. Hence G acts 3'-halftransitively on V* and we conclude
that cases (ii), (iii), and (iv) of Theorem 3.9 do occur.
We close this chapter with a number of results concerning the 
group GL(2,3) and its representations over the field GF(3)t results that 
we shall require in Chapter 4. It is easily checked that the matrices
Also |GL(2,3) | = 48. Moreover <^a,b,c> = SL(2,3), and 02(SL(2,3)) = 02(GL(2,3)) 
= F(GL(2,3)) =<a,b> « Q8. Clearly Z(GL(2,3)) = Z(SL(2,3)) =<a2>.
NOTATION. For any group G let i(G) denote the set of non-central involutions 
of G.
LEMMA 3.10. There are exactly eight conjugacy classes of the group 
GL(2,3), of which, besides the identity class, two consist of elements 
of order 2, one consists of elements of order 4, two consist of elements 
of order 8, one consists of elements of order 3 and one consists of 
elements of order 6. In addition |i(GL(2,3)| = 12.
Proof. Write G = GL(2,3). Throughout this proof we shall use the same 
notation as in the description of GL(2,3) in terms of generators and 
relations given above. Two classes of G are obvious, namely = {1} and 
K2 s {a2} . Let K3 denote the conjugacy class of G containing b. Clearly 
{a,a3,b,b3, ab, ab3} CKg. It is easily checked that (cd}2 = b, and hence 
CG(b) g> <cd> a C0. Therefore |K3 | » |G t CQ(b) | < 48/8 = 6 and it follows
generate GL(2,3). In terms of generators and relations we have
that K3 = {a,a3,b,b3, ab, ab3} and CQ(b) a <cd>
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The group (c> is a Sylcw 3-subgroup of G and abd is an element of 
order 2 such that (abc)c(abd) = c2. We see easily that Nq (<c)) = ^ c, abd, a2^  
2 Sg x Cj, and hence G contains exactly 48/12 = 4 Sylow 3-subgroups, each 
of order 3. Clearly CQ(c) = <c,a / - cg» and we deduce that the set of
all elements of G of order 3 forms a conjugacy class, say, of size 8.
2 2 2 Now ca is an element of G of order 6 and a eZ(G). Obviously CQ(ca )
2
= CQ (c), and therefore, if Kg denotes the conjugacy class containing ca , 
we have |Kg | = Ik^I = 8.
Let Kg denote the conjugacy class of G containing d. If 3||CQ(d)|, 
then d centralises some element of G of order 3, e say, giving |cQ(e)|
» |<a2,e,d>| = 12 which is impossible since, as shown above, the set of 
elements of G of order 3 forms a conjugacy class of size 8. Hence 
3"f|Cg(d)|. We have CQ(d)n <a,b> = < a 2> and then, clearly, CQ(d) = < a2,d') 
a C2 * C2. Therefore |Kg | = |g : CQ(d)| = 48/4 = 12.
2
Let K? denote the conjugacy class containing cd. Mow (cd) = b, 
and hence CQ(cd) < CQ(b). But, as shown above, CQ(b) = <cd> and so, 
obviously, Cg(cd) = <cd> . Therefore |K7 | = |G : CQ(cd)| = 48/8 = 6.
Clearly (cd)5 is an element of G of order 8. Suppose (cd)5£ K j. Then 
there exists gfeG such that (cd)* = (cd)5, and hence
b* = ((cd)2)* = ((cd)*)2 = ((cd)5)2 = (cd)2 = b.
It follows that g 6 CQ(b) = <cd> which is clearly impossible. Therefore 
(cd)5fi K?. Obviously CQ((cd)5) = CQ(cd) = <cd> and so, writing Kg for the 
conjugacy class of G containing (cd)5 , we have |Kg| = |K7 | = 6.
That K^,..., Kg are all the conjugacy classes of G follows easily
from
8 . il |kJ  = 1 + 1 + 6 + 8 +  8 + 12 + 6 + 6 = 48 = |G|,
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and since Kg is the unique conjugacy class of non-central involutions of 
G we must have |i(G) | = |k ,I = 12.D
Q.E.D.
In order to prove Theorem 3.13 below on the representations of 
GL(2,3) over the field GF(3) we shall require the following two results 
from the theory of modular representations of finite groups. The first, 
Theorem 3.11, is the well-known result on the number of inequivalent 
irreducible modular representations of a group over a splitting field 
and is proved in [[14], Theorem 1.5. The second result, Theorem 3.12, is 
a characterisation of the splitting fields for a group and is proved in 
[l], Theorem 70.3.
If g is an element of a group G, then, for any prime p, g is said 
to be a p1-element of G if |g| is prime to p.
THEOREM 3.11 ([14] Theorem 1.5). Let G be a group and K a splitting 
field for G such that the characteristic of K is p > 0. Then the number 
, of inequivalent irreducible representations of G over K is exactly the 
number of conjugacy classes of G consisting of p*-elements.
Following [1] Definition 70.2, we say a representation 6 of a 
group G over a field L is realisable in a subfield, K, of L if there 
exists a representation O' of G over K such that 6 and 6' are 
equivalent representations of G over L.
THEOREM 3.12 ([1] Theorem 70.3). Let L denote an algebraically closed 
field. A subfield K of L is a splitting field for a group G if and only 
if each irreducible representation of G over L is realisable in K.
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THEOREM 3.13. There exist exactly two non-equivalent faithful, irreducible 
representations of GL(2,3) over the field GF(3), jay 8X and flj. Let 
6X1 ^ Wj be modules for GL(2,3) affording 0^ and 0j respectively and, 
for i = 1,2, let X^ denote the set {H : H 4 GL(2,3) and H is the stabiliser
in GL(2,3) of some weW^} . Then we have
(i) dimGF(3)Ml = dimGF(3)W2 = 2*
(ii) GL(2,3) acts transitively on wT for i = 1.2;
(iii) if H €  XL then H “ S3 and |x.J = H for i = 1.2;
(iv) xl O  X2 = 0;
(v) if R is a Sylow 3-subgroup of GL(2,3) and g € i(GL(2,3)) such that
^R,g> 6. XL then, letting z denote the non-trivial element of Z(GL(2,3)>, 
we have S3 5 <R, gz} ^  for i = 1,2.
Proof. Write G = GL(2,3). Let K denote GF(3) and let L denote an 
algebraically closed field such that K is a subfi'eld of L. Again we 
use the same notation as the description of GL(2,3) in tenns of generators 
and relations given above.
For i = 1,2 define 6^ as follows.
®l(*> = e2(a) s (l o) • 6lib) * ®2(b) = (l 2),0l(c> S ®2(c) = (o l), 
6lid) = (l l)’ 02(d) =(? 2) *
It is easily checked that 6^ and 0j extend to the whole of G to give 
two non-equivalent faithful irreducible representations of G over K.
Now G/Z(G) a and it is easily seen that has two non-equivalent 
faithful irreducible representations over the field K. Let 0g and 04 
be two such representations for G/Z(G). Clearly we may regard #3 and 8^  
as non-equivalent Irreducible representations of G over K with ker(83>
» ker(6^ ) = Z(G).
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We have <a,b,c> = SL<2,3) <GL(2,3) and hence, writing S = <a,b,c> , 
the group G/S has order 2. Therefore G/S has two non-equivalent irreducible 
representations over K and it follows that G has two non-equivalent 
irreducible representations, 8g, 8g , over K such that ker( 8g) = ker( 8g) = S.
Since K is a subfield of L we see that 6^ ,..., 8g are representations 
of G over L and it is easy to check that 8^ ,..., 8g are irreducible and 
non-equivalent over L. But L is algebraically closed and hence is a 
splitting field for G. By Lemma 3.10 the group G contains exactly six 
conjugacy classes of 3'-elements and so, by Theorem 3.11, there exist 
exactly six non-equivalent irreducible representations of G over L. Hence 
{6^ ,..., 8g ) is a complete set of non-equivalent irreducible representations 
of G over L. Clearly 8^  is realisable in K for 1 < i < 6, and therefore,
by Theorem 3.12, K is a splitting field for G. We deduce that {8^ ....  8g}
is a complete set of non-equivalent irreducible representations of G over 
K. In particular, we sea that, up to equivalence, G has precisely two 
faithful, irreducible representations over K, namely 8^  and 0^. We remark 
that the degree of 8^  is 2 for i = 1,2.
Let W^, W2, X^, X2, be defined as in the statement of the theorem.
Then (i) is clear since, for i = 1,2, dim^W^ is precisely the degree of 8^ .
Let Q denote the group <a,b> and write a = z. Then Q h and Z(G) = Z(Q)
s (a2^ = . Clearly z acts like scalar multiplication by -1 on W^ and
W2. Let i€il,2}. Since z is the unique involution in Q, if wfeW^ then
G H Q  : 1. Hence Q acts semi-regularly on W *  But |q | = 8 = 32- 1 = |w*|,
#  #whence Q acts transitively on W^. Thus G acts transitively on W^. If 
w t W *  then |gw I = W8/8 = 6 and, since GWH  Q = 1, we have G^ * GWQ/Q = G/Q 
8 Sg. Hence, if H E X ^  then H S Sg.
Let H€X^. Since C^(H) is a non-trivial, proper subspace of W^, 
a 2-dimensional vector space over K, we must have dinyC^iH) = 1. Clearly
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w f =  U  (CH (H))*
H € X 1
and it is easily seen that this union is disjoint. Hence
8 = |wfl = l x J -2
and we deduce that |x^| = U. This completes the proof of (ii) and (iii).
Again let i£{l,2}, and let H^e X^. Then there exists wewl^such
that H, = G . If g€ G then wg€.W* and G = (G )® = H®, whence H®e X.. l w  e e i wg w 1* l i
#
On the other hand, if X^ then there exists u€H.  such that H2 = Gu .
0
But G acts transitively on and so there exists g £ G  such that wg = u, 
giving H2 = G^ = Gwg = (Gw >® = H®. Thus H2e  X^ if and only if H2 is 
conjugate to H^ in G, and we deduce that X^ is a complete conjugacy class 
of subgroups of G for i = 1,2. Therefore, to show X ^ O  X2 = 0, we need 
only show that there exists H £  X^ such that H ^  X2.
Let H = ^c,abd} . It is easily checked that H s S3 and we have
e^c )  = e2(c) l )  , e^abd) = e1(a)e2(b)e1(d) = (£ J) , 
e2(abd) = e2(a)e2(b)e2(d) = (j 2) ■
The above matrices show clearly that CH^(H) = Cw^(c) C^iabd) > <C.O^  
and Cy (H> = C^^(c) C^(abd) = <0> . Thus H £ X X but H ^ X 2 and we have 
proved (iv).
Assume that i£{l,2} . Let R be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G and g£i(G)
such that <R,g> £ Xj. Writing <R,g> = Tj_, we must have <0> t  Cy (Tj)
= (R) = (g). Write Tj = ^R.gz} and suppose TjC X^. Then <0>
t  C„ (T-) = Cu (gz) = Cu (R) = O. (g). Hence there exists w€«f such 
wi 2 "i "i "i
that G > <g,gz> . But then z € G , contradicting the fact that z acts 
ltv. scalar multiplication by -1 on Wj. Therefore Tj^Xj 81,(1 W8 haV8 
proved (v).
Q.E.D.
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The final two results in this chapter give us another characterisation
of the group GL(2,3).
LEMMA 3.14. Let S = SL(2,3), and let Q denote 0 ^ ( S ) . Then if x,y, are 
elements of S such that <x,y} = Q, there exists e feS such that |e| = 3 
and e 1 xe = xy, e 1 ye = x.
Proof. Since S = SL(2,3) there exist elements a,b,c of S such that
S = <a,b,c: a = b  = c = 1, [a ,bl = a = b , c  ac = ab, c be = a / .
We have <a,b> = 02(S) = Q a Q_. Let X denote the set of ordered pairs
{s,t} of elements of S such that ^s.t} = Q. Two elements {s,t}, {s'.t'J, 
of X are equal if and only if s = s' and t = t'. We claim |x| = 24. For
if {s,t} €  X then clearly |s| = |t| = 4  and there are exactly six
elements of Q of order 4. Hence for any element {s,t> of X there are six 
choices for s. Once s is chosen, <s,t> = Q if and only if 1 6 Q\<s>, 
and so there are four choices for t. Therefore there are exactly 6.4 = 24 
possibilities for {s,t>.
Now S = SL(2,3) 4 GL(2,3) and, clearly, for all g €. GL(2,3) the map 
{s,t} •— ► {sg , tg } is a permutation of the set X. Write GL(2,3) = G.
Let is,t) fe X and suppose gfcG such that g fixes {s,t>. Then s = sg and 
t = tg . But <s,t> = Q, and hence g€ Cq (Q) = Z(G). Therefore G permutes
the elements of X in an orbit of size |G : Z(G)| =24=  |x|, whence G acts 
transitively on X.
Let x,y be elements of S such that <x,y> = Q. Then {x,yJ&X and so,
since {a,b>6 X and G acts transitively on X, there exists g & G  such that 
xg = a, yg = b. Write e = cg . We have e £ S  and |e| = |c| = 3. Also
x* = (gag- 1 )* = (gc1 g-1 )(gag-1 )(gcg-1 ) = g(c-1 ac)g-1 = (ab)g"= a ^ b ^ x y
and
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Q.E.D.
LEMMA 3.15. Let H be a group of order 48 and assume there exists a 
subgroup, T, o f H such that T = SL(2,3), and an element h of i(H) such 
that h acts non-trivially by conjugation on C>2(T)/Z(T). Then H = 6L(2,3).
Proof. Write P = 02(T). Then P s Qfl and, since h acts non-trivially 
on P/Z(P), we see easily that there exist elements x,y of P such that 
(x,y) = P and x*1 = y, y*1 = x. Now T s SL(2,3) and hence, by Lemma 3.14,
there exists e £ T  such that |e| = 3 and xe = xy, ye = x.
We have heh e T . Also
heh eh h . heh eh , «h 3x = y = x = y, and y = x = (xy) = x y.
But xXe = y and yXe = x3y. Therefore (heh)(xe2) 1 centralises both
x and y, whence (heh)(xe2) ^  C,p(P) = Z(P) = ( x 2 .^ It follows that
heh = xe2 or x3e2. However Ihehl = lei = |xe2| = 3 ,  whereas |x3e2| = 6
2and we conclude that heh = xe .
2
Since T contains a unique involution, namely x €. Z(H), we must have 
h*T, and hence H = <T,h> . Therefore
H = <x,y,e,h: x** = y * = e3 = h2 = 1, [x,y] = x2 = y2 , e“1 xe = xy, 
e_1ye = x, hxh = y, hyh = x, heh = xe2 ^,
and, comparing this with the description of G.'.(2,3) in terms of 
generators and relations given earlier, we see that H a GL(2,3).
Q e E e D e
y 6 = (gbg 1 ) 6 = (g c  1 g 1 )(gbg  1 K g c g  1 ) = g (c  1 b c )g  = aE = x .
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CHAPTER 4
SOLUBLE q' - HALFTRANSITIVE GROUPS OF LINEAR 
TRANSFORMATIONS OF A GF(q) - VECTOR SPACE . II
In this chapter we continue our investigation into the structure 
of a soluble group G such that, for some prime q, the group G acts 
q'-halftransitively on the non-trivial elements of V, an irreducible 
GF(q)G-module, faithful for G. If G contains a non-cyclic abelian normal 
subgroup, then Theorem 3.7 applies and we know all the possibilities for 
G. Therefore we now turn our attention to the case in which G contains 
no non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup. If G acts q'-semiregularly on V*, 
then, since G contains no non-trivial normal q-subgroup, the Fitting 
subgroup of G acts semi-regularly on V . In this case the well-known 
results on semi-regular groups of automorphisms enable us to analyse 
the structure of G (see Chapter 5), and so we shall normally work under 
the assumption that G does not act q'-semiregularly.
Although we shall require results from all four of Passman's papers 
on soluble half-transitive automorphism groups, [lOl (with Isaacs), [111,
[12] , [13], we shall find [13] particularly useful. Not only shall we 
make frequent references to results in [13] and, as far as possible, adopt 
notation consistent with that in [13], but we shall also imitate the 
general scheme of [13] , as will be explained.
Let G be a group such that G contains no non-cyclic abelian normal 
subgroup, and let P be a normal p-subgroup of G for some prime p. Then, 
clearly, every characteristic abelian subgroup of P is cyclic. Following
[13] we call such a group, P, a group of symplectic type, and, by Lemma 2.14, 
if p is odd then P is a central product of a cyclic p-group with an extra- 
special p-group of exponent p, and if p = 2, then P is a central product
of a 2-group which is cyclic, dihedral, semi-dihedral, or generalised
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quaternion, with an extraspecial 2-group.
In line with |j.3] (p. 671), we make the following definition.
DEFINITION. A group E is said to be of type E(p,m) if p is a prime 
such that, for odd p, E is an extraspecial group of order p m^+1 and 
exponent p, and, for p = 2, the group E is a central product of a cyclic
o_ i 1
group of order 2 or 4 with an extraspecial group of order 2
Suppose that P is a p-group of symplectic type. As remarked in
[131 (p. 671), if p > 2 then il^(P) is either cyclic (if P is) or of
type E(p,m)^. with n ^ 0. If p = 2, then *(P) is cyclic and SJ2(Cp(*(P)))
is either.cyclic ( if P is cyclic or if P is dihedral, semi-dihedral, or 
generalised qu^ernion of order at least 16) or of type E(2,m) with m t  0. 
Thus, with the above exceptions, P contains a characteristic subgroup of 
type E(p,m) with m f  0. We state this formally in the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a group such that G contains no non-cvclic abelian 
normal subgroup, and let P be a normal p-subgroup of G for some prime p. 
Then, writing E = {^(P) for p > 2 and E = n2(Cp(*(P)) for p = 2, we
have E < G and either E is of type E(p,m) for some m ^ 0, or P is cyclic, 
or p = 2 and P is dihedral, semi-dihedral, or generalised quaternion of 
order at least 16.
To describe the scheme of this chapter, let G be a soluble group 
containing no non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup, q a prime, and V an 
irreducible GF(q)G-module, faithful for G, such that G acts q'-half- 
transitively but not q'-semiregularly on V . The following is a broad 
outline, indicating the correspondences with [13], of the main steps in 
the analysis of the structure of G given in the rest of this chapter.
1. A Reduction Lemma (Lemma 4.4) is proved which, loosely speaking, 
enables us, in deciding which groups of type E(p,m) might occur as normal
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subgroups of G, to assume that, if E < G such that E is of type E(p,m), 
then Vj, is irreducible. Lemma *+.4 is analogous to, and proved in the 
same way as, the Reduction Lemma (Lemma 1.8) in [13].
2. Using the techniques of [13] Section 2 and relying on arithmetic 
considerations to rule out many cases, we prove (Theorem 4.21) that, 
for p odd, Op(G) is cyclic, and if E < G with E of type E(2,m) for m t 0,
then either m = 1, or q = 3 and E s Q g Y  • This corresponds to Sections
2. 3, 4, and 5 of [13].
3. We consider the restriction of V to a particular cyclic normal subgroup
A = Z(Cp($(F))) of G ( where F denotes the Fitting subgroup of G). In
the case where is homogeneous as an A-module we are able to deduce
all the possibilities for G (Theorem 4.44). The use of Lemma 3.1 of [13] 
(stated below as Lemma 4.26) is essential at this stage. This corresponds 
to Section 6 of [13].
4. Finally we investigate the possibility that VA is not homogeneous and 
we show that this case does not occur. (Theorem 4.45). The assumption
of primitivity in [13] means that there is no corresponding step in [13].
Before proceeding to the statement and proof of the Reduction Lemma, 
we record two results to which we shall refer several times in the course 
of this chapter. The first, Lemma 4.2, is merely a statement of some of 
the information contained in Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5 of [13] , concerning the 
action of a group, E, of type E(p,m) on a GF(q)E-module. Lemma 4.2(i) is 
precisely [13] Lemma 1.14(ii) and Lemma 4.2(ii) is precisely [13] Lemma 1.5(i).
LEMMA 4.2 (Tl3] Lemmas 1.4 S 1.5). Let E be a group of type E(p.m), let 
q be a prime, and let V be a GF(q)E-module of dimension n over GF(q) such 
that E' acts seml-regularly on V . Then
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(i) if e t E\Z(E) such that |e| = p, then. dimGF(q)Cv(e) = n/p;
there exists x €.V^ such that E^ = 1 with the following exceptions 
which occur for p = 2: (a) qn = 32, E s Dgj (b) q 1 = 52 , E s Qay  
(c) q = 3**, E s Q g Y  Dg* In each of these exceptions |e  | = 2 for all 
x e V #.
The second result, Leimna 4.3, is a formalisation of an idea already 
used in Chapter 3.
LEMMA 4.3. Let it be a set of primes and assume that a group G acts 
ir-halftransitively as a group of permutations on a set X. In addition, 
assume that G contains a normal Hall ir-subgroup. H. Then H acts half- 
transltlvely on X, and if G does not act n-semiregularly on X, then H 
does not act semi-regularly.
Proof. If x €  X then |hJ  = |Gv H H |  = |G I , since by assumption ¡!1 X X X ”
is a normal Hall if-subgroup of G. The result then follows easily.
Q. E . D .
LEMMA 4.4. Reduction Lemma, (cf. Cl3] Lemma 1.8). Let G be a soluble 
group, q a prime, V an irreducible GF(o)G-module. faithful for G, such 
that G acts q'-halftransitively but not q 1-semiregularly on V . Assume 
E 4 G  such that E is of type E(p,m) with m t  0. Then there exists a 
soluble group G and an irreducible GF(q)G-jnodule_ U, faithful for G, such 
that
(i) acts q'-halftransitively on U*;
(ii) there exists E < G such that E a E and Ug- is irreducible;
(iii) if E j. Qq then G does not act q 1-semiregularly on 
(iv) if p > 2, or if p = 2 and m > 2, then either q = 3 and E a Qg ,
or G contains no non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup.
Proof. We construct G, E, U exactly as in [131 Lemma 1.8. Let U be an
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irreducible constituent of V£ . Since, by Clifford’s Theorem, all 
irreducible constituents of V£ are conjugate in G, we see that D is 
faithful for E. Let N = {g : g£G, Ug = U}. Obviously N is a subgroup 
of G. Also E N and U is an irreducible GF(q)N-module. Let u 6 U* and 
assume g € G u . Clearly Ug is an irreducible GF(q)E-module and therefore, 
since 0 ^ u £ U  PlUg, we must have U = Ug. Thus Gy N for all ueU*.
Let K denote the kernel of N on U. Then, writing (3 = N/K, obviously
G is soluble, and we see that U is an irreducible GF(q)G-module, faithful
— _ ^  _
for G, such that G acts q'-halftransitively on U . Write E = EK/K.
Since E acts faithfully and irreducibly on U, it follows that E s if < G
and U^ is irreducible. Hence we have proved (i) and (ii).
If G acts q'-semiregularly on U then the p-group E acts semi-regularly 
^  _
on U . But E 2 E, a group of type E(p,m) with m t  0. Hence E = Qg.
This yields (iii). Finally assume that either p > 2 or that p = 2 and
m > 2. In addition, assume that G contains a non-cyclic abelian normal
subgroup. Then the structure of G is given in Theorem 3.7. If G satisfies
(iii) of that theorem, that is, if G 2 A , then F(G) s Qg » C^ which is
clearly impossible. If G 2 <££(qn ; qk) for some integers n, k, then G
kcontains a normal abelian subgroup of index 2q and hence cannot possibly 
contain E. Therefore G satisfies (i), (ii) or (iv) of Theorem 3.7, giving 
q = 3, and we see easily that E 2 E 2 Q g V  d b ’
Q.E.D.
ASSUMPTIONS. From this point up to the end of Lemma 4.20 we work under 
the assumptions that G is a soluble group, q is a prime, and V is an 
n-dimensional irreducible GF(q)G-module, faithful for G, such that G acts 
q'-halftransitively but not q'-semiregularly on V*. There exists E < G 
such that E is of type E(p,m) with m t  0 and VE is irreducible. In 
addition we assume that G contains no non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup.
We remark that p t  q.
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We shall require several of the results of [13] Section 2 in 
precisely the same form but valid under the weaker assumptions of q'- 
halftransitivity (instead of half-transitivity) and the absence of non- 
cyclic abelian normal subgroups of G (instead of primitivity). These 
results appear below as Lemmas 4.5 - **.10 corresponding to Lemmas 2.1 - 2.6 
respectively in [13]. We shall not give the revised proofs in full since 
the revisions required are minimal, but we shall always be careful to 
point out exactly where the proofs need modifying and how these modifications 
can be made.
Following £l3] (pp 677 - 678), we define the type of E as follows.
type I 
type II 
type III 
type IV
p > 2,
p = 2, |Z(E)| = 2, 
p = 2, |Z(E)| = 4, Z(E) « Z(G), 
p = 2, |Z(E)| = 4, Z(E) 4  Z(G).
LEMMA 4.5. (cf. [13] Lemma 2.1). Let s be minimal such that 
|Z(E)||qS- 1. Let M be any subgroup of G such that E 4 M < CQ(Z(E)).
Then M GL(pm , qs) and this representation of M is absolutely irreducible. 
Furthermore n = spm and we have
type I 
type II 
type III 
type IV
s|(p-1), 
s = 1, 
s = 1 or 2,
s = 2 and If M is a o'-subgroup of G 
m+1such that E M and M 4 CC(Z(E)), then M GL(p .q) and this is an 
absolutely irreducible representation.
Proof. An examination of the proof of [13] Lemma 2.1 reveals that the 
assumption of half-transitivity is not used, and the assumption of 
primitivity is used only to ensure that is homo8eneous as a
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the revisions required are minimal, but we shall always be careful to 
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can be made.
Following [13] (pp 677 - 678), we define the type of E as follows.
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type II 
type III 
type IV
p > 2,
p = 2, |Z(E)| = 2, 
p = 2, |Z(E)| = 4, Z(E) « Z(G), 
p = 2, |Z(E)| = 4, Z(E) 4  Z(G).
LEMMA 4.5. (cf. [13] Lemma 2.1). Let s be minimal such that 
|Z(E)||qS- 1. Let M be any subgroup of G such that E 4 M < Cg(Z(E)).
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Furthermore n = spm and we have
type I 
type II 
type III 
type IV
s|(p-l),
8 * 1. 
s = 1 or 2,
s = 2 and if ÏÏ is a o'-subgroup of G 
m+1such that E « M and M 4 CQ(Z(E)), then M < GL(p ,q) and this is an 
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Z(E)-module. Therefore we need only show that vZ(E j is homogeneous 
without reajurse to the assumption of primitivity. But this is trivial 
since Vz E^ j .= (^g)g(E) and VE is irreducible.
Q.E.D.
As individual lemmas in the sequence 2.1 - 2.6 of [131 are 
established, they are often required in the proofs of subsequent lemmas 
in the sequence. We adopt the obvious convention that Lemma 4.5 above 
plays exactly the same part in the proofs of Lemma 4.6 - 4.10 as [13]
Lemma 2.1 plays in the proofs of [13] Lemmas 2.2 - 2.6. For example, 
for the purposes of establishing Lemma 4.7 below, the references to [13] 
Lemma 2.1 in the proof of [13] Lemma 2.3 are to be taken as references 
to Lenina 4.5, and so on. Similarly, Lemmas 4.6 - 4.10 play the roles 
of [13] Lemmas 2.2 - 2.6 respectively.
Lemma 2.2 of [13] is a general result concerning modules for p-groups, 
and we reproduce it below as Lemma 4.6.
LEMMA 4.6. ([13] Lemma 2.2). Let M be a p-group acting faithfully and 
absolutely irreducibly on a vector space W over the field F. Let 
dinipW = k. Then there exist subgroups N and K of M and an M-subspace 0 
of W such that the representation of M oil W is induced from that of N on 0. 
Furthermore K = ker(N on U) and either 
(i) |M s N| = k, dinipU = 1 and N/K is cyclic, or 
<ii) |M : N|= k/2, dim^U = 2, p = 2 and N/K is dihedral, semi-dihedral or 
generalised quaternion.
LEMMA 4.7. (cf. [13] Lenina 2.3). Let u denote the exponent of a Svlow
£
p-subgroup of CC(Z(E)). Then for all xfcV we have
type I : 
type II : 
type III s
type IV
|G : Gx|p « pm. mint u, | q“- l|p),
|G : Gx|p * p,n+1. mint w, | q2- l|p),
lG 8 Gxlp * p"* mini “t 112- l|p} •
|G s G I < Pm+1- mint u, lq2- l| > .* r P:
112 A
Proof. Inspection of the proof of [13] Lemma 2.3 reveals that the
assumption of primitivity is not used and the assumption of half­
transitivity is used only in that it guarantees that for all x.y g V *
But, clearly, since p 4 q, the above equality follows from the weaker 
assumption of q'-halftransitivity, and hence the proof of [13] Lemma 2.3 
is easily modified to give the proof we require.
Q.E.D.
LEMMA 4.8. (cf. [13] Lemma 2.4). Let A = C_(E). Then A is a normal
G
cyclic subgroup of G which is central in Cg(Z(E)) and acts seal-regularly
-Jfc J,
on V . Assume that, if p = 2, then m » 3. Then there exists x € V such
that G flAE = 1 and |G : G | >  | A |p2m where A is the normal Sylow x x r  p P
p-subgroup of A. This yields
Proof. An examination of the proof of [l3j Lemma 2.4 reveals that the 
assumption of primitivity is not used, and the assumption of half-trans-
But the above equality follows from the weaker assumption of q'-half- 
transitivity, and hence the proof of [13J Lemma 2.4 is easily adapted 
to provide the proof we require.
type IV
type III
type II
type I
0
itivity is used only in that it guarantees that, for all x,y£V ,
Q.E.D.
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LEMMA 4.9. (cf. [13] Lemma 2.5). _Let H = Cg(Z(E)). Then G has the 
following structure.
(i) G/H is cyclic;
(ii) H/AE acts faithfully on W = E/Z(E) and, as a linear group on W, we 
have H/AE -S Sp(2m,p);
2uj
(iii) AE/A is elementary abelian of order p ;
(iv) A is cyclic.
Proof. We remark that W = E/Z(E) is made into a symplectic space of 
dimension 2m over GI(p) by means of the non-singular skew-symmetric 
bilinear form induced on E/Z(E) by the commutator map [ , ] on E.
Inspection of the proof of [13] Lemma 2.5 reveals that the 
assumption of half-transitivity is not used, and the assumption of 
primitivity is only used to ensure that a certain normal 2-subgroup of 
G, namely B2 = 02(CH (W)), is of symplectic type; that is, B2 contains 
no non-cyclic, abelian characteristic subgroup. But, clearly, the 
weaker assumption that G contains no non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup 
guarantees that B2 is of symplectic type. Hence the proof of [13] 
Lemma 2.5 is easily modified to give the proof we require.
Q.E.D.
LEMMA 4.10. (cf. [13] Lemma 2.6). We must have one of the following.
type I 
type II 
type III 
type IV
s p = 3, m 2, 
s p = 2, m $ 6, 
s p s 2, m < 3, 
: p = 2, m < 5.
Proof. An examination of the proof of [13] Lemma 2.6 reveals that the 
assumption of primitivity is not used and the assumption of half-transitivity 
is used only in that it guarantees that, in the case p s 3, m = 1, the 
fact that E does not act semi-regularly on V#  implies that p||G^| for
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A
■ft
all x t V  . But obviously, since p / q, the weaker assumption of q'-half- 
transitivity leads to the same conclusion, and hence the proof of [13]
Lemma 2.6 is easily adapted to provide the proof we require.
Q.E.D.
The following result will enable us to eliminate many of the 
remaining cases.
LEMMA 4.11. (i) Assume that if p = 2 then we have both m > 2 and either 
q J< 3 or E Qfly  Dg. Then |E | |(qn- 1).
(ii) Assume that q-f|Sp(2m,p) | , and that either p = 2 o r q-j-|G : H|. Then 
G acts half-transitively on V , we must have p = 2, and if m t  1 then 
E 2 Q0Y  Da with q S 3.
Proof. Assume that if p = 2 then we have both m > 2 and either q ¡i 3 or
E j( Q g Y  D0 . Then, by Lemma 4.2(ii), there exists x £ V#  such that Ex
= G ^ H E  = 1. Therefore |E | | |G : Gx |, and it follows that |e | divides 
the size of the G-orbit containing x. Now ( |E | ,q) = 1 and hence, by 
q'-halftransitivity, |E | divides the size of each of the G-orbits in 
He conclude that |e | divides |v*| = (q11- 1) and thus we have proved (i).
Assume now that q-f|Sp(2m,p) | and that either p = 2 or qrj'lG : H|.
By Lemma 4.q(ii), the group H/AE is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sp(2m,p), 
and therefore q"f |H/AE |. Now A is a normal cyclic subgroup of G and hence, 
since 0^(G) = 1, we have qf|A I. Clearly q-f|E | and it follows that q'flAE |,
whence q ^ H  |. If p = 2 then |G : H | ■$ 2 and so, since p i  q, we must
have qf^G : H|. On the other hand, if p t  2 then, by assumption, qf|G : H|. 
Therefore, whether p = 2 or p ¡< 2, we have q'f'lG : H| and we conclude that 
qflGl. Thus G acts half-transitively on V *
Assume that E t  Qg. Then E does not act semi-regularly on V*. Hence 
G does not act semi-regularly on V and the possibilities for G are listed
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in Theorem 1.16. Clearly G ^ ¿/(qn^ )  since <^(qn^ )  contains a 
normal subgroup isomorphic to C,, x Cj. If G < £7( q11 ) , then G, and hence 
E, is metacyclic, whence p = 2, m = 1. In all the remaining possibilities 
for G in Theorem 1.16, we see that p = 2, and either m = 1 or £ = Qg'V Dg 
and q = 3. This completes the proof of (ii).
Q.E.D.
Next we state, without proof, a result concerning the order of the 
group Sp(2m,p). A proof is given in [6]II 9.13.
LEMMA 4.12. We have
|Sp(2m,p) I = (p - l)p (p - l)p ...(p - D p .
LEMMA 4.13. The case p = 3, m = 1, does not occur.
Proof. Suppose that p = 3, m = 1. Then |E| = 27 and by ,Lenna 4. H  (i), 
we have 27|(qn- 1). If q = 2 then by Lemma 4.5, we have n = 6, giving 
27|63, a contradiction. Hence q i  2. Now q if 3 and so, since |Sp(2,3)|
= 24 and |G s h | < 2, it follows that q-f|Sp(2,3) | and q'fjG : H|.
Therefore, by Lemma 4.11(ii), we have p = 2, a contradiction. Thus the 
case p = 3, m = 1 does not occur.
Q.E.D.
IÜMMA 4.14. The case p = 3, m = 2, does not occur.
Proof. Suppose that p = 3, m = 2. Then |e | = 35 = 243 and, by Lemma 4.11(i) 
we have 243|(qn- 1). If q = 2 or q = 5, then s = 2 and then, by Lemma 4.5, 
we have n = 18. But it is easily checked that 243”f(2^®- 1) and 243'f(5^®- 1), 
and we deduce that q t  2, q t  5. Now q t  3 and so, since |Sp(4,3)| 
s 3**.5.27 and |G : H| < 2, it follows that qf|Sp(4,3)| and q-f|G : H|. 
Therefore, by Lemma 4.11(ii), we have p = 2, a contradiction. Thus the 
case p s 3 , m = 2, does not occur.
Q.E.D.
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The following result is included merely to simplify some of the
arithmetical checking in Lemmas 4.16 - 4.20.
LEMMA 4.15. Let a, b, k be positive integers such that k is odd. Then
Proof. Suppose that p = 2, m = 6. By Lemma 4.10 we see that E is type II, 
whence |z(E)| = 2. Therefore s = 1 and hence, by Lemma 4.5, we have
2®|(q2- 1) implies that q?! 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, or 31, and therefore, since 
|Sp(12,2) | = 236.38.53.72 .11.13.17.31, we deduce that qr|"|Sp(12,2) |. Hence, 
by Lemma 4.1l(ii), we have m 45 2, a contradiction. Thus the case p = 2,
LEMMA 4.17. The case p = 2, m = 5, does not occur.
Proof. Suppose that p = 2, m = 5. Then a = 1 or 2 depending on whether 
¡Z(E) | : 2 or 4 and whether q 2 1 or -1 mod 4. Hence, by Lemma 4.5, 
we have n = 25 or 26 and if n = 26 then |Z(E)| = 4. Also if |Z(E)| = 2
2b |(k2a- 1) if and only if 2b_a+1|(k2- 1).
t t / 2  t/2Proof. If t is an even positive integer then, since k - 1 = (k -l)(k +1),
we have 4|(kb- 1). Therefore 4'f'(kt+ 1). We have
. 2C kand then, since 4-f(k + 1) for c >  1, we see 2°|(k - 1) ^
2b |(k2- l)2a_1 2b_a+1|(k2- 1).
Q.E.D.
LEMMA 4.16. The case p = 2, m = 6, does not occur.
n = 26 = 64. How |E| = 213 and, using Lemma 4.11(i), it follows that 
213|(q2 - 1). Lemma 4.15 yields 2®|(q2- 1). It is easily checked that
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then |E| = 211, and if |Z(E)| = 4 then |e | = 212 . By L e m a  4.11(i) 
we have |E||(qn-l).
If n = 2^ then 2'1"^|(q2 - 1), and Lemma 4.15 yields 27|(q2- 1). If
n = 26 then |Z(E)| = 4, and it follows that |e | = 212, whence 212|(q2 - 1)
7 2and, using Lemma 4.15, we deduce that, again, 2 |(q - 1). It is easily 
checked that 27|(q2- 1) implies that q t  3, 5, 7, 11, 17, 31, and therefore, 
since |Sp(10,2)| = 235.36.52 .7.11.17.31, it follows that qf |Sp(10,2)|.
Hence, by Lemma 4.11(ii), we have m 2, a contradiction. Thus the case 
p = 2, m = 5 ,  does not occur.
Q.E.D.
LEMMA 4.18. The case p = 2, m = 4, does not occur.
Proof. Suppose that p = 2, m = 4. Using the same argument as in the 
proof of Lemma 4.17, we see that in this case we must have 26|(q2- 1).
It is easily checked that 23|(q2- 1) implies that q f  3, 5, 7, 17, and 
therefore, since |Sp(8,2)| = 216.35.52 .7.17, it follows that qf|Sp(8,2)|. 
Hence, by Lemma 4.11(ii), we have m 4 2, a contradiction. Thus the case 
p = 2, m = 4, does not occur.
Q.E.D.
LEMMA 4.19. The case p = 2, m = 3, does not occur.
Proof. Suppose that p = 2, m = 3. Again using the argument in the proof
5 7of Lemma 4.17, we see that in this case we must have 2 |(q- 1). It is 
easily checked that 25|(q2- 1) implies that q *  3, 5, 7, and therefore, 
since |Sp(6,2)| = 29.3**.5.7, it follows that qf|Sp(6,2)|. Hence, by 
Lemma 4.11(ii), we have m < 2, a contradiction. Thus the case p = 2, 
m = 3, does not occur.
Q.E.D.
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LEMMA 4.20. If p = 2 and m = 2. then q = 3 and E s Q0Y  D0.
Proof. Assume that p = 2 , m = 2 ,  and suppose that either q / 3 or that
E Qg'y' Dg. As before, s = 1 or 2 depending on whether |z(E)| = 2 or 4
2 3and whether q = 1 or -1 mod4. By Lemma 4.5 we have n = 2 or 2 , and if
n = 23 then |z(E)| = 4. Also if |z(E)| = 2 then |e | = 25, and if |Z(E)| = 4
then |e | = 26 . We have assumed that either q t  3 or E ji Q g Y  Dg» an<^
therefore, by Lemma H.ll(i), it follows that |E||(qn- 1).
2
If n = 22 , then 23|(q2 - 1) and Lemma 4.15 yields 2**|(q2- 1). If
n = 23 , then |Z(E)| = 4 and it follows that |e | = 26, whence 23|(q2 - 1)
ii. 2and, using Lemma 4.15, we deduce that again, 2 |(q - 1). It is easily 
checked that 2**'f(q2- 1) for q = 3 or 5, and therefore q + 3 or 5. Since 
|Sp(4,2) | = 2*l.32.5 we conclude that q^|Sp(4,2)|. Hence, by Lemma 4.11(ii), 
we have q = 3 and E a Q g Y  Dg, a contradiction. Therefore we were incorrect 
in supposing that either q t  3 or E Q g Y  D8 and» as a result, we must 
have both q = 3 and E a QflY  ®g*
Q.E.D.
We now drop the assumptions stated immediately after the proof of 
Lemma 4.4 and we collect together the proceeding results to obtain the 
following theorem.
THEOREM 4.21. Let G be a soluble group, o a prime, and V an irreducible 
GF(o)G-module, faithful for G, such that G acta o »-halftransitively 
but not o ’-semireaularlv on V*. Assume that G contains no non-cycllc 
»helian normal subgroup. Then for all odd primes p we have 0p(G) is 
cyclic.and if E < G such that E is of type E(2,m) with m # 0, then either 
m = 1 or q = 3 and E a Q g Y  Dg •
Proof. Let p be a prime such that p > 2 and write P = 0p(G). Suppose P
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is not cyclic. Then by Lemma 4.1 there exists a subgroup, E, of P such 
that E < G and E is of type E(p,m) with m ? 0. But then, using the 
Reduction Lemma and Lemmas 4.10, 4.13, 4.14, we have a contradiction.
Hence P is cyclic. Now suppose E < G such that E is of type E(2,m) with 
m » 2. Then, by the Reduction Lemma and Lemmas 4.10, 4.16 - 4.20, we 
have q = 3 and E a Q „ Y  Dn.o 8
Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.21 completes Step 2 in the outline of this chapter given 
earlier. Before proceeding to Step 3 we state and prove two useful lemmas, 
and, for convenience, record the results from [ill to which we shall need 
to refer.
I£MMA 4.22. Let G be a group of order 96 such that F(G) a Q g Y  an<i 
G/F(G) a Sg. Assume that |Z(G)| = 2 and that there exists geG\Cg(Z(F(G))) 
such that g2 = 1. Then there exists at least one irreducible GF(3)G-module 
which is faithful for G, and if W is any such GF(3)G-module then 
dimgp^gjW = 4 and there exists w €.W*such that 4 11Gw |.
Proof. Write F = F(G), and let F = QZ where Q a Qg and Z a such that 
| Q O  Z| = 2  and [ Q , z ]  = 1. Clearly Z = Z(F). It is easily seen that 
Q is characteristic in F, and therefore Q < G. Let C be a Sylow 3-subgroup 
of G. Then |c| = 3 and C centralises Z. Write N = CQ(Z), and then, 
since |Z(G)| = 2 < 4 = |z|, we must have N < G. Now FC < N and |FC| = 3.16 
= 48, giving |G s FC| = 2 .  Therefore FC = N < G. If C centralises Q then 
C centralises QZ = F, whence C < N and C = 0g(N) < F(N) < F(G), a 
contradiction. Hence C does not centralise Q and so.clearly, QC a SL(2,3).
Let Z = <a> and write a2 = z. By assumption there exists g € G\N such 
that g2 = 1, and we must have gag = a 1 . Clearly QC < G, and therefore, 
writing T = <QC,g> , we have |t | = 48, and QC < T with QC I SL<2,3).
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Let R = Cq (Q/Z(Q)). Then R < G and C £  R. Therefore R is a normal 
2-subgroup of G, and we deduce that R = F. Consequently g ^ R  and, by 
Lemma 3.15, it follows that T 2 GL(2,3). Also |G : T| = 2, whence T <1 G. 
Let U be an irreducible GF(3)T-module which is faithful for T
(obviously such a module exists since T a GL(2,3)), and let W be a non-
Gtrivial irreducible submodule of the GF( 3 )G-module U . The group G has 
a unique minimal normal subgroup, namely <z> = Z(Q) = Z(T) = Z(G). Now 
z acts like scalar multiplication by -1 on U, and hence acts in exactly
Q
the same manner on U . Therefore W is faithful for G, and we have 
demonstrated the existence of an irreducible GF(3)G-module which is 
faithful for G, namely W.
Now assume that W is any irreducible GF(3)G-module, faithful for 
G, and in addition assume that U is an irreducible constituent of W^. 
Obviously U is faithful for T, and therefore, by Lemma 3.13(i), we have 
dim^p^gjU = 2. Let H denote the stabiliser in G of U. Then
H = (h s h £ G ,  U and Uh are T-isomorphic}.
Since T < H and |G : T| = 2, we must have H = T or H = G. Suppose H = G.
Then U and Ua are T-isomorphic as GF(3)T-modules. The element g is a non-
0
central involution in T, and therefore there exists u e u  such that g £  T^. 
By Lemma 3.13(ii) we have Tu s Sg, and hence Tu = <L,g> for some Sylow 
3-subgroup, L, of G. Since U and Ua are T-isomorphic, it follows that 
there exists x € (Ua) such that Tx = Ty . Consider the element ua of (Ua) . 
Clearly
Tua = (Tu )S = < L“ ’ *a >  *
Now L d N = C_(Z) and thus La = L. Also, since gag = a“1 , we must have G
g* = a2g s  g z . Therefore T ^  = <L,gz> . But then x, ua are two elements 
of (Uaj* such that Tx = Tu = <L,g> and T ^  = <L,gz> , contradicting
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Lemma 3.13(v). Hence H ^ G and we conclude that H = T.
By Clifford's Theorem we have
WT = U ® Ua
where U and Ua are not T-isomorphic, and W s U . Thus d i m ^ ^ j W  = 4.
All that remains to prove is that there exists w t W *  such that h ||Gw |.
Since F = QZ it is easily seen that |i(F)| = 6 and that, if fe i(F), 
then no Sylow ?-subgroup of G centralises f. Let f € i(F). Clearly there 
exists w€.W such that f £ G^, and since Q acts semi-regularly on W , 
we must have G O F  = F = < f > .  Now G O  F < G , and therefore, from 
the fact that no Sylow 3-subgroup of G centralises f, we deduce that 
3"f|Gw |. Write w = u + v with ufeU, vtUa. If v = 0 then Gw = Gu = s Sg, 
contradicting 3'|'|G |. Hence ve(Ua) , and similarly u fe U .
Clearly Gu H  Gv
T u + V  =  T O G u + v -  S i n c e  !<W  G u n  G v l  «  2  a n d
f € G u+vX(Gu + v ^  T)* it: follows that lGu+v: Gun Gvl = 2- Hence» if we can 
show that 2| |Gy H  Gu | , then 4 1 |Gu+VI and the proof is complete. Suppose
that 2-f|Gur>Gvl. Then, since Gu = Ty and Gy = Ty , we have 2f|Tur\Ty |. 
Recall that Tu a Ty a Sg and thus, since 3't1Gu+vl» we see that 3"f|TuP\ Ty |, 
whence T^fll, = 1« Let L be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G such that U  Tu 
and let gx , g2, g3 be the three involutions in Tu , so that Tu ss <L, g^> 
for i = 1,2,3. Write
Xj = {K : K = Tx for some x£U*}, X2 = (K : K = Tx for some xt(Ua)*}
Then, since U and Ua are not T-isomorphic, by Lemma 3.13(iii) and (iv) 
we have |xj = |X2 | = 4, and X ^  X2 = 0. Arguing as above we see that L < Tua. 
Since Tu O  Ty = 1, it follows that T ^  t  Ty . Also g ^ T ^  for i = 1,2,3. 
(since if g ^ T ^  then = <L,g1>  = T(j contradicting X ^  Xj = 0).
If ife(l,2,3> then g^ is a non-central involution of T, and hence there 
exists Yjfi Xj such that gjfiYj. Suppose that Yj = Y^ for i t  j. Then
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Yi * <.8i»8j> = Tu , contradicting X ^  X2 = 0. Clearly, then, Yx , Y2 ,
Y3> Tua» an<* Tv are all distinct elements of X j , a contradiction since 
|X2 | = 4. Thus we were incorrect in supposing that 2'f|Gv f'l Gy |, and 
therefore 4 | | | .
Q.E.D.
LEMMA 4.23. Let G be a group such that F(G) = Q * B where Q s Q and BO
is cyclic of odd order. Assume G is metacyclic. Then there exists T < G 
such that T and G/T are cyclic, |F(G) : T| = 2, and CQ(T)= T. In addition 
i(G) = 0.
Proof. Since G is metacyclic there exists S <  G such that both S and G/S 
are cyclic. In particular QS/S is cyclic. Therefore, since QS/S H Q / S H  Q 
and Q 5 Qg, we have |sO Q| = 4. Writing T = (SflQ) x B, we must have 
S < T, whence T < G with both T and G/T cyclic. Also
|f (g )/t | = |q t/t | = Iq/t h q I = |q /s h q | = 2.
Write C = C_(T). Then C d G and C stabilises the chain Q > T O  Q > 1.G
Therefore C/CC<Q) is a 2-group. But, since F(G) = QT, we have CC(Q) <
C_(F(G)). From the fact that G is metacyclic, it follows that G is soluble, G
and we deduce that
CC (Q) < Cq (F(G)) = Z(F(G)) 4 T.
Hence C/T is a 2-group. We have T i Z(C), and therefore C is a normal 
nilpotent subgroup of G. Thus C < F(G) and it follows easily that C = T.
Let g £ G  such that g2 = 1. Since G/T is cyclic and |f (G)/t | = 2 ,  
we must have g£F(G), whence g£Z(Q) 4 Z(G). We conclude that i(G) = 0.
Q . E . D .
Lemma 4.24 below is precisely [11] Proposition 3.3 and Leona 4.25 is
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a combination of two results in [ll] ; specifically, Lemma 4.25(i) is 
[11] Proposition 1.2 and Lemma 4.25(ii) is [ll] Lemma 1.5. Lemma »».26 
is also a combination of two results in [ll] , namely [ll] Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, 
but appears in the form below (without proof) as Lemma 3.1 of [13] .
For the purposes of stating Lemmas 4.24 - 4.26 below, we assume that 
G is a soluble group, q is a prime and V is an irreducible GF(q)G-module, 
faithful for G, with d i m ^ ^ Y  = n.
LEMMA 4.24. ([ll] Proposition 3.3). Assume that G acts half-transitively
j4b
but not semi-regularly on V . In addition assume that either there exists 
a normal self-centralising cylic subgroup of G, A say, or that F(G) = Q x B 
where B is a cyclic group of odd order, Q e  Qg and A denotes Z(F(G)). Then 
is homogeneous.
LEMMA 4.25. ( [ll] Proposition 1.2 & Lemma )-5). Assume that p is a prime
such that p 11 Gx | for all x e V*. Then
(i) if there exists a normal self-centralising cyclic subgroup A of G 
such that is homogeneous then G « ^f q ” ) »
(ii) ^f F(G) = Q x B = F, say, where B is a cyclic group of odd order,
Q 2 Qa, and VZ(F) is homogeneous, then either G 4 ^ t q n ), or p = 2, jor p = 3.
I£MMA 4.26. ([11] Lemmas 1.3 S 1.4). Assume that p is a prime such that
p| |Gj for all xeV*, and that A is a cyclic normal subgroup of G such 
that VA is homogeneous. Let r denote the dimension over GF(q) of an 
irreducible constituent of VA , and write n/r = k. Consider those subgroups. 
P, _of G containing A such that |P/A| = p and P f\Gx > 1, for some xgV*.
If exactly X^  ^of such subgroups are contained in CQ(A), and exactly X2 
are not then
(i)
kr
“  < Xii 1 + q*- 1 * M  q ^ P -  1 '
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(ii) qr+ 1 ^ 2x^ + Xjiq1*^* 1) for k = 2;
(iii) qr < 2(X1 + Xj) for k > 2.
ASSUMPTIONS. Throughout the rest of this chapter we shall assume that
6 is a soluble group, q is a prime, and V is an irreducible GF(q)G-module,
faithful for G, such that G acts q'-halftransitively but not q'-semiregularly 
#on V . In addition we shall assume that G contains no non-cyclic abelian 
normal subgroup.
NOTATION. We fix some notation as follows. Let n denote dim__, .V. LetGF(q)
F denote F(G), and write F2 -  0 ^ (G ). If B denotes 02,(F), then Theorem 
q.21 implies that B is cyclic, and we have F = F2 x B. Let A denote 
Z(Cp(9(F))). Clearly A is an abelian normal subgroup of G, and hence, 
by assumption, A is cyclic. Obviously B < A. Finally, let p be a prime 
such that p i- q and p||G | for all xeV*. (The existence of such a 
prime p is guaranteed by the assumption that G acts q'-halftransitively 
but not q'-semiregularly on V .)
As indicated in the outline of this chapter given earlier, we shall 
have two cases to consider according to whether or not is homogeneous. 
However, if Fj is generalised quaternion of order at least 16, or if Fj 
is cyclic, dihedral or semi-dihedral, then the following lemma gives the 
structure of G without having to assume anything about V^.
LEMMA q.27. Assume that Fj is generalised quaternion of order at least 16, 
or that F2 is cyclic, dihedral, or semi-dihedral. Then VA is homogeneous 
and G < ?Îqn ).
Proof. We see easily that F contains a characteristic cyclic subgroup, 
Ax say, such that t ( A 1 and |F s A j  < 2. Write C = Cq (A^). No w C 
stabilises the chain F2 >  F j H  A^ > 1, and hence C/CC(F2 ) is a 2-group.
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But we have
and
CC(F2) 4  CG(F) = Z(F) »
Z(F) « A < Ax < Z(C)
Therefore C/Z(C) is a 2-group, and it follows that C is a normal nilpotent 
subgroup of G. Hence C = C^CA^) i F, and we see easily that CgiA^) = A^.
We have G/Cg(A^) is a subgroup of AutiA^), an abelian group. Obviously 
q'j'lA^ I, and therefore G contains a normal Hall q ’-subgroup, N say. By 
Lemma 4.3, the group N acts half-transitively but not semi-regularly on 
V , and by Theorem 1.16, we have is irreducible. Also A^ is a normal 
cyclic self-centralising subgroup of N, and hence, by Lemma 4.24, we 
have is homogeneous. Clearly, then, is homogeneous. In addition, 
we may apply Lemma 4.25 to obtain G < £7(qn ).
Q.E.O.
We add to the list of assumptions given above as follows.
ASSUMPTIONS. In view of Lemma 4.27 above, we assume that F^ is neither 
generalised quaternion of order greater than or equal to 16, cyclic, 
dihedral, nor semi-dihedral. By Lemma 4.1, if E denotes O ^ C p  W ^ ) ) )  
then E < G and E is of type E(2,m) for some m t  0. Clearly Cp($(F)) = AE. 
In addition we assume that is homogeneous.
NOTATION. Let H denote C_(A), and let r denote the dimension over GF(q) 
of an irreducible constituent of V^.
Our next two results are both from Section 6 of [131, namely [l3] 
Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. Although the assumptions of [l3] Section 6 are 
slightly different from the assuptions we are working under (half­
transitivity instead of q'-halftransitivity, and primitivity instead of 
merely the absence of non-cyclic abelian normal subgroups), it is easily
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seen that these assumptions play no part in the proofs of [l3j Lemmas 
6.2 and 6.3. Therefore we refer to £l3] Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 for proofs 
of Lemmas 4.28 and 4.29 below.
LEMMA 4.28. ( [13] Lemma 6.2). We have 02(H/AE) = 1. Also H/AE acts 
faithfully on E/Z(E) considered as a symplectic space of dimension 2m 
over GF(2). whence H/AE -i Sp(2m,2).
LEMMA 4.29. ([13] Lemma 6.3). We have
(i) H < GL(n/r,qr ) and r is the least integer such that |A||qr- 1,
(ii) G/H is cyclic of order dividing r.
(iii) n = Z ^ r  for some integer u.
LEMMA 4.30. _If m = 1 then we have one of the following:
(i) G acts half-transitively on V*;
(ii) G « V I q"):
(iii) q = 3 and 2 1 |Gx | for all x fc V*.
Proof. Assume that m = 1. Then, since we have assumed that E is not
dihedral, either E s Qfl, or E “ Q g ^  C^. Assume that G does 
not act half-transitively on V *  and that G ^ T q " ) . We shall show that 
if q = 3 then 2 1 1 |  for all xtV*, and that if q t  3 then G does not 
exist.
Assume that q = 3. If E a Qfl then, clearly, we have F = E x B, where, 
in the notation introduced earlier, B = 02,(F), a cyclic group of odd 
order. In this case we have A = Z(F) and, since we have assumed that 
is homogeneous and that G f  c7(qn ), Lemma 4.25(ii) yields p - 2 or 3.
But p ^ q and q = 3, and therefore 2 11G^| for all x £  V*. If £ « Q g ^  cq 
then E does not act semi-regularly on V*, and hence there exists y t V *  
such that Ey > 1. Therefore, in this case, by q'-halftransitivity, we 
have 2 ||g J  for all xfcV*. Hence if q = 3 then 2||Gx | for all x « V*.
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Now suppose, if possible, that q t  3. Clearly q'f'|AE |, and, by
Lemma 4.28, H/AE < Sp(2,2) = Sg. Since q t  2,3, it follows that q-f|H|.
By Lemma 4.29 the group G/H is cyclic, and therefore G contains a normal
Hall q*-subgroup, N say. Hence, by Lemma 4.3, the group N acts half-
transitively but not semi-regularly on V , and, by Theorem 1.16, V is
N
irreducible. Let t denote the common size of all the N-orbits in V..
He have assumed that G does not act half-transitively on V* whence q||G/N|, 
and we see easily that there exists a G-orbit in with size at least qt. 
Thus
qt $ |V*| = q 1- 1 . (1)
As remarked above, either E s Qg, or E s. QgV  Suppose that E 2 Qg.
Then, as also remarked above, F = F(G) = E * B. But F = F(N), and we can 
apply Theorem 1.16 to obtain the possibilities for N. Clearly N £ £/£(qn/^ ) 
since ¿^(qn^2) contains a normal subgroup isomorphic to C^ * C2 whereas 
02(N) = E a Qg. Therefore either N « ^ T q n )> or N is one of the cases (c^), 
(c2), (d^), (d2). But it is easily checked that if N is one of the cases 
(c^), (c2>, (d1 ), (d2), than (1) does not hold, and hence N « ^ t q n ). It 
follows that N is metacyclic. Now F(N) = F = E * B where E a Qg and B is 
cyclic of odd order, and thus, by Lemma 4.23, there exists T ^ N such that 
|F : T| = 2 and CN (T) = T. By Lemma 4.24 we have VT is homogeneous. It 
is easily seen that there exist exactly three cyclic subgroups of G of 
index 2 in F. We have |G/N | is a power of q where q t  2,3 and NQ (T) » N. 
Clearly, then, NQ(T) = G and hence T < G. If CQ(T) = T th*n Lemma 4.25(i) 
yields G < ^Tqn ), a contradiction. Hence CQ(T) > T, and therefore, since 
CG( T ) H  N = Cn (T) = T, we have
1 < Cq (T)/T 2 CQ(T)N/N < G/N.
Thus q| |Cg(T) |, and we deduce that there exists g€ CQ(T) such that |g | = q. 
Since G/Cg(E) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(Qg) a S^, we have
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\|G/C (E)||24, and it follows that g£C„(E). But then g€.C_(F) = Z(F) = A,« b 6
whence q||A| which is clearly impossible. We conclude that E i Q ,
Finally suppose that E a Q8Y  C^. Clearly N 4  ?7(qn ) since E is 
not metacyclic. Therefore, by Theorem 1.16, we have N s ^ 7 q n^ )  or N 
is one of the cases (b^), (bj), (e^). But it is easily checked that if 
N is one of the cases (b^), (bj), (e^) then (1) does not hold, and hence 
N £ o£(qn^2). If q11^ 2- 1 is not a power of 2 then 0j( ^ ”(qn^2)) is 
abelian. But E •$ Oj(N), and it follows that q11^ 2- 1 is a power of 2. Thus
n |i
either n = 2 or q = 3 . But we have assumed that q t  3, and hence n = 2.
We deduce that t, the size of an N-orbit in V*, is exactly 2(qn^2- 1)
= 2(q - 1), giving
qt = 2q(q - 1) > (q + l)(q - 1) = q2- 1 
which contradicts (1). Therefore E 4 Q g Y
Q.E.D.
ASSUMPTIONS. From this point until the end of Lemma 4.41, we work 
under the assumption that m = 1. In addition we shall assume that 6 
does not act half-transitively on V*, and that G 4  ^ q ” ) • Then 
Lemma 4.30 implies that q = 3 and 2 1 |Gx | for all xeV*.
LEMMA 4.31. We must have 3 ||H/AE|.
Proof. Suppose that 3f|H/AE|. Then, since H/AE $ Sp(2,2) a S^ and 
0j(H/AE) = 1 by Lemma 4.28, we must have H - AE. Now 3'f'|AE| and G/H 
is cyclic. Therefore G contains a normal Hall 3'-subgroup, N say. By 
Lemma 4.3 the group N acts half-transitively but not semi-regularly on V*.
Suppose that N < ^ ? 3 n). Then N is metacyclic, and hence, since we 
have assumed that E is not dihedral, E i Qg. It follows that F - F(N)
= E x B, and thus, by Lemma 4.23, i(N) = 0. But 2 11Gx | for all xiV*, 
and we deduce that i(N) t 0, a contradiction. Therefore N f( f7(3n ).
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Suppose that N s £7(3n/2). If ££?3n/2) is not a 2-group then 
^2^ ^ )) is abelian. Since E i 02(N) we see that N is a 2-group.
Therefore A is a 2-group and G/CQ(A) = G/H = G/AE is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Aut(A), a 2-group. Thus S'f'lG| and it follows that G acts 
half-transitively on V*, a contradiction. Hence N jL ^ i 3 n^2).
Using Theorem 1.16 we conclude that n = 2 and N acts transitively 
on V . Hence G acts transitively on V , a contradiction. Therefore 
we were incorrect in supposing that S'f'lH/AE |, whence 3 ||h /AE|.
Q.E.D.
NOTATION. Since we have assumed that m = 1 and that E is not dihedral, 
must have E s Qg, or E a Qg'y' C^. In either case E contains a 
characteristic subgroup isomorphic to Q„. Let Q denote such a subgroup.O
Then Q < G and Q H Q . Also Q 4 E and, clearly, AE = AQ. Let C denoteO
Cq (Q). Obviously C < G, and A 4 C.
LEMMA *1.32. The group C/A is cyclic of order dividing r. and if 
2 ||H/AE| then G = HC and G/A = H/A x c/A.
Proof. We shall show that H H  C = A. We have H O C  = Cfi( A ) 0  Cq (Q)
= Cg(AQ). Let R denote Cq (AQ). Then, since |f 2: Fj O A Q I  4 2, we see 
that R stabilises the chain
f2 > F2 r» AQ » 1,
whence R/CR(F2> is a 2-group. But
Cr (F2> *  c g (F) = Z(F) 4 A ‘
and A 4 Z(R). Hence R/Z(R) is a 2-group, and it follows that R is a 
normal nilpotant subgroup of G. Therefore R 4 F, and we see easily that 
R s A. Thus H O C  = Cq (AQ) = R = A.
We have
C/A = C/H n  C a CH/H < G/H,
and, by Lemma 4.29, G/H is cyclic of order dividing r. Hence C/A is 
cyclic of order dividing r.
Assume that 2 | |H/AE |. By Lemma 4. 31 we have 3 | |H/AE | and, by 
Lemma 4.28, we have H/AE is isomorphic to a subgroup of S^. Therefore 
|H/AE I = 6, and it follows that |H/A | = 24. Also G/C is isomorphic to
a subgroup of Aut(Q) a S^, and hence |G/C| .£ 24. Thus
24 > |G/C| » |HC/C| = |H/HOC| = |H/A|= 24,
whence G = HC. Obviously, then, G/A = H/A » C/A.
Q.E.D.
LEMMA 4.33. We must have |A| > 2  and r t  1.
Proof. Suppose that |A| = 2. Then H = CQ(A) = G, and clearly Q = F = F(G).
Since H/AE = G/Q is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sg and 3||G/Q|, there 
exists S < G such that Q < S and |S s Q| = 3. Clearly S a SL(2,3). Now 
21 |Gx | for all x « V  , and Q acts semi-regularly on V . Hence there exists 
gei(G) such that g^S. Therefore |G| = 48. By Lemma 4.28 the group G/Q 
acts faithfully on E/Z(E), and it follows that g acts non-trivially on 
Q/Z(Q). Thus, by Lemma 3.15, we have G a GL(2,3), and, by Theorem 3.13, 
n = 2 and G acts transitively on V , a contradiction. We conclude that 
|a | / 2, and then, since |a | » Z(E) > 1, and | A| 13**- 1, it follows that 
|A| > 2 and r t  1.
Q.E.D.
LEMMA 4.34. If n = 4 then G a GL(2,3)Y .
Proof. By Lemma 4.29(iii) we have 4 = n = 2itr for some integer u. and
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hence r = 1 or 2. But, by Lemma »*.33, we have r / 1, whence r = 2.
Also by Lemma 4.33 we have |A| > 2, and therefore, since |A||32- 1,
we see that |a | = 4 or 8. Thus E 2 QgY  C^, and F2 = F. Clearly all 
involutions of AE are contained in E, and therefore Lemma 4.2(ii) 
implies that there exists y t V *  such that Gy n  AE = (AE)y = 1.
By Lemma 4.28 the group H/AE is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sg , and,
by Lemma 4.29(ii), the group G/H is cyclic of order dividing r = 2. By
Lemma 4.26 we have 3||H/AE|, and hence |G/AE| = 3, 6, or 12. Now Gy 
2 GyAE/AE i G/AE, and therefore, since 2 1|Gy |, we see that |Gy | = 2®.3® 
where 2° 4 |G/AE|2 so that a = 1 or 2 and B = 0 or 1. Thus, by 3'-
halftransitivity, |GX | = 2° or 2®.3 for all x £ V*.
#  #Since G does not act half-transitively on V , there exists v e V 
such that |Gv ! = 2® . Hence
80 = 34- 1 = |V# | >> |G s Gy | = |G|/2® = (|G/AE|/2®)|AE| = 
(|g /a e |2/2®).3.|e |. |a e /e | = 48|a e/e |(|g /a e |2/2®).
It follows that |AE/E| = |G/AE|2/2a = 1, and hence AE = E, giving 
|A| = 4. Therefore E = Fj s F, whence 02<G/E) = 1. Thus |G/E| / 12. 
Since |G/E|2 = 2° and a > 1, we see that 2 11G/E |, and hence G/E a Sg. 
Therefore a = 1 and |Gx | = 2 or 6 for all xeV*. Also |G| = 96.
We have Gy O E  = 1 and 2||Gy |. Hence there exists g£ G\E such that 
g2 = 1. Suppose that g^Cg(A) = H. Then |z(G)| = 2, and Lemma 4.22 
yields that there exists x t V *  such that 4||G |, a contradiction. Hence 
g e C Q(A), and re see easily that A = Z(G).
Let K be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. Then |k | = 3 and, clearly,
QK 2 SL(2,3). Obviously Q K O  A = Z(QK) = Z(Q) and hence EK = QKA 
■ SL(2,3)Y Also EK < G. It is easily seen that QK < G and Lemma 
4.28 implies that g acts non-trivially on Q/Z(Q). Using Lemma 3.15 and 
writing T = <QK,g> , we have T a GL(2,3). Then, since T f l A  = Z(T),
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Q.E.D.
it follows that G = TA s GL(2,3)Y
EXAMPLE. We show that the case G s G L ( 2 , 3 ) Y  does occur. That is, we 
show that if G s GL(2,3 ) Y  then there exists a 4-dimensional irreducible 
GF(3)G-module, V, such that V is faithful for G and G acts 3'-half-
A
transitively but not 3•-semiregularly on V .
Assume that G 2 GL(2,3)Y C^, and let A denote Z(G) 2 C^. There
exists T < G such that T 2 GL(2,3) and G = TA with T O  A = Z(T). If F
denotes F(G), then F s QgY  cij and G/F s  Sg. Let W be a 2-dimensional
irreducible GF(3)T-module, faithful for T, (such a module exists since
T s GL(2,3)), and write V = WG . Clearly dimGF^3jV = 4, and it is easily
seen that V is an irreducible GF(3)G-module which is faithful for G.
Since A = Z(G) and G = TA we have VT = Vj ©  V2 where and Vj are
T-isomorphic irreducible GF(3)T-modules, both faithful for T. 3y Lemma
3.13(iii), if xfcV? then Tx 2 S3, and, since obviously Gx = Tx , we have
G a S- (i = 1,2). Let yfcV*. Then G 2 S. and the size of the G-orbit X 3 J. y  o
containing y is exactly |G : Gy | =| G | / 1G^ . | = 96/6 = 16. This orbit is 
clearly V* U  V * .
Since V1 and V2 are T-isomorphic, there exists u e V j  such that 
Tu = Ty . Using the familiar argument we have |Gy+u: Gy ^ Gu l < 2 and 
hence |Gy+u| = 6 or 12. Suppose that |Gy+J  = 12. Then, since Gy+u » Ty 
and Ty r»F = 1. we must have lGy+|/ ^  F| » 2. Obviously Gy + u ^  F * Gy+u 
and hence there exists an involution in F\A which is centralised by a 
Sylow 3-subgroup of G. However, from the structure of G it is easily 
seen that this is impossible, and we conclude that |Gy+u| = 6. Therefore 
the size of the G-orbit containing y ♦ u is exactly 96/6 = 16.
Clearly there exists y'6 V *  such that Ty fl Ty ,= 1. Hence there 
exists u'fe V *  such that Ty n T u , = 1. Since |Gy+u,: Gy n  Gu ,| < 2
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we deduce that lGy+u,I < 2, whence the size of the G-orbit containing 
y + u' is 96 or 48. But 96 > 80 = 34 - 1 = ¡V# |, and thus the size of 
the G-orbit containing y + u* is exactly 48.
We have 48 + 16 + 16 = 80 = |v*| , and hence G has exactly three 
orbits on V , two of size 16 and one of size 43. Therefore G acts 3’- 
halftransitively but not 3'-semiregularly on V .
LEMMA 4.35. If r = 2 then n = 4 and G £ GL(2.3) V  C^.
Proof. Assume that r = 2. Then |A||32- 1 and, since |A| > 2 by Lemma
4.33, we have |A| = 4 or 8, whence Fj = F and E a Qg'V By Lemma
4.29(iii) we have n = 2mtor for some integer ii> and therefore, since
m = 1 and r = 2, it follows that 4|n. If n = 4 then G a GL(2,3)V Cj,
by Lemma 4.34. Hence, to prove the lemma, it will be sufficient to show
that if n > 4 then G does not exist.
Suppose that n > 4. Since 4 |n we must have n > 8. By Lemma 4.28
we have H/AE < Sp(2,2) g Sg, and by Lemma 4.29 we have G/H is cyclic of
order dividing r = 2. Also 3||H/AE| by Lemma 4.31 and hence, if K
denotes a Sylow 3-subgroup of G, then |K| = 3 and K < H. Obviously
K centralises A and K acts non-trivially on Q/Z(Q), whence QK = SL(2,3).
Write S = QKA = AEK. We have K a S/AE = 03(H/AE), giving S < G. Therefore,
since Q < G and QK < S, we see easily that QK < G. Clearly |H : S| < 2 .
Assume that hfcHNAE such that h2 = 1. We must have H = < S , h >  .
Write T = <QK,h> . Then |t | = 48 and QK < T with QK a SL(2,3). Using
r.mnu. it.28 we see that h acts non-trivially on Q/Z(Q), whence, by Lemma
3.15, T ■ GL(2,3). We have A = Z(H) and H = TA with T Pi A = Z(T).
Therefore H a GL(2,3)Y or GL(2,3)y Cg . Also T < H <i G, and it
follows that V,p is completely reducible. Since soc(T) = Z(Q) and Z(Q)
*
acts semi-regularly on V , we have
VT = ©  V2 ©  ... ®  Vc
where, for 1 < i < c, V. is an irreducible GF(3)T-module, faithful for 
T. By Theorem 3.13 we see that dimV^ = 2 for 1 < i < c, and hence c = n/2. 
Clearly, if h is as above, then dimCy (h) = 1 for 1 ^ i < n/2, whence 
dimCyih) = n/2.
o
Now assume that h€AE\A such that h =1 .  Clearly h is an involution 
in E\Z(E) and hence, by Lemma 4.2(i), dimCy(h) = n/2.
Thus we have shown that
dimCy(h) = n/2, (1).
for all hfei(H). Now if i(H) Q AE then i(H)£ E s QgY C^ , whence 
|i(H)| = 6. On the other hand, if i(H) ^  AE, then as demonstrated above,
we have H a  GL(2,3)Y %  o r GL(2,3)Y c8* In this 0386 it is easilY 
checked that |i(H)| = 18. Therefore we conclude that
I i(H)| < 18. (2).
Suppose that 2 ||Hx | for all x e  V.Then it follows that
V *  = U  (C„(h))# . 
h£i(H) V
Therefore, using (1) and (2), we deduce that 
3n- 1 < 18(3n/2- 1),
whence 3n^2+ 1 < 18, contradicting n > 8. Hence there exists y £ V #  
such that 2't'jHy |. Now 2 11Gy | since G does not act S’-semiregularly.
Also |G/H| < 2, and we conclude that |Gy |2 = 2. Thus, by 3*-halftransitivity, 
we have
|GX | = 2, or 6 (3).
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for all x € V  . In addition, since H = Cg(A) and G ^ o H  = 1, ve have 
|G : H| = 2 and A is not central in G.
Since |A| « 8  and |F : AE| < 2, it follows that ¡F| < 54. Let 
f€i(E). Then f € i(H) and hence, by (1), dimCyif) = n/2. Let f'« i(F) 
such that f' / f. If x £  Cy ( f ) 0  Cy(f ’ ), then <f,f’> < F , whence 
4| |F | and 4||G |. Therefore, since |G L  = 2 for all x£V*, we havex x X ^
cy( f i o  Cv(f' )#  = 0, and thus
dimCyif') £ n/2 (4).
for all f'€ i(F).
Write R = C_(Q/Z(Q)). Since any Sylow 3-subgroup acts faithfullyU
on Q/Z(Q) we must have 3-f|R|. Therefore R is a 2-group and R i F? = F.
Suppose that gei(G) such that g^F. Then g ^ R  and hence, writing 
L = <QK.g> , we have L a GL(2,3) by Lemma 3.15. Let Aq denote the 
subgroup of A of brder 4. Clearly Aq < G, and E - QAq. Let N denote 
the group LAq = LE. We have L O A Q = Z(L) a Cj, and therefore
|N|= |l |.|A0|/|l O A 0 | = 48.4/2 = 96.
Also
N/E = LE/E a l / E O L  = L/Q a Sg.
Thus, since F(N) = E, we have N/F(N) a Sg.
Suppose that g does not centralise Aq  = Z(F(N)). Let W be an 
irreducible submodule of V^. We have soc(N) = Z(Q), and Z(Q) acts semi 
regularly on V*. Hence W is faithful for H and, by Lemma 4.22, there 
exists x t W *  such that 4||WX |. Therefore 4||Gj, contradicting (3) 
above. Thus g centralises Aq.
Write A = <a> . Since g centralises A0 , the subgroup of A of 
order 4, we see that either g centralises A, or |A| = 8 and a® = a5.
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Let U be an irreducible constituent of V., and let $ be the reoresent-A
at ion of A afforded by U. Then, if ] A | =8  and ag = a5, the A-module 
Ug affords the representation of A where <J>' (a) = $(a5). But the 
representations $ and Q' are not equivalent (since dinll = 2 and, as 
shown in the proof of Lemma 3.10, there is no element of GL(2,3) of 
order 8 which is conjugate in GL(2,3) to its own fifth power), contra­
dicting the assumption that is homogeneous. We conclude that g 
centralises A, whence g 6 Cg(A) = H.
Therefore we have shown that if g£i(G) then either g£i(H) or 
g€.i(F). Hence, using (1) and (4), we have dimCy(g) -S n/2 for all gei(G). 
Also i ( H ) n  i(F) = i(E), whence |i(H)Oi(F)| = 6.
Therefore, using (2) and the fact that |f | .$ 64, we have
| i(G) | = |i(H)U i(F) | = | i(H) | + |i(F)|-6 < | i(H) | + |F| -6 < 76.
But, clearly, since 2||Gx | for all x e V*, we have
V*= U  <cv(g)>\
gti(G) V
and hence
3n- 1 4 76(3n/2- 1)
which yields 3n^2+ 1 < 76, the final contradiction since n > 8.
Q.E.D.
We break off from this sequence of results classifying the 
possibilities for G in order to describe, and fix a symbol, E, to represent 
a particular soluble group of order 480. Subsequently we shall show 
(Lemma 4.41) that E occurs as a possibility for G.
Recall that, as noted in Chapter 3, there exist elements a, b, c, d,
of GL(2,3) such that
GL(2,3) = <a,b,c,d: a4 = b4 e c3 = d2 = 1, [a,b] = a2 = b2
“1 ”*1 2 c ac = ab, c be = a, dad = b, dbd = a, ded = ac } .
DEFINITION it.36. The group Z(GL(2,32)) is cyclic of order 8, consisting 
of scalar matrices. Let z€ Z(GL(2,3*)) such that |z| = i+. Now 
GL(2,3) i GL(2,32), and there exists d€GL(2,3) such that d2 = 1 and 
GL(2,3) = ^SL(2,3),d^ . Write e = zd. Then, clearly |e| = 4 and 
e2 = z 2 6  Z(GL(2 , 3 ) ). We define a subgroup, E^, of GL(2,32) by
\  = <SL(2,3),e> .
Obviously |i | = M-8 and there exist elements a, b, c, of SL(2,3) such 
that
4 4
E^ = <a,b,c,e: a = b = 
c ^  ac = ab, c ^ be = a,
c3 = e4 = 1, [a,b]
-1 . -1. . e ae = b, e be =
It is easily seen that the dihedral group of order 10 has a
2
faithful, irreducible representation of degree 2 over GF(3 ), and hence
o
there exists a subgroup, D, of GL(2,3 ) such that D is dihedral of order
10. Let S denote the unique Sylow 5-subgroup of D and let f be an
involution in D. With z as above and writing t = zf, we define a
2
subgroup, Ej, of GL(2,3 ) by
e2 = <S,t> .
Obviously |Ej| = 20 and, if S = <s> , then
E2 = <s,t s s5 = t4 = 1, t 1 st = s 1 "^
Noting that ZiE^ = <z2> = Z(E2>, we form a central product of the 
groups E^, Ej in the obvious way and define
i =  i j Y i j ,
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We have |e | = I \  I l^jl/2 = 480, and, clearly, E is soluble.
LEMMA 4.37. If r > 2 then
(i) 2 | |G/H | ;
(ii) r = 4, n = 8 i
(iii) H/AE S S3, G/A S H/A x c/A ;
(iv) |Gx |gf = 2 for all x t V #  ;
(v) G contains no subgroup isomorphic to Cj » Cj * Cj j
(vi) |a | = l O o r  20 and if |a | = 20 then |g /h | = 2.
Proof. Assume that r > 2. Recall that q = 3 and 2 1 |G^| for all x € V ^  
by Lemma 4.30 since we have assumed that G ^fq11) and that G does not 
act half-transitively. Since, by assumption, is homogeneous we are 
in a position to apply Lemma 4.26 with p = 2. Let X^, X^ be defined 
in the statement of Lemma 4.26. We remark that Lemma 4.29(iii) implies 
that k = n/r » 2 and therefore either (ii) or (iii) in Lemma 4.26 must 
hold.
We fir?t obtain an upper bound for X ^  Clearly X1 is at most the 
number of involutions in the group H/A. Now x Cj a AE/A < H/A, and 
by Lenina 4.28, we have H/AE < Sp(2,2) s Sg, whence |H/a | < 24. Also 
by Lenina 4.28 the group H/AE acts faithfully on AE/A and hence, if S/A 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H/S, we see that either S/A E Dg or S/A = AE/A. 
Thus S/A contains at most 5 involutions. Clearly H/A has at most 3 
Sylow 2-subgroups and any two such subgroups intersect in AE/A, which 
contains exactly 3 involutions. Hence
Xi^  < (number of involutions in H/A) < 3(5-3) + 3  = 9. (1)
Suppose that 2^|G/H|. Then Xj - 0 and Lemma 4.26(ii) and (iii) 
both yield
3r < 2.9 = 18,
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contradicting our assumption that r > 2. Therefore 2 | |G/H |, and since, 
by Lemma 4.29(ii), the group G/H is cyclic of order dividing r, we deduce 
that 2 |r. Thus r »4.
We have |H/A | < 24 and G/H is cyclic. Clearly then ^  < 24. If 
k = n/r > 2 then Lemma 4.26(iii) gives
3r < 2(9 + 24) = 66,
contradicting r » 4. Hence k = 2, and Lemma 4.26(ii) gives 
3r + 1 < 18 + 24(3r/2+ 1),
whence 3r^2 < 41/3r^2+ 24, and we deduce that r < 4. Therefore we have 
r = 4 and, since k = n/r = 2, it follows that n = 8. Hence we have proved 
(i) and (ii).
We next show that H/AE “ Sg. We have H/AE 4 Sp(2,2) a Sg and, by
Lemma 4.31, we also have 3||H/AE|. Hence if we can show 2 | |H/AE | then
it will follow that H/AE a Sg. Suppose that 2-f|H/AE|. Then H/AE a Cg
and AE/A is the unique '. Sylow 2-subgroup of H/A, whence X^ < 3. To
obtain an upper bound for X^ we need to count the involutions of G/A
that are not in H/A. The group G/H is cyclic of order 2 or 4, and hence
there exists a unique subgroup, N/H say, of G/H such that |N/H| = 2.
Clearly N/A contains all involutions of G/A. We have |N/AE| = 6 and
C. a H/AE acts faithfully on AE/A. If N/AE acts faithfully on AE/A, then, 3
using the same argument used to establish (1) above, we see that the group 
N/A contains at most 9 involutions, 3 of which are contained in AE/A. 
Hence, if N/AE acts faithfully on AE/A, we have Xj < 9 - 3 = 6 .  On the 
other hand, if N/AE does not act faithfully on AE/A, then N/A contains a 
normal Sylow 2-subgroup which has order 8, and we see easily that Xj < 4. 
We conclude that in either case Xj < 6, and by Lemma 4.26(ii) we have
3** ♦ 1 < 6 ♦ 6(32 + 1),
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whence 82 < 66, a contradiction. Therefore 2| IH/AEI and H/AE s  S„.O
By Lemma 4.27 we have G/A = H/A x C/A where C = C„(Q), and C/A is 
cyclic of order dividing r = 4. Let AE < L H such that | L/AE | = 3. 
Cbviously L < G. Let M be the subgroup of G such that M/A = L/A x C/A. 
Clearly M < G and |G : M | = 2. Suppose that 4 | |Gx | for all x 6. V*. Then, 
since Mx = Gx H  M, we have 2 | |Mx | for all x€V*. It is easily seen that 
V is irreducible, and hence we can apply Lemma 4.26 to the group M. 
Obviously A^ « 3, X2 < 4, and since k = n/r = 2, Lemma 4.26(ii) gives
34 + 1 4 6 + 4(32 + 1).
Hence 82 ■$ 46, a contradiction. Therefore |g ^|2 = 2 for all xeV*. Since 
A acts semi-regularly on V *  and since |G/A| = 3.2° for some a, we have 
Ig x I3 i = |Gx I2 = 2 for all x € V #.
Suppose that X -S G such that X 3 C2 x Cj x Cj. Then, clearly, there 
exists y e V *  such that 4 11Xy |. Hence 4 | |Gy |, a contradiction. Therefore 
G contains no subgroup isomorphic to C2 x c2 xCj.
All that remains to prove is that |a | = 10 or 20, and that if |a | = 20 
then |G/H| =2. Let ye V#. Since |H/AE |2 = 2 and |G/H| = 2 or 4 we have
|g  : Gy lz = |g |2/2 = (|g /h |.|h /a e |2.|a e |2)/2 = |g /h |. |a e |2 .
By 3’-halftransitivity we have ( |G/H |. |AE|2> divides |v#| = 38 - 1, and
hence
|G/H|. |AE|2 < 32. (2)
Vie have 2 11G/H |, and hence |æ |2 -S 16. Clearly, then, |A |2 < 4. Now r 
is the least integer such that |A113**- 1, and we have 3hown that r = 4. 
Therefore 5 ||A| and it follows that |a | = 10 or 20. If |a | = 20 then 
¡AE|2 = 16 and (2) implies that |G/H| = 2.
Q.E.D.
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LEMMA 4.38. r > 2 then |A| =10.
Proof. Assume that r > 2. Then (i) - (vi) of Lemma 4.37 must hold. Write 
D = Cg (Q/Z(Q)). Then C = Cq (Q) < D. Now G/C s H/A and, by Lemma 4.28, 
the group H/AE acts faithfully on E/Z(E) and thus faithfully on Q/Z(Q). 
Hence we see that
D/A = Cg(Q/Z(Q))/A = AE/A x C/A.
We show that the case |A| = 2 0  does not occur. Suppose that |A| = 20. 
Then E H Q ^ Y  and, by Lemma 4.37(vi), we have |g /h | = 2. Hence |c/A| = 2 
and it follows that, if R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C, then |r | = 8. By 
Lemma 4.37(v) we have R j! * Cj.
Suppose that R s C^ x Cj. Then, since R H A  is a cyclic group of 
order 4, there exists an involution, g say, such that g € C\A. Clearly 
g € C n(E). But E contains a subgroup, Y say, such that Y = C, » C_, and 
we see that <Y,g> s * Cj, contradicting Lemma 4.37(v). Hence
M V  C2 ■
Suppose that R is cyclic. We have R 4 C = Cq (Q) and R O Q  = Z(Q), 
whence QR s QflY  c8* We see easily that QR is a Sylow 2-subgroup of D.
Also E < QR and E 3 QgY  Cn ‘ Clearly all involutions of QR are 
contained in E, and it follows that all involutions of D are contained in 
E < H. From the definitions of X^, Xj, we see that only those 
involutions, gA, of the group G/A = H/A * C/A, such that the coset gA 
contains an involution of G contribute to a count of Xx or Xj. Thus 
no involution of the group D/A = AE/A x C/A contributes to a count of Xj.
By Lenina 4.37 (1), the group H/A contains at most 9 involutions.
Therefore we see easily that X1 < 9 ,  X2 < 6, and Lemma 4.26(ii) yields
31* + 1 < 18 + 6(32 +1),
giving 82 4 78, a contradiction. Hence R is not cyclic.
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We deduce that R is a non-abelian group of order 8, so that R s Q
or Dg . Let Aq denote the subgroup of A of order 4. Clearly Aq < G,
and QA = E. Since R is non-abelian and A < R, we must have H = C_(A)
°  O G
= Cq (Ao ). Suppose that there exists g£i(G) such that g^[H, g^D. Let 
K be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. Then |k | = 3  and it is easily checked that 
EK <5 G. Clearly QK < G and QK s SL(2,3). Writing Tq = <QK,g> and 
T = <EK,g> , we have |tJ  = 48, |t | = 96. Now g^ D = Cq (Q/Z(Q)) and so, 
by Lemma 3.15, it follows that Tq s GL(2,3). We have F(T) = E s Qg'Y' 
and Aq  = Z(E) = Z(F(T)). Since g ^ H  = CQ(Ao ) we deduce that | z ( T ) |  = 2 
and g £T\CT (Z(F(T))). Also
T/F(T) = T/E = T E/E s  T /E H  T = T /Q s S, .o o o o o
Let W be a non-trivial irreducible submodule of V^. Since soc(T) = Z(Q) < A
JL
and A acts semi-regularly on V , we must have that W is faithful for T, 
whence, by Lemma 4.22, there exists ye W#such that 4 ||Ty |. Hence 4||Gy |, 
contradicting Lemma 4.37(iv). We conclude that there exists no g£ i(G) such 
that g *H, gflD. Hence if gA is an involution in the group G/A such that 
gA ^ H/A, gAjiD/A, then the coset gA contains no involution of G and therefore 
cannot contribute to a count of Xj. Thus we see easily that Xj < 4 and, 
using X1 -i 9, Lemma 4.26(ii) gives a contradiction.
We conclude that |A| t  20 and so, by Lemma 4.37(vi) we must have 
| A | = 10.
Q . E . D.
LEMMA 4.39. If r > 2 then a Svlow 2-subgroup of C is cyclic of order 4 _or 8.
Proof. Assume that r > 2. Then (i) *« (vi) of Lemma 4.37 must hold, and, 
in addition, |a | = 10 by Lemma 4.38. Hence E = Q a Qg. Let S denote 
the unique Sylow 5-subgroup of A. Then S < G and F = F(G) = Q * S . Also
8
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F acts semi-regularly on V*. In deriving ^  ^ 9 in Lemma 4.37(1) we 
allowed the three involutions of the group AE/A = F/A to contribute to a 
count of X^. But, since F acts semi-regularly, this is clearly 
impossible and we deduce that
^  ^ 6 .
Let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C. Clearly C = AR and R H  A 
He have
R/Z(Q) = R / R O  A s  RA/A = C/A,
and C/A is a cyclic group of order 2 or 4. Thus R is an abelian group of 
order 4 or 8 and R/Z(Q) is cyclic.
Suppose that R is not cyclic. Clearly, then, there exists a cylic 
subgroup, Lq  say, of R such that |Lq | ■$ 4 and R = Z(Q) x Lq . We have 
G/A = H/A x c/A and F = Q x S < H. Let D denote the subgroup of G such 
that D/A = F/A x C/A. Now Q O R  = Z(Q) and hence QR = Q x Lq . Clearly 
QR is a Sylow 2-subgroup of D, and therefore any Sylow 2-subgroup of D 
has the form Q x l , for some cyclic subgroup, L, of C. It follows that 
all involutions of D are contained in C. Hence if gA is an involution in 
the group D/A = F/A x c/A such that gA ^  C/A, then the coset gA contains 
no involution of G and thus cannot contribute to a count of Xj. Therefore, 
noting that C/A is cyclic and thus contains a unique involution, we see 
that X2 is at most one more than the number, a say, of involutions of 
G/A which are in neither H/A, nor D/A. Since G/A = H/A x C/A and, since, 
as in Lemma 4.37 (1), the group H/A contains at most 9 involutions, 3 
of which are contained in F/A, we see that a = 6 and
X2 < a ♦ 1 = 7. (2)
If there is no involution in H\Z(Q) then obviously X, = 0 and
(1)
= Z(Q).
Lenina **.26(ii) yields
31* + 1 < 7(32 + 1),
giving 82 < 70, a contradiction. Hence there exists h£H\Z(Q) such that 
2
h = 1 .  Clearly C contains exactly 5 Sylow 2-subgroups, and h permutes 
these subgroups by conjugation. It follows that h normalises some 
Sylow 2-subgroup, Rq say, of C. As shown above we must have a x Cj 
or Cj x C^, and hence, writing Y = £3^(1^), we have I = » Cj and h
normalises Y. Let X = ^Y,h} • Then |x| = 8. If h centralises Y then 
X = Cj * Cj » Cj, contradicting Lemma *».37(v). Hence h does not 
centralise Y. Obviously Z(Q) 4 Y and h centralises Z(Q). Thus, if 
Z(Q) = <z> and g€Y\Z(Q), then hgh = zg. Therefore (hg) = hghg = zg.g 
= z € A ,  whence hgA is an involution in G/A. Since Rq O  H = Z(Q) we must 
have g^H. As a result hgA^H/A. Also h € H \ Q  and thus ngA^O/A.
Therefore the involution hgA is one of those involutions of G/A which 
contribute to a count of o.
If the coset hgA does not contain an involution of G then hgA cannot 
contribute to a count of X2 , whence Xj < 6. But we have X1 < 6 from 
(1), and Lemma >4.26(ii) yields
3 * + 1 4 12 + 6(32 + 1),
giving 82 < 72, a contradiction. Thus the coset hgA contains an involution
2
of G and so there exists d€ A such that (hgd) = 1.
Now & 4 H = Cg(A) and therefore conjugation by g is an automorphism 
of A of order 2. But a cyclic group of order 10 has a unique automorphism 
of order 2, namely the automorphism that acts by inverting each element. 
Hence gdg = d”1 and, using the fact that h « H  = CQ(A), we see that
(hgd)2 = hgdhgd = hghdgd = zgdgd = zd”1 d = z,
Lemma 4.26(ii) yields
3** + 1 « 7(32 + 1),
giving 82 < 70, a contradiction. Hence there exists h£H\Z(Q) such that 
2
h = 1. Clearly C contains exactly 5 Sylow 2-subgroups, and h permutes 
these subgroups by conjugation. It follows that h normalises some 
Sylow 2-subgroup, Rq say, of C. As shown above we must have x Cj
or C2 x c^, and hence, writing Y = £1^ (Rq), we have Y s  x c2 and h 
normalises Y. Let X = <,Y,h} . Then |x| = 8. If h centralises Y then 
X £ C2 x c2 x Cj, contradicting Lemma 4.37(v). Hence h does not 
centralise Y. Obviously Z(Q) < Y and h centralises Z(Q). Thus, if 
Z(Q) = < z> and g€ Y\Z(Q), then hgh = zg. Therefore (hg) = hghg = zg.g 
= z € A ,  whence hgA is an involution in G/A. Since R0 0  H = ZCQ) we must 
have g ^ H .  As a result hgA^H/A. Also h£H\Q and thus hgA^D/A.
Therefore the involution hgA is one of those involutions of G/A which 
contribute to a count of o.
If the coset hgA does not contain an involution of G then hgA cannot 
contribute to a count of Aj, whence X2 ^ 6* But we have A^ < 6 from 
(1), and Lemma 4.26(ii) yields
3*1 + 1 4 12 + 6(32 + 1),
giving 82 4 72, a contradiction. Thus the coset hgA contains an involution
2
of G and so there exists d € A  such that (hgd) = 1.
Now g * H = Cq (A) and therefore conjugation by g is an automorphism 
of A of order 2. But a cyclic group of order 10 has a uniqueautomorphism 
of order 2, namely the automorphism that acts by inverting each element. 
Hence gdg = d-1 and, using the fact that h £ H  = C6<A), we see that
(hgd)2 = hgdhgd = hghdgd = zgdgd = zd-1 d = z,
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contradicting (hgd) = 1. Thus we were incorrect in supposing that a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of C is not cyclic, and we conclude that any such subgroup 
is cyclic.
Q.E.D.
LEMMA it.i+O. If r > 2 then n = 8 and G sE .
Proof. Assume that r > 2. Then (i) - (vi) of Lemma *4.37 must hold and
i
|A| = 10 by Lemma *4.39. Again let S denote the unique Sylow 5-subgroup 
of A. We have F = Q x S and F acts semi-regularly on V . By Lemma 4.37(iv) 
we have G/A = H/A x C/A, and from Lemma *4.39 (1) we have ^  i 6. As 
in Lemma 4.37 (1) we see that the group H/A contains at most 9 involutions, 
and, since C/A is cyclic, it follows that the group G/A contains at most 
10 involutions which are not in H/A. Let gA denote the unique involution 
in C/A. By Lemma 4.39 a Sylow 2-subgroup of C is cyclic, and hence C 
contains a unique involution, namely the non-trivial element of Z(Q). 
Therefore the coset gA does not contain an involution of G and thus 
cannot contribute to a count of Xj. Hence Xj 4 9 and, in fact, is 
precisely the number of involutions of the group G/A of the form hgA, 
where hA is an involution in H/A such that the coset hgA contains an 
involution of G. That is, X2 is precisely the number of involutions, 
hA, of the group H/A such that the coset hgA contains an involution of G.
Let T denote a Hall 5'-subgroup of H. Since S is a Sylow 5-subgroup 
of H and S i Z(H), we must have H = T x S. Obviously T G. We have 
AE = F = Q x S and Lemma 4.37(iii) implies that H/F a Sg. Hence |H| = 240 
and |T| = 48. Let K be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. Clearly K < T, and 
QK a SL(2,3). Also |T : QK| = 2. We show that the group T contains a 
unique involution, namely the non-trivial element of Z(Q).
Suppose that h€T\Z(Q) such that h2 = 1. Then h € H\F and, by Lemma 
4.28, we see that h acts non-trivially on E/Z(E) = Q/Z(Q). Since h ^ Q K
2
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we deduce that T = <QK,h> and, by Lenina 3.15, we have T 3 Gl(2,3).
Write Z(Q) = <z> . With reference to Lemma 3.10 we see that 7 contains 
exactly 12 non-central involutions, say h = h^, hj,..., h^j, where 
^i+6 = V  ^or ^ i < 6. Hence h^A,..., h^A, are six distinct involutions 
in H/A, not contained in F/A.
The group C contains exactly 5 Sylow 2-subgroups and obviously h 
permutes these subgroups by conjugation. Therefore there exists a Sylow 
2-subgroup R say, of C, such that h normalises R. By Lemma 4.39 R is 
cyclic of order 4 or 8. Let Rq denote the subgroup of R of order 4, and 
let Rq = <g> . Clearly gA is the unique involution in C/A. Suppose that 
h centralises Rq . It is easily seen that QK centralises C, and hence 
T = ^QK,h^ centralises RqA. If the coset iKgA contains an involution
2
of G for some i € (1.....6} then there exists de A such that 1 = (h.gd) .
In this case then, since h^fe T < Cq (RqA), we have
1 = (higd)2 = lugdh.gd = h2(gd)2 = <gd)2
whence gd is an involution in C, contradicting the fact that z is the
unique involution in C. Therefore for 1 <  i < 6 the coset hjgA does not
contain an involution of G. It follows that Xj 4 3 and, using ^  i 6,
T..mm 4.26(ii) gives a contradiction. We conclude that h does not
centralise R_.o
Write L = TRq . Then |l | = 96 and it is trivial to check that L 
satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 4.22. Also soc(L) s Z(Q) and Z(Q) 
acts semi-regularly on V#. Thus if W is a non-trivial irreducible sub­
module of V. then W is faithful for L and, by Lemma 4.22, there exists L
y e w *  such that 4||Ly |. Hence 4||Gy |, contradicting Lenaa 4.37(iv). 
Therefore we were incorrect in supposing that there exists h«7\Z(Q) such 
that h2 = 1 and it follows that z is the unique involution in T , and hence 
in H.
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As a consequence we have X.^  = 0. Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of T.
P is isomorphic to a generalised quaternion group of order 16. Therefore
Clearly T = <_QK,e^ and e acts non-trivially on Q/Z(Q). It follows that
He have QK s SL(2,3) and hence, by Lemma 3.14, there exists c € QK such that
Comparing this with the description of ^  in terms of generators and
relations given in Definition 4.36, we see that T a
The group C contains 5 Sylow 2-subgroups and so there exists one such
subgroup, R say, such that e normalises R. We have R a or Cg. Let
R denote the subgroup of R of order 4 and write R = ^t) . Clearly tA o °2
is the unique involution in C/A, and t = z . Now X^ = 0 and thus Lemma 
4.26(11) implies that 82 4 lOXj, whence X2 » 9. Since H/A contains 
at most 9 involutions our remarks at the beginning of this proof on the
Then |p| = 16. Since Z(Q) is the unique subgroup of order 2 in P and Z(Q) 
acts semi-regularly on V , the group P acts semi-regularly on V , whence
there exists e e. P such that e ^ Q  and |e| = 4. We must have e2 = zeZ(Q).
there exist elements a, b, of Q such that ae = b, be = a and Q = ^ a,b> .
I I c cc| = 3 and a = ab, b = a. We have
a
and
e ce ce _ , , ,e . , acb = a = (ab) = ba = b
2
-1 2 - 1  , -1 2 2 Therefore (e ce)(ac ) £ C^ ,(Q) = Z(Q), whence e ce = ac z or ac .
—1 2 —1 But |c| = 3 and so |e ce| = 3, whereas |ac z| = 6, and hence e ce
Thus we can write T = <QK,e^ in terms of generators and relations as
follows.
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size of X2 imply that if h ’A is any involution in H/A then the coset
h'tA contains an involution of G. Hence the coset etA contains an
involution and it follows that there exists d € A  such that (end)2 = 1.
Clearly conjugation by t is an automorphism of A of order 2, and therefore
conjugation by t inverts each element of A. Hence, using the fact that
e e H  = C_(A), we have b
2 —1 1 = (etd) = etdetd = etedtd - etetd d = etet .
Therefore
et = (et)1 = t 1 e 1 = t3e3 = (t,t2)(e2e) = (tz)(ze) = te ,
and we conclude that e centralises <t'> = Rq .
Thus conjugation by e is an automorphism of R of order 2 which 
centralises Rq . Consequently we must have either e centralises R or 
|r | = 8 and, if R = < f > ,  then e 1 fe = f5. Suppose that |r | = 3 and 
write R = <f > . Clearly < f 2> = Rq. Consider the group X = ^aef,f2^  . 
Since a £ Q  and ffeC = C„(Q) we see that a and f commute. Also, as shown
o
above, e centralises R0 = <f > . Hence the two generators of X commute. 
Now e 1 fe = f or f5, and in either case it is easily checked that |a*f | = 
and (aef)2 /  z = f1*. It follows that X s C^ x C^. But then, obviously, 
there exists y € V#  such that 4||Xy |, whence 4||Gy |, contradicting Lemma 
4.37(iv). Hence |r | /  8 and we deduce that R = Rq = <t >  .
Write S = <s> . We have
C = ^s,t: s5 = t4 = 1, t 1 st s s 1)  .
Comparing this with the description of in terras of generators and 
relations given in Definition 4.36 we see that C a Cj*
It is easily checked that QK centralises C, and hence, since T = <QK,e 
and a centralises C , it follows that T centralises C . Also G * HC * TC
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and T O  C = Z(Q). Hence
G = TC a EXY  E2 = Z .
Our next result shows that the case 6 s E does occur.
Q . £ • D •
LEMMA 4.41. Let G s E. Then there exists an irreducible GF(3)G-module 
V, faithful for G, such that dinigp^jV = 8 and |Gx |3, = 2 for all xtV*.
2
Proof. Write L = GF(3 ). The groups E^, Ej, are both subgroups of 
2
GL(2,3 ). Hence, for i = 1,2, there exists an LE^-module th such that 
is faithful for E^ and dim^U^ = 2. Clearly Ih is irreducible for i = 1,2 
Write U = ®  L Uj. Then, since E = E ^ Y  E2 * we can ma*<e u into an
LE-module in the obvious way. It is easily seen that U is irreducible and 
faithful for E. Also dim^U - 4.
Assume that G s E. Then there exists an irreducible LG-module,
V say, such that V is faithful for G and diir^V = 4. Naturally we may 
regard V as a GF(3)G-module, and d i m ^ 3^V = 8. We shall show |G^13, - 2 
for all x £ V in nine steps.
STEP 1: |i(G)| = 90.
Since G a E = E2 it follows that there exist subgroups, T, C,
of G with the properties that (i) G = TC ; (ii) [T,C] = 1 i (iii) T a E^
C i Ej i (iv) | T H C |  = 2. Write T O  C = <z> . Then z is the unique
central involution of G, and z acts like scalar multiplication by -1 on V
Write Q = 02(T). From the structure of T a E^ we have F(T) = OjiT)
: Q i  q  Clearly Z(Q) = <z> . It i3 easily seen that T contains exactly o
3 Sylow 2-subgroups, each a generalised quaternion group of order 16, 
and any 2 such subgroups intersect in Q. Since a generalised quaternion 
group of order 16 contains exactly 10 elements of order 4, and Q contains
ISO
and T O  C = Z(Q). Hence
G = TC a Exy  Z2 = E .
Q.E.D.
Our next result shows that the case G = E does occur.
LEMMA 4.41. Let G a E. Then there exists an irreducible GF(3)G-module 
V, faithful for G, such that d i m g p ^ V  = 8 and |Gx |3 , = 2 for all xeV*.
2Proof. Write L -  GF(3 ). The groups E^, Ej, are both subgroups of 
oGL(2,3 ). Hence, for i = 1,2, there exists an LE^-module such that 
is faithful for E^ and dim^Uj = 2. Clearly Ih is irreducible for i = 1,2. 
Write U = ®  ^  Uj. Then, since E = E^ Y  E^, we can make U into an
LE-module in the obvious way. It is easily seen that U is irreducible and 
faithful for E. Also dim^U - 4.
Assume that G a E. Then there exists an irreducible LG-module,
V say, such that V is faithful for G and dim^V = 4. Naturally we may 
regard V as a GF(3)G-module, and dim^p^jV = 8. We shall show |Gx I3 , - 2 
for all x t V  in nine steps.
STEP 1: | K G )  | = 90.
Since G a E = E ^ Y  ^  ** follows that there exist subgroups, T, C, 
of G with the properties that (i) G = TC ; (ii) [T,C] = 1 ; (iii) T a E^, 
C s E2 ; (iv) | T H C |  = 2. Write T A C  = <z> . Then z is the unique 
central involution of G, and z acts like scalar multiplication by -1 on V .
Write Q = OgtT). From the structure of T st E^ we have F(T) = Oj(T)
= Q « Qg. Clearly Z(Q) = <z> . It is easily seen that T contains exactly 
3 Sylow 2-subgroups, each a generalised quaternion group of order 16, 
and any 2 such subgroups intersect in Q. Since a generalised quaternion 
group of order 16 contains exactly 10 elements of order 4, and Q contains
ISO
and T O  C = Z(Q). Hence
G = TC a Eiy  E2 = Z .
Our next result shows that the case G a I does occur.
Q . E . D.
LEMMA 4.41. Let G s Z. Then there exists an irreducible GF(3)G-module 
V, faithful for G, such that d i n ^ g j V  = 8 and |gJ 3, = 2 for all xsV*.
2
Proof. Write L = GF(3 ). The groups Z ^  Z2 , are both subgroups of 
2
GL(2,3 ). Hence, for i = 1,2, there exists an LZ^-module such that 
is faithful for Z^ and dim^U^ = 2. Clearly IL is irreducible for i = 1,2 
Write U = ®  l  ^2‘ T*len» since Z = Z ^ Y  £2 ’ we can ma^e U into an
LZ-module in the obvious way. It is easily seen that U is irreducible and 
faithful for Z. Also dim.U - 4.li
Assume that G a Z. Then there exists an irreducible LG-module,
V say, such that V is faithful for G and dim^V = 4. Naturally we may 
regard V as a GF(3)G-module, and dim^p^jV = 8. We shall show |Gx I3, r 2 
for all x £ V in nine steps.
STEP 1: | i(G) | = 90.
Since G a Z = Z1Y  E2 ** follows that there exist subgroups, T, C,
of G with the properties that (i) G = TC ; (ii) [T,C] = 1 ; (iii) T a Z^
C a Z2 ; (iv) | T O C |  = 2. Write T H C  : <z> . Then z is the unique
central involution of G, and z acts like scalar multiplication by -1 on V
Write Q = 0j(T). From the structure of T a Z^ we have F(T) = 0j(T)
= Q a Q-. Clearly Z(Q) = <z> . It is easily seen that T contains exactly o
3 Sylow 2-subgroups, each a generalised quaternion group of order 16, 
and any 2 such subgroups intersect in Q. Since a generalised quaternion 
group of order 16 contains exactly 10 elements of order 4, and Q contains
ISO
exactly 6 elements of order 4 we see that T contains exactly 3(10 - 6) + 6 
= 18 elements of order 4. From the structure of C 5 I. we see that C 
contains exactly 5 Sylow 2-subgroups each a cyclic group of order 4. Thus 
C contains exactly 2.5 = 10 elements of order 4.
Since neither T nor C contains an involution other than z, it 
follows that if ge i(G) then g = tc for some 1 / ti T, 1 / cfcC. Then 
1 = g2 = t2c2 implies that t2 = c2 -  z . Therefore ge i(G) if and only if
g = tc for some ttT ,  c € C  such that |t| = |c| = 4 .  We have shown that
T contains exactly 18 elements of order 4, and that C contains exactly 
10 elements of order 4. Also if t£ T ,  c £ C with |t| = |c| = 4 we have 
t^c = tzc = tc^, and hence |i(G)| = 18.10/2 = 90.
STEP 2: if x £ V #  then |Gx | = 6, 3, 2, or 1, and if g ^  g2 & i(G) such 
that gx / g2 then x £  (Cyig^)*/') (Cy(g2>)#  implies that G^ a Sg.
Let S denote 0,(C). Then S < G and F(G) = Q x S. Consider
TS = T x S . We have |G : TS| = 2 and i(G)f\TS = 0 . Let x e V # and let
p be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G^. Since i(G) A  TS = 0 we must have P O T S  = 1 
and hence |p| < 2. Therefore |c^l2 < 2. We have |g | = 480 = 25.3.5 and
M
clearly S, a Sylow 5-subgroup of G, acts semi-regularly on V . Thus 
5f|Gx | and it follows that |G^l = 6, 3, 2, or 1. Let g1# gj€i(G) such 
that gx / g2 and let x € ( C v(g1 >)# A  (Cy(g2))#  • Then x fe V *  and Gx contains 
two distinct involutions, namely g^  ^and gj. Thereforo Gx is a non-abelian 
group of order 6, whence Gx a Sg.
STEP 3: if h ti(G) then din^Cyih) = 2.
Let R denote a Sylow 2-subgroup of QC. Then, clearly, Q 4 R and 
R a Q g Y  The group R contains exactly 6 involutions distinct from z. 
Let g « i ( G ) n  R. Considering V as a GF(3)R-roodule, Lemma 4.2(1) implies 
that dimQF^3jCy(g) = 4, whence dimLCy(g) = 2. Let h«i(G). If
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xt(Cy(h)j*("i (Cy(g)j* then, by Step 2, we have Gx a Sg. But QC <i G 
and 3-flQC| , and hence, since < g >  < G QC, we see that 1 < (G fl QC)“ X
< Gx s S3 and 3flGxn  QC| , clearly an impossibility. Thus (Cy(h))*0 
(Cy(g))^ = 0, and we deduce that din^CyCh) -i 2. Now if h S i(3) then 
hz€i(G). Thus we have din^Cyth) i 2 and dinijCyihz) i 2. But clearly 
V = Cy(h) ©  Cy(hz), and it follows that din^CyO)) = dim^C^ihz) = 2.
STEP M-: G contains exactly 4 Svlow 3-subgroups, say K^, Kj, Kg, K^, 
and for 1 < i < H we have dim^C^K^) - 2.
Since T « there exists a subgroup, M, of T such that M s SL(2,3). 
Obviously M < G, and all Sylow 3-subgroups of G are contained in M. Thus 
G contains exactly 4 Sylow 3-subgroups, K^, Kj, Kg, , say. By Theorem 
3.13 any faithful irreducible module for GL(2,3) over the field GF(3) has 
dimension 2, and thus, any faithful irreducible module for SL(2,3) over 
GF(3) has dimension 2. Hence, considering V as a GF(3)G-module and writing
vM = wx® ... ®wa
where each is an irreducible GF(3)M-module, we see easily that each 
IT is faithful for M, whence dining = 2 for 1 4 j « a. It follows
that a = «♦. Let i€{l,..., *0. Clearly d i a ^ ^ C y  (K^) = 1 for 1 < j « H, 
and therefore dim^p^g jCy(K^) = 4. We conclude that dim^Cy(Kj) = 2.
STEP 5: if X *  {x i x €  V#, 3| |Gj). then |x| = « M 3 1*- 1).
Clearly
*  *X = U  (C„(K,))* .
i=l V 1
If 1 4 t  f  j 4 then xtiCyiKj))*/^ (Cy(Kj)j* implies that < K i ,K^> < Gx , 
which is clearly impossible since, by Step 2, we have |GX | < 6. Thus the 
above union is disjoint and, since dim^CyiK^) = 2 for 1 < i < <t, we must 
have |X| = WO**- 1).
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STEP 6: Gx = Sg for at least one x £ V*.
Suppose that for all xe V# we have Gx £ Sg. Let xeV*. Since |Gx |
= 6, 3, 2, or 1 by Step 2 and G $ S_, it follows that G contains aX o x
unique involution. Therefore if g2 t i(G) such that gx t g2 then, 
clearly, (Cyig^^))*(Cy(g2))# = 0. By Step 3 we have dinijCyOi) = 2 
for all hei(G), and hence
38- 1 =  |V*| >| U  (Cv(h))# |= |i(G) | (3**— 1) = 90(3**-l), 
hei(G) V
ti
giving 3 + 1 > 90, a contradiction. Thus there exists at least one 
’ #x eV such that G = S_.X o
STEP 7: ^f x € V* such that Gx s Sg then dim^Cv(Gx ) = 1.
Let x e V # such that G = S„. Then G = <K,h”> for some Sylow x o x
3-subgroup, K, of G and for some h e  i(G). ,By Steps 3 & H we have
dim^Cyih) = dimLCv(K) = 2, and hence, since 0 + x t C y(Gx) = Cy(h) C \ Cy (K),
we must have dim^CyCG^ = 1 or 2. Let W denote Cy(K). Then dim^W = 2
and, writing M = Nq(K) , it follows that W is a module for the group N
over the field L. Clearly we have S ■< N.
Suppose that d i r n ^ i G ^  = 2. Then Cy(Gx > = W and Gx is a subgroup
of the kernel of N on W. But, as shown in Step 2, if yfeV*then |G^| < 6.
Therefore, since |Gx | = 6, we see that Gx is precisely the kernel of N
on W, whence G e N. In particular S normalises G . It is easily seen x x
that Cg(S) = TS and, as observed in Step 2, we have i ( G ) 0  TS = 0.
Hence h ^ C Q(S). Therefore, since h £ G x a Sg, it is obvious that S does nc 
normalise Gx , a contradiction. Thus dim^Cy(Gx > t  2, and we conclude that
"W V  • »•
STEP 8! if x €  X then G x S-.' X o
Let x « V *  such that G„ ■ S,. Then G = <K,h> for some SylowX <3 X
3-subgroup, K, of G and for some h£i(G). As in Step 7, writing W = Cy(K)
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and N = NQ(K) we have that W is a module for the group I! of dimension 2 
over the field L and S « N. By Step 7 we have d i n ^ C y ^ )  = ri*n r; (h? = 1. 
Since W = CH(h) 9  (^(hz), we must have dinigCgOiz) = 1. Write = CyOi), 
W2 = CH(hz).
It is easily seen that W contains exactly 10 distinct one-dimensional 
subspaces, and, clearly, S permutes these subspaces in two orbits of size
5. We claim that the S-orbit containing does not contain For,
if (W1)s = W2 for some s t S  and if wfeW*, then w s € W 2 = Cy(hz), whence 
(ws)(hz) =ws. But S s Cj and S < G. Hence we may write sh = hsa for some 
a. Then
ws = (ws)hz = Whsuz = wsaz
which yields w = w(sa 1z). Thus sa 1z € G w . But 1 ^ sa l z € F  = Q x S
dfc
and F acts semi-regularly on V , a contradiction. We conclude that W^ 
and W2 are in different S-orbits.
We have CQ (W^) = Gx , and CQ (W2) = ^K,hz"> s  Sg. Therefore, since
any one-dimensional subspace of W is either (W^)s or (W2 )s for some s e S ,
#  #
we must have Gy a Sg for all y € W  = Cy(K). Let i*{l,..., *♦}. Then the 
Sylow 3-subgroup of G is conjugate to K, and it follows that there 
exists g £ G  such that Wg = CyO^). Therefore if xfeiCyiKj))* then 
x = yg for some yfc W*, whence G = (G )g a G “ S-. To complete this stepx y y  °
we merely remark that X = 0  (C„(K. ))*i—1 v
STEP 9: |Gx Ui = 2 for all x € V #.
By Step 2 we have that if x « V # then |G | = 6, 3, 2, or 1. Thus 
we need only show that 2 11Gx | for all x e V * t o  establish that |Gx |3, = 2 
for all x t V *  Clearly 2 11Gx | for all x « V # if and only if
V# * U  (Cv(h)>*. (I)
h*i(G) V
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This completes our investigation of the case m = 1, and we now 
drop our assumptions, stated immediately after the proof of Lemma 4.30, 
that m = 1, that G does not act half-transitively on V*, and that 
6 4  . We proceed to examine the case m = 2 working under the
assumptions stated immediately before and immediately following Lemma 4.27 
and using the notation introduced there.
LEMMA 4.42. If m = 2 then q = 3 and E « Q g Y  Dfl, and either G acts half- 
transitively on V *  or
(i) H/AE “ Cj or Sgi
(ii) r = 1, 3, SSL 4 i 
(iii) 4||Gj for all x e V *  .
Proof. Assume that m = 2. Then by Theorem 4.21 we have q = 3 and 
E a Q g Y  Therefore 4‘f|A|, giving E = Fj s 02(6) and AE = F = F(G). 
Recall that H = CQ(A). Let H denote H/AE and let R denote F(H). By
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Lemma 4.28 we have that Hi as a linear group on the symplectit soace 
E/Z(E), is a subgroup of Sp(4,2) and 02(H)= 1.
By Lemma 4.12 we have |Sp(4,2)| = 2**.32.5. Assume that Jf|Rj.
Then, since 02(H) = 1, we must have R = 1 or R s Cg. If R s “(H) = 1 
then, clearly, H = 1, whence H = AE. If R a Cg then ;H|j20. Thus, whether 
R = 1 or R a C5, we must have 3"f"|H|. By Lemma 4.29(ii) the group G/H 
is cyclic, and hence G contains a normal Hall 3'-subgroup, II say. By 
Lemma 4.3 we see that N acts half-transitively but not semi-regularly 
on V*. Clearly N -f £7?3n ) since E < N and E is not metacyclic. Also 
N i  g i 3 n/2) since ^ 3 n/2) contains an abelian subgroup of index 2 
whereas E < N and a maximal abelian normal subgroup of E has index 4 in E. 
It follows that N must satisfy one of the cases (f^), (fj), (f,), (f^), 
of Theorem 1.16. But in all these cases we have F(N) = Q ^ Y  D., and 
thus |a | = 2 which yields Cg(A) =• H = G = N. Therefore if 3'fl?.j then G
4tacts half-transitively on V .
Assume that G does not act half-transitively on V*. Then 3 ||r |.
We need some of the facts concerning the group Sp(4,2) and its action on 
a 4-dimensional symplectic space W given in the discussion immediately 
following Lemma 4.1 in [13]. Let L be a Sylow 3 subgroup of Sp(4,2).
Then, as stated in [13] (and as is easily checked), L s Cj * Cj, and 
W s •  W2 where W1 and W2 arc 2-dimensional non-isotropic subspaces 
normalised by L. Also, as shown in [13] , the group Sp(4,2) contains no 
element of order 15.
Since we have assumed that 3 ||R|, and since Sp(4,2) contains no
element of order 15, it follows that R is a 3-group. Therefore R a Cj
or C« x C,. We use the argument at the beginning of the proof of [13]3 3
Lemma 4.4 to show that R f C3 x cg. Suppose that R a C3 x Cg. Then R 
is a Sylow 3-subgroup of Sp(4,2) and hence, writing W - E/Z(E), we have 
W « Wx • W2 where Wx and W2 are 2-dimensional non-isotropic subspaces
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normalised by R. Let E^/Z(E) = Wlt E2/Z(E) = Then, since and W2
are non-isotropic, E^ and E2 are non-abelian groups of order 8. But E^ 
and E2 both admit automorphisms of order 3, whence E^ £ E2 a Qg and 
we have
E = ElE2 a Q8Y  Q8 f  Q8Y  Db.
contradicting E g Q8Y  °8- Hence R ^ C3 x Cj, and we conclude that R aCj. 
Thus H s Cg or Sg, which proves (i).
The group E does not act semi-regularly on V*, and so there exists 
yfeV such that 2 | |E^ |. Therefore 2 | |G^ | and, by 3'-halftransitivity we 
have 2 | |G | for all xtV*. By assumption V is homogeneous, and hence 
we can apply Lemma 4.26 with p = 2. Note that it is Lemma 4.26(iii) that 
applies since, by Lemma 4.29(iii), we have 4 = 2111 > n/r. Since |H/A| < 96 
and G/H is cyclic we must have X^ < 96, >2 < 96. Lemma 4.26(iii) 
yields
3r < 2(96 + 96) = 384
and we deduce that r < 5. But if r = 5 then, since |G/H| divides r, we 
have X2 s 0 and Lemma 4.26(iii) gives a contradiction. Thus r < 4. Now 
4f|A| and r is the least integer such that |A113**— 1. It follows that 
r t  2 and we have proved (ii).
All that remains to prove is that 4| |Gx | for all x €. V . Suppose 
that there exists y t V #  such that *rf|Gy |. Then, since 2 | |G^  |, we must 
have |Gy |2 = 2* Therefore, by 3'-halftransitivity, |Gx |2 = 2 for 
X€V*. Let hci(G)P\E. By Lemma 4.2(i) we have dimCy(h) = n/2. Let 
gei(G) such that g ^ E ,  and let x € C y ( h ) 0  Cy(g). Since h € E x we have 
2||E I. But g £  G \E and g€i(G), whence 2 1 |G /E | and 4||G |. Therefore 
x = 0, and we deduce that Cy(h)P(Cy(g) = 0. Hence for all g£i(G) we
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have dimCv(g) <S n/2. Since |Gx |2 = 2 for all x € V* it follows that
V# = U  Cv(g)T (1)
gei(G) V
Suppose that r = 4. Then |a | = 10 and |H | < 960. Since |G/H | ^ r = 4 
we have |g | < 3840. Certainly |i(G) | .$ |g | < 3840 and (1) yields
3n- 1 = |V*| < 3840(3n/2- 1),
giving 3n/,2+ 1 $ 3840. But, by Lemma 4.29(iii), we see that n > 2mr = 16, 
and we have a contradiction. Hence r f  4.
Suppose that r = 3. Then |a | = 26, so let B denote the subgroup of 
A of order 13. Now B < A < Z(H) and so, if T denotes a Hall 13’-subgroup 
of H, then we have H = T x B. Also T < 192 and i(G) £  T. Consequently
|i(G) | < 192 and (1) yields
3n- 1 = |V# | < 192(3n/2- 1),
giving 3n^2+ 1 < 192. But n » 2mr = 12, and we have a contradiction. Hence 
r ^ 3.
Therefore r = 1, whence |A| = 2 and H = G. Thus G/E = H/AE a. Cg or S^.
The group E s Q „ V  Da contains exactly 10 non-central involutions and 
8 8
hence, if 2-flG/E |, then i(G) £  E which yields |i(G)| 4 10. Assume that 
2 1 |G/E |, and let S/Z(E) be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G/Z(E). Clearly 
|S/Z(E> | = 32, and the group E/Z(E) has index 2 in S/Z(E). Let 
sZ(E)£S/Z(E) such that sZ(E)^E/Z(E) and |sZ(E)| = 2. By Lemma 4.28 the 
group G/E acts faithfully on E/Z(E), and hence, writing W = E/Z(E), we 
have |Cw(sZ(E))| 4 8. If tZ(E)feE/Z(E) then |stZ(E)| = 2 if and only iftZ(E) 
€ CyCsZiE)). Thus the group S/Z(E) contains at most 8 involutions not 
contained in E/Z(E). Clearly G/Z(E) contains three Sylow 2-subgroups, 
any two of which intersect in E/Z(E). Hence the group G/Z(E) contains
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at most 3.8 = 24 involutions not contained in E/Z(E), vhenca G contains 
at most 2.24 = 48 involutions not contained in E. It follows that 
|i(G)| < 48 + 10 = 58. Thus, whether G/E a Cg or Sg, we have |i(G)[ 58,
and (1) yields
3n- 1 = |V# | < 58(3n/2- 1),
which implies that 3n^2+ 1 i 58. Hence n < 6. But 2n = 4 divides n, and 
we conclude that n = 4. Since | | ^  = 2 for all x t V *  it follows that 
|G|2/2 divides the size of each G-orbit in V*, and thus |g |2/2 divides 
|V*I = 80. Hence |g |2 < 3 2 ,  and therefore E is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
Let K be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. Then G = EK.
Now E contains exactly 10 non-central involutions, and therefore E 
contains precisely 5 subgroups isomorphic to C2 x containing Z(E).
Each of these subgroups is normal in E, and clearly K normalises at least 
one such subgroup, M say. But then M 2 Cj * and M < 3 ,  contradicting 
our assumption that G contains no non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup. Hence 
we were incorrect in supposing that there exists y £ V *  such that 4'f|Gy|, 
and we conclude that 4 11Gx | for all x€V*.
Q.E.D.
LEMMA »♦.‘♦3. ^If m = 2 then 6 acts half-transitively on V .
Proof. Assume that m = 2. By Lemma *».H2 we have q s 3 and E a Q0Y  d q * 
Suppose that G does not act half-transitively on V .  Then (i), Cii), (iii), 
of Lemma 4.42 .just hold. If r = 3 then, since |G/H113 and |K/AE[2 < 2, we 
must have 2| |GxD  AE| for all x 6 V #. In this case, then, 2]|EX ! for all 
x t V *  and Lemma 4.1(ii) yields n = 4, a contradiction since r = 3 and 
r|n.
Suppose that r = 4, and write L/AE = F(G/AE). Since G/H is cyclic 
of order dividing 4 and H/AE a Cg or Sg, we see easily that |G : L| < 2
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and L/AE is cyclic of order 3,6, or 12. Clearly either VL is irreducible, 
or VL = Vx e  V2 where V1 and are irreducible GF( 3)L-modules such 
that (V1)g = V2, (V2)g = Vx , for all g £ G\L. Let U denote a non-trivial 
irreducible submodule of V^. Since r = 4 we must have | A | = 10 and we 
see easily that soc(G) = soc(L) = A. From the fact that A acts semi- 
regular ly on V* it follows that U is faithful for L. If x e U *  then 
4| |Gx |, and hence 2 11G^ L |. Therefore 2||Lx | for all x £ U # and, 
since obviously is homogeneous, we can apply Lemma 4.26 to the group L
and the module U. It is easily seen that £ 15, X2 £ 16. Now if 
VT is irreducible then dimll = n, whence (dimU)/r > 2, and Lemma 4.26(iii) 
gives a contradiction.
Therefore V, - V, ®  V_ where V. and V0 are irreducible GF(3)L-modules,L JL Z x Z
faithful for L, such that ( V^g = V2 , (V2)g = V1# for all g£ G\L. If 
x € V*. then G £ L, whence L = G , and L acts 3'-halftransitively but| X  X X
#not 3'-semiregularly on . Clearly dim - n/2. However, L/AE is 
cyclic and so L contains a normal Hall 3'-subgroup, N say. By Lemma 4.2 
the group N acts half-transitively but not semi-regularly on V * ,  and 
clearly N ^ t w i/2> and N f  g ? 3 n/V  Hence, by Theorem 1.16, we 
see that N must satisfy one of the cases (f^), (fj), (f3)• (f^) in the 
statement of that theorem. But then we have n/2 = 4, whence n = 8, 
contradicting the fact that 2 %  = 16 divides n. Therefore r t  4.
Using Lemma 4.42(ii) we conclude that r = 1, which yields ¡A| = 2 
and Cg(A) = H = fi. Thus G/E = H/AE a Cg or S g .  Since 4||Gj for all 
x e V* we see that 2 1 |EX | for all x«V* , and therefore, by Lemma 4.1(ii), 
we have n = 4 and |Ex | = 2, for all x«V*. Consequently G/E a Sg. Let 
K be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. As observed in the proof of Lemma 4.42, 
the group E contains exactly 5 subgroups isomorphic to Cj x Cj containing 
Z(E). Each of these subgroups is normal in E, and, clearly, K normalises 
at least one such subgroup, M say. Thus EK £ NQ(M). Let gCMSZ(E).
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Then g is a non-central involution in E, and there exists y € V* such that 
Ey = <g> • Since Ey = E O  Gy < G y it follows that Gy < CQ(g), and, since
M = <Z(E),g> , we must have Gy « Cgig) < Ng(M). Now *♦ | | Gy |. and
therefore 2 ||Gy :Gy O  E|. Hence Gy ^  EK. But |G : EK| = 2 and we deduce
that Nq (M) » <EK,Gy> = G, giving M G ,  the final contradiction since
G contains no non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup. Thus G acts half-
jt
transitively on V .
Q.E.D.
The preceeding results are collected together to obtain the following 
theorem.
THEOREM 4.44. Let G be a soluble group, q a prime, and V an irreducible
GF(q)G-module, faithful for G, such that dimQp ^ j V  = n and G acts q'-
halftransitively but not q 1-semiregularly on V . Assume tnat G contains 
no non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup, and that if A denotes Z(Cp(i(F))) 
where F = F(G) then VA is homogeneous. Then one of the following must 
hold.
(i) G acts half-transitively on V* ;
(ii) G 4 £7fqn ) ;
(iii) on = 3** and G S GL(2,3)Y Ct| }
(iv) qn - 38 and G a E, where E is the group defined in Definition 4.36.
Proof. By Theorem *».21 we have 0p(G) is cyclic for all odd primes p. Let 
F2 denote 02(G) and write E = ^«¡^(»(Fj))). If F2 is generalised
quaternion of order at least 16, or if F2 is cyclic, dihedral or semi­
dihedral, then by Lenina 4.27 we have G 4 f/tqU). Therefore we may assume 
that F2 is not cyclic, dihedral, or semi-dihedral, and that Fj is not a 
generalised quaternion group of order greater than or equal to 16. Then 
by Lemma 4.1 the group E is of type E(2,m) for some m t  0 and by Theorem
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H.21 we have m = 1 or m = 2. If in = 2 then, by Lemma U.H3, the group G
1
-i*.
acts half-transitively on V , and hence we may assume that m = 1.
Therefore Lemmas 4.30 - 4.35 and Lemmas 4.37 - 4.40 imply that if G does 
not act half-transitively on V*, and if G y  £?(qn), then q = 3 and either 
n = 4 and G s GL(2,3)V C^, or n = 8 and G s Z.
Q.E.D.
This concludes Step 3 in the outline of this chapter given earlier.
He now drop the assumptions, stated immediately following the proof of 
Lenina 4.27, that is homogeneous and thatFj is neither generalised 
quaternion of order at least 16, cyclic, dihedral, nor semi-dihedral.
He proceed to Step 4, the investigation of the possibility that is not 
homogeneous, under the assumptions stated immediately preceding Lemma 4.27 
and using the notation introduced there.
I£MMA 4.45. The case in which is not homogeneous does not occur.
Proof. Suppose that is not homogeneous. Then, by Lemma 4.27, it
follows that F2 is neither generalised quaternion of order greater than
or equal to 16, cyclic, dihedral, nor semi-dihedral. Consequently q t  2
and Lemma 4.1 yields that, writing E = fl-(CF (•(F))), we have E is a
2
group of type E(2,m) with m t 0.
Let
VA = Vl «  —  * Vt
where is a homogeneous component of V^. Since, by assumption,
is not homogeneous we have t > 1. Let Sj denote the stabiliser in G 
of for 1 < 1 4 t. Then CQ(A) < S1 and |0 I S j  ■ t for 1 « i 4 t. Also 
the Si are conjugate in G. Now G/CQ(A) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Aut(A), an abelian group. Thus s s2 s • • • a 8t 8 s , **y* and S e G.
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The V A are permuted by G and if i t  and g e  G the- V.g = V.
if and only if g£S. Hence if i£{l,...,t} and x €  V *  then Gy 4 S, whence
Gx = S^. By Clifford's Theroem each is an irreducible GF(q)3-rodule
and, clearly, (V^>A is homogeneous for 1 4 i < t.
Since S 4 G we must have F(S) 4 F = F(G). From the fact that C„(A) < S
G
it follows that E 4 S, whence AE 4 F(S). Now |F : AE | -i 2, and from the 
structure of F2, a 2-group of symplectic type, we see that ?(C.(S)) = *(Fj)
Therefore, writing L = F(S), we have 0(L) = *(F), and so
Cl (*(D) = L H C f (*(F)) = L n A E  = AE.
Consequently Z(Cp*(F)) = A = Z(CL(*(L))). Clearly soc(S) i A, and, since 
A acts semi-regularly on V*, the module is faithful for S (1 < i < t).
He have shown that is an irreducible GF(q)S-module, faithful for
A
S, and, since Gx = Sx for al.l x e  V1 , we see that S acts q'-halftransitively 
but not q'-semiregularly on . Obviously S is soluble.
Suppose that S contains a non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup. Then 
the possibilities for S are given in Theorem 3.9. If S satisfies (iiil in 
Theorem 3.9 then {^(OjiS)) a C2 * C2 and clearly, ^(OjiS)) < S, a 
contradiction. If S satisfies (i), (ii), or (iv) of Theorem 3.3 then we 
must have |a | = 2 ,  giving A<Z(G) which contradicts our assumption that 
VA is not homogeneous. Hence S s ¿7(q® : qB ) for some integers a, 6, 
such that q B|a . But 02( ££(q® s qB )) is abelian unless q® - 1 is a 
power of 2, and we have a non-abelian subgroup of 02(S), namely E. Hence 
q® - 1 is a power of 2. Therefore either a = 2 and q = 3, or a = 1 and q 
is a Fermat prime. As a consequence we see that q"fa , which yields 3 = 0  
and
| s |  = | # q a  * q B ) | s  I £ T q a >l = i ) .
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It follows that S is a 2-group, whence A is a 2-group and G/C„(A) is a 
2-group. Since CQ(A) < S i G we conclude that G is a 2-group, and G 
acts half-transitively but not semi-regularly on V*. Also G is im- 
primitive as a linear group, and hence Theorem 1.16 implies that either 
a .  S r ^ n ) .  or G a Q g V  D8’ or *1 = ^ and G is isomorphic to the dihedral 
group of order 18. But tgT<f/2) and QqY  Dg both contain a non-cyclic 
abelian normal subgroup, and we have q f  2. Hence we were incorrect in 
supposing that S contains a non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup, and thus 
S contains no such subgroup.
We have shown above that A = Z(CL(*(L))) where L denotes F(S), and 
we have (V^)^ is homogeneous. Therefore we can apply Theorem 4.44 to the 
group S and the module V^. Suppose that either (iii) or (iv) of that 
theorem holds. Then q = 3 and A s or C1Q. But both and C1Q possess 
a unique (up to equivalence) faithful irreducible representation over GF(3), 
contradicting our assumption that is not homogeneous. Thus either 
S acts half-transitively on V *  , or S < ^ q ° )  where a denotes dinigp^jV^ 
Let 6 denote the dimension over GF(q) of an irreducible constituent of
'V*-
We proceed to eliminate the possibility that S 4  cT'i.q°), so, in
order to obtain a contradiction, suppose that S 4 ^Tq°). Then S is
metacyclic, whereupon E is metacyclic, and it follows that E « Qg.
Therefore L = F = E x B where B is a cyclic group of odd order, and Z(F) = A.
By Lemma 4.23 we have i(S) = 0. We deduce that if xeVj then 2<|’|SX |.
From the fact that S acts q'-halftransitively but not q'-semiregularly on
V *  there exists a prime, p say, distinct from q, such that p||sx | ^°r 
0x € V x , and we have shown that p t 2 .
By Lemma 4.23 there exists a normal cyclic subgroup T of S such that 
|F 1 T| » 2 and S/T is eylic. Clearly A 4 T and |T t A| = 2. Also we 
have 2a > 2, and, by Lemma 4.29(iii), we see that 2 > 0 /8 . We apply
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Lemma 4.26 to the group S, the module and the restriction of V1 to 
A. Since a/6 > 2 it follows that either Lemma 4.26(ii) or Lemma 4.26(iii) 
applies. We have p / 2 and |T : A| = 2  where S/T is cyclic. Hence S/A 
is central-by-cyclic, and we must have S/A abelian with a unique cyclic 
Sylow p-subgroup. But then either A1 = 0, A2 < 1, or A^ -i 1, A? = 0, 
and both of these cases contradict Lemma 4.26(ii) and (iii). Hence S ^ ^ T q a) 
The only remaining possibility is that S acts half-transitively on
, so suppose that this is the case. Since S does not act q'-semiregularly
#  #on it follows that S does not act semi-regularly on . As proved
above, S J  |7 fq a ) and S contains no non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup.
Therefore we see that the possibilities for S, q, a are precisely those
given in cases (a^), (a2), (1^), (bj), (c^, (c2>, (d^, (dj), (e^, (fj),
(fg), (f^) in the statement of Theorem 1.16. Obviously cases (a^), (a2>,
are impossible since in these cases |A | = 2  and A < Z(G). It is easily
checked that in the remaining cases qf|s| and qf|Aut(A)|. But CQ(A) < S < G,
and G/Cq (A) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(A). Therefore qff|G|, and
#we deduce that G acts half-transitively but not semi-regularly on V .
Since is not homogeneous G is imprimitive as a linear group, and 
Theorem 1.16 implies that either G £ s r ^ ' h .  or G a Q8Y  D0 , or q = 2 
and G is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 18. But both o£(<l ^ ) 
and Q0V  Dn contain non-cyclic abelian normal subgroups, and we have q t  2, 
the final contradiction.
Q.E.D.
With the groups c7(qn ), ¿Tfq” : q™), A, E, as defined in 
Definitions 1.14, 3.1, 3.8, 4.36, respectively we collect together 
the results of this chapter* and Chapter 3 to obtain the following theorem.
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THEOREM M-.H6. Let G be a soluble group, q a prime, V an irreducible
GF(q)G-module, faithful for G, such that G acts q'-halftransitively but
A
not q'-semiregularly on V . Let n denote dimcr^ V .  Then one of the 
following cases must hold.
(i) G acts half-transitively on V ;
(ii) G « # U n ) ;
(iii) G s ¿^(q11^ 2 : qm ) for some integer m such that qm |n/2 ;
(iv) qn = S ^ a n d G  s SL(2,3)Y Dg j
(v) qn = 31* and G a A ;
(vi) qn = 3 4 and G s GL(2,3)Y Dg ;
(vii) qn = 311 and G s GL(2,3)YC1| ;
(viii) qn = 3® and G s Z.
Proof. Write A = Z(Cj.(*(F))) where F denotes F(G). If G contains a 
non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup then the possibilities for G are 
given in Theorem 3.9. Notice that if G a QgY  Dg then G acts half- 
transitively on V*. If G contains no non-cyclic abelian normal subgroup 
then Lemma *».•♦5 implies that VA is homogeneous and the possibilities 
for G are given in Theorem *4 .*44.
Q • E • D e
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CHAPTER 5
BOUNDING THE NILPOTENT LENGTH OF A SOLUBLE 
HIGH - FIDELITY GROUP WITH A UNIQUE MINIMAL NORMAL 
SUBGROUP.
In this chapter we bound the nilpotent length of a soluble group 
which acts faithfully, irreducibly, and q'-semiregularly as a group of 
linear transformations of a vector space over the field GF(q) for some 
prime q. We conclude by using this bound, together with the main results 
from earlier chapters, to show (Theorem 5.2) that if G is a soluble 
high-fidelity group with a unique minimal normal subgroup then n(G), the 
nilpotent length of G, is at most 6.
LEMMA 5.1. Let G be a soluble group, q a prime, and let V be an irreducible 
GF(q)G-module, faithful for G, such that G acts q'-semlregularly on V*.
Then n(G) < 3.
Proof. Write F = F(G). Since V is a faithful, irreducible G-module over 
the field of characteristic q we must have 0^(G) = 1 ,  whereupon q-j*|F|. The 
fact that G acts q'-semiregularly on V#  implies that G^is a q-group for 
each v e V*, and therefore F acts semi-regularly on V *  From the structure 
of groups that act semi-regularly as groups of automorphisms we deduce 
that if p is an odd prime then Op(G), the unique Sylow p-subgroup of F, is 
cyclic, and 02(G), the unique Sylow 2-subgroup of F, is either cyclic or 
generalised quaternion.
Let B denote the normal Hall 2'-subgroup of F. Then B is a cyclic 
group of odd order, and F = 02(G) x B. If 02(G) is cyclic then write 
A = F. If 02(G) is generalised quaternion of order at least 16 then 
02(G) contains a characteristic cyclic subgroup of index 2, R say. Clearly 
R is self-centrslising in Oj(G), In this case write A = R * B. Thus,
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if 02(G) is generalised quaternion of order at least 16, or if C>2(G) is 
cyclic, then A is a normal cyclic subgroup of G such that |F : A| < 2 
and Cp(A) = A.
Assume that 02(G) is either generalised quaternion of order at least
16, or cyclic, and let A denote the normal cyclic subgroup of G
constructed in the previous paragraph. Let N denote C„(A). Then NG
stabilises the chain
02(G) » 02(G)r> A » 1 ,
and so N/Cj.(02(G)) is a 2-group. Also the solubility of G implies that 
Cg(F) s Z(F), and hence
Cjj(02(G)) < Cg(F) = Z(F) « A < Z(H) .
Therefore M/Z(N) is a 2-group, and consequently N is a normal nilpotent 
subgroup of G. It follows that N < F, whereupon N = Cg(A) = A. He conclude 
that G/A = G/C_(A) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(A), an abelian group, 
and then, obviously, n(G) < 2.
Hence we may assume that 02(G) is isomorphic to the quaternion group 
of order 8. Write Q = 02(G), so that F = Q x B with Q a Qfl and B a cyclic 
group of odd order. As above we have Cg(F) = Z(F), and therefore, writing 
Z - Z(F), S = C_(Q), T = C_(B), we see that the map p s G/Z — ► G/S x G/TG b
defined by p : gZ i— ► (gS.gT) for all g £ G is well-defined and is a 
monomorphism. Thus G/Z is isomorphic to a subgroup of G/S x G/T.
Now B is cyclic, and hence G/T is abelian. Also G/S is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of Aut(Q) a S^, the symmetric group of degree <♦. Clearly 
F/Z a Cj x Cj, and p maps F/Z isomorphically onto the subgroup FS/S x 1 
of G/S x G/T (where 1 denotes the trivial subgroup of G/T). Then, from 
the structure of the group S^, it is easily seen that G/F is Isomorphic to 
a subgroup of S^ x E for some abelian group E which yields n(G/F) < 2,
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and hence n(G) 4 3.
Q.E.D.
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be a soluble high-fidelity group with a unique minimal 
normal subgroup. Then n(G) ^ 6.
Proof. Let N denote the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. Then N 
is an elementary abelian q-group for some prime q. Write R = C_(N).
We show first that n(R) 3. Let 1 / A 6N, and then, by Theorem 2.17, 
the group G^ contains an abelian Hall q'-subgroup, H say. If Q denotes 
0 (G.) then H O Q  = 1, whence H s HQ/Q, and clearly, HQ/Q is a Hallq A
q'-subgroup of G^/Q. Since Q = O^(G^) it follows that the group G^/Q
contains no non-trivial normal q-subgroup, and so F(G^/Q) is a normal
q'-subgroup of G^/Q. Now G is soluble, and hence so is G^/Q. Consequently
F(G^/Q) is a subgroup of each Hall q'-subgroup of G^/Q, and therefore, in
particular, F(G^/Q) -s HQ/Q, an abelian group. As a result HQ/Q 4 C/Q,
where C^jienotes the centraliser in G^/Q of the subgroup F(G^/Q). But
the solubility of G^/Q implies that C/Q -$ F(G^/Q), and hence HQ/Q = F(G^/Q).
Thus HQ <J G^, and since H is a Hall q'-subgroup of G^ we deduce that
G^/HQ is a q-group. It follows easily that n(G^) < 3 ,  and then, in view
of the fact that R = C_(N) 4 G, , we have n(R) 4 3. b A
Let G denote G/R. Clearly G is soluble. Theorem 2.17 implies that,
A _  _
regarded additively, N is an irreducible GF(q)G-module, faithful for G,
—  . » #  _  
such that G acts q'-halftransitively on (N) . If G acts q'-seniregularly
on (N)* then n(G) 4 3 by Lemma 5.2. If G does not act q'-semiregularly
on (N)* then Theorem U.**6 lists the possibilities for G, and, using Theorem
1.16 for the half-transitive case, it is a simple matter to check that
n(G) 4 3.
We conclude that R is a normal subgroup of G such that both n(R) 4 3 
and n(G/R) 4 3. Hence n(G) 4 6 as required.
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